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Torque Control
This year, for me, 2009 starts on the first of
March - that being the day after the nominating
deadline for this year's Hugo Awards. Finances
permitting, I'm hoping to head off to Montreal
this summer to attend Anticipation, the 2009
Woddcon, and as a result I've been spending the
last few weeks trying to read, watch or otherwise
consume as much 2008 Hugo-eligible material as
possible.
As I say in my contribution 10 this issue's
Reviewer's Poll, 2008 seems to me to have been a
very solid year filled with very good, if perhaps
not outstanding, books, and it was hard to narrow
them down to jusl five. I won't repeat my choices
here, but I will note some of the books that nearly
made my list: Stcphcn Baxtcr's Flood, which I
think is his best book since Evolution (2002); Adam
Roberts' Swiftly, which may be his best book to
date; Neal Stephenson's Anathem, of course (though
I feel absolutely no need to re-read it any time
soon); Patrick Ness' The Knife of Never Letting Go,
whose sequel I eagerly await; Farah Mendlesohn's
Rhetorics of Fantasy, reviewed elsewhere this issue;
and KJ Parker's The Company. It seemed a less
notable year for short story collections, although
there were several good anthologies published in
the US that are worth seeking out - Lou Anders'
Fast Forward 2; ElIen Datlow's Del Rey Book of
Science Fiction and Fantasy; and Jonathan Strahan's
Eclipse 2, from which Ted Chiang's BSFA Awardnominated slory "Exhalation" is taken.
Speaking of the awards: as you'll have seen if
you've rifled through the restofthis mailing already
- or as you'll discover shortly if you haven't - this
year, thanks to the generosity and helpfulness of
the nominated authors and their publishers, we
have been able to make the nominees for Best Short
Story available to all members. And, as they say,
if you liked these ... details of where to get Eclipse
2, and how to subscribe to The Magazine of Fantasy
and Science Fiction (where M. Rickert's story was
first published) and lnterzone (original venue for
Greg Egan and Paul McAuley's stories) are in the
Awards booklet.
The booklet also includes a ballot paper. Don't
forget that you can also vote electronically, by
sending your ranked preferences to the Awards
Administrator, Donna Scott, at <awards@bsfa.
co.uk>; and if all else fails, and you're going to

Eastercon, you can vote there - up until about
Spm on Saturday, there'lI be a ballot box on the
BSFA table in the dealer's room.
As for the rest of this issue: Colin Oddi and
Mitch LeSlanc once again supply their staggeringly
comprehensive run-down of the year in film;
and Abigail Nussbaum looks at the TV of 2008,
and in doing so inaugurates a new TV column,
Progressive Scan. Graham Sleight considers the
purpose of year-in-review jamborees like this one,
Stephen Saxter tackles some unusual historical
turning points, and Andy Sawyer picks Edwina
Currie's The Ambassador, no less, as this issue's
Foundation Favourite. Plus, of course, there's all
the usual reviews - and more letters; do keep
them coming.
Sowhat'snext? 2009,ofcourse, which from where
I'm sitting looks to be a good year for fantasy: UK
editions of Ursula K Le Cuin's Lavinia and Margo
Lanagan's Tender Morsels, major new novels from
established writers such as China Mieville (The
City and The City) and Robert Holdstock (Avilon),
and promising-looking books from newer writers
including Joe Abercrombie (Best Served Cold) and
Kit Whitfield (In Great Waters, which, according to
at least one person I trust, is "stunning"). So next
issue we'll be focusing on fantasy; sec you there.
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Letters
Totheed.itorsI can't let Bcnjeapes' sly dig at HeinIein pass without
rommentjeapeswrites,. in his reviewofStross's Satum's
Children, "Strosscanmatch HeinJein'sstrengthsandbeat
him on his weaknesses. His depiction cl women shows
signs of actually having met some from time to time."
HeinJein as a person was very popular indeed with
women. He liked them. they liked him (talk to Pat
Cadigan who knew him personally). Hcinlein's writing.
also, was very popular with female readers, and his
short stol)' 'The Menace from Earth" is frequently
anthologised and is used by anumberoflibrariansofmy
acquaintance. There's a reason for this: Heinlein wrote
women who were interesting. independent, and mostly
didn't marry the man or ooy in their life. The female
protagonists of the juveniles, while they play second
fiddle, went off to be professional amazons. engineers,
coqx>rate CEOs, reigning monarchs. and scientists.
1hey were almost always depicted as being smarter
than the male POV dlaTacter. PodJaJy~ of Mms may be
terrible. but that shouldn't wipe away the memory of
Hcinlein's other girl d1aracters. The female protagonists
of the adult novels. while never as satisfying, were
allowed to enjoy sex (revolutionary at the time) and even
had conversations with other women whim weren't
about men. Heinlein wrote the first sf novel about the
psychology of an abuse survivor that I know of (FridDy:
he wrote it notnecessarily well butclearly)and probably
the first real transgender fantasy in sf (I will Ft:ttr No Evil
resembles the an-line trans fantasy ficsof theearly 2llXl<;
vel)' closely). Until I was in my mid-teens, Heinlein was
one of only a handful of male writers in the field writing
anything like plausible women (the protagonist of To
Sail Beyond the SUllset may be excruciating. but she's a
fair representative of my grandmother's generation and
their reaction to modem feminism).
Heinlein's work was quickly passed by the second
wave feminists, but he offered more than one challenge
or subversion of the status quo, and was for a long time
one of a handful of male writers who realised that the
future of the human race rather depended on having
some women around. If Ben jeapes wants to stand up
for the portrayal of women-in fact the existence of
women-in science fiction. he might want to consider
the paucity of active female protagonists in his own

wo"e
Yours faithfully
Farah MendJesohn
To the editors It was a pleasant surprise to read thal you wclcomed

letters; one had assumed that only alpha fans fluent in
authentic Outespeak and with trope-detectors set at
ultra-sensitive were allowed anywhere near "ktor.
As an epsilon fan I was a little bothered by jonathan
McCaImont's (very interesting) article on the laws of
physics. Surely scientists ("naturaJ" philosophers) are
more pragmatic than (un-naturaJ) philosophers - have
robe marc pragmatic-on the nature of physical "Iaw"?
They observe what looks like regularity and pattern
in nature, model what they believe they see with
statements in mathematical or ordinary language, test
(ie, try 10 falsify) their conjecture and if they can't break
it, say, look. guys, that seems to work, let's call it a law for
now and run with it. 1he more theoretical they are, the
more they try to generalise - to look for mathematical
models which subsume other models, to head towards
the hoped-for "theory of everything".
That language, with its constraints and logic. is itself
ultimately physical appears (so far) to have caused
no problems (other than to the likes of RusseJ,. GOdeL
Oum:h. o.omsky and the computer scientists). Also,
paradoxes like "'before time began", "beyood the
universe", "paraUeValtemate universe" are largely set
aside in the hope thatone day ... The Humeworlds that
Mc:Calmont discusses appear, in SF, to be a license to
write what you damn well like. At one extreme you get
Greg Egan's cJever logical pursuit of a single what-if; at
the other, AJan Moore playing the game outrageously
for laughs and satire.
If some SF writers are running out of conventional
scientific ideas to use in their stories, then Hume worlds
will appeal to them. but the vile paitrnodemist brainvirus is a dreadful example of what can happen when
literary fashion is dressed up as philosophy.
Yours sincerely,
Bob Ardler
jonathan replies:
&b.
On the issue of pragntlltism f think it gmuinely writs
from scimtist tosdenrist rmdgrnenttion to grneratim, as well
asacrording towhidl ~ofscientificactivitytNscientists
spmd thm days mgagttf in. For txIlmp!2, Richard Ftynman
uus ftnnousJy instrummtm about the theordir:aI apptzrrlhlS of
sOma but Hugh E.vnrtt litml1Jy believed that a msion of

him would

lme on aft~ his dt%lth in another possiblt unioase.

If a:nything. I susptd that thnr's mm less am.smsws about
mltural Itrw among scientists than
~t"'=

t~

is bttwem SF

As for Hume Worlds, 1 do not thi"k that tNy Im
" " , _ . OnLq[t"'«ntroJ pillmsq["",tmodtm thought
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is UIt: idm /lull UIt: world's mela-narralitJItS IUf socially
amstrudtd, but in orderfur this to be true. you need quite a
wdl-h«ltd metaphysi.cs in which people aist, inftract, and
crttlte this thing aUltd 'rmJify'. But a HullY World UXJIIld
lack any kind of stabk mdJlphysit:s at all. Evtn if 11 Hutne
World I"tSmIbkd the dcnsdy sfrudumt moral msmology 0{
the likt:s of Drmte, it uxndd rmly ~ be an illusion. 11 duma
ronjunditm 0{ m»gnisllble shapes PlO diffrmd to the fila on
Mars. ~ Ilbsolute unpmiictllbility and chaos of 11 Hutne
World prouidd 11 mdlr-1lllT1'flfivt so strong thIll it is quite III
odds with the world·views of the likt:s of FOIIalUIt or CXrrida..
To my mind. a bdkr t::mmpleo{pt:opk writing what they
~damn wdllikL" might be SteMt MojJat's Jekyll (2007) or
Prtltchett's Thud! (2005) in whidJ the laws of the mind and
the un~btnd to mret fhtdemDndsofthestory. But that's
twt so much postmodenrism as it is lazy writing.
DearVtdor,

At the risk of being ac:euscd of creeping fuddyduddyism - increasingly a worry of mine in my 50th
year-I thought I should correct a few misstatements (or
misapprehensions) in L. J. Hursfs review of The 5cima
Fiction Hall ofFIl:IIY \blume Ttoo B (Vtctor 258).
To begin. Hurst seems to be under the impression
that the current editions of Volume Two A and Two B
(not Volume Twoand Two B) are new to2005or later. Of
course that is not so - the:o:le books were first published
in 1973, and reflect the results cl voting that occurred
in the late '60s. (Silverberg's Volume One appeared in
1970.)
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a pretty sensible divide. (i.e. I think two categories of
short fiction makes more .!ll.'JlSe than three.) And the
dividing line, though ill defined. is probably at about
10,(XX) words on average.
A couple of minor points - Budrys's "'Rogue Moon"
didn't "become" a novel- rather, Budrys cut the novel
so that it couIe be published in F&SF. (But that's not
""""""'s ore would be expecred to know.) And the<e
is a typo - or a cut&paste error - in identifying Wdmar
Shiras's story-in one place it is called "E for Effort".
Fmally, Hurst's discussion of "precursion" opens
an interesting topic, whim of course would require
mum more space than was available in that review. But
the examples suggested don't seem that interesting to
me - the tie between "Rogue Moon" and 2001 is little
beyond "alien artifact on the Moon" - and at any rate
Budrys had surely read the original story featuring that
artifact. "The Sentinel", which predates "Rogue Moon"
by some years - but Budrys probably didn't even think
the slories particularly related. And, yes, The Prestige
is quite interestingly following on from the questions
of identity and teJeportation raised by "Rogue Moon"
- but there are many other such stories, such as Pohl
and Williamson's "Farthest Star", and, much more
interestingly to mc, James Pabick. KelIy's "Think Like
a Dinosaur". (Whim KeIly wrote, ..... says. in part in
explicit response 10 another SF Hall ofFIl:IIY (v. 1) story:
"The Cold Equations".) Meanwhile, surely '1n Hiding"
is in dialogue with countless stories cl atomic mutation
and superintclligcnce - perhaps Sltm above all

0-_
AlIb<>!.

RichHorton
Hurst is correct to note the preponderance of stories
from Astounding and Ga1Jlry - it is more pronounced
LJHurstrtplies:
than I 'NOU.I.d have thought In the two volumes there
are 13 stories from Astmmding (1lCJI'e from Analog, note),
Thanks for the useful comctions and expansions in your
6 from Galltty, and 1 from F&SF, in addition 10 the WclIs
and Forster stories, which appeared outside the genre. annlysis ofIltld ~ to my mJiew ofThe Science Fiction
I might have expected more from F&SF, and perhaps Hall of Fame Volume lIB. You art rorm:t that this oolume
at least a Ioken representative of some of the non-Big is a new editicm, not a first edition, something I pointed oul
3 magazines - perhaps Damon Knight's "The Earth when I reviewed \oblume HA in i$Ul! 241. YVhy the members
of the Sciena Fiction Writers of America (I Ihink they had
Quarter", from if, 10 make just one suggestion.
HurstwonderswhytheTwoBvolumedidn'tincludc not then added Nand FanlasyN 10 lheir name) chose theslories
novelettes. Well the subtitle announces that the book they did thirty five years ago is now unlikely to be solved.
I'm sorry thal you did nnt find my examples interesting.
will include novellas,. and so too does the introduction
(unless it has changed from my mid·70s SFBC edition). However, if you wish to study how I Iurot 1Doktd at mRtters
Now the definition SFWA Uged for novellas and short such IlS pm:ursion in SF, wand in one of your prtfrrmJ works,
stories in the Hall of Fame books is a bit fuzzy. 1suspect -rhink l.ik a Dim,lSQur by lames Patrid Kelly, you will
theysimplyasked the voters to list stories in thecategory find my 1998 Foundation reuiew reprinttd on my wtbsite
they remembered the stories fitting in. Whim leads to (<.httpJ!www.hurstportal.nd». Thai goes into ~ depth
sum oddities as Cordwainer Smith's 1he Ballad of than lam hce.
IIlnl Sllre, though. tJuzt you WIll agm that t~ c1Jlssic:s
Lost CMeU", whim is no more than about 8100 words,.
appearing in the novella volume, while the same desnve to be rmd and ~rttJd bta:ust that ~rmding
author's "Scanners Live in Vain" is over 13,1Dl words rmeals /hem not to be static. but amtinuing to tnhIma
nno rrorks, constantly opming nno trains of thought and
long but is in the short story volume.
At any rate, the SfWA for these books chose only investigation, amstJmtly tnIttlling nno depths. I Ihink ~ of
10 divide between "short story" and "novena" - no the responsibilities ofa mJi£wer is to mIl1Iz that ,/Mr.
novelettes! - whim for what it's worth is in my opinion
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2008 Vector Reviewers' Poll
Edited by Kari Sperring
Welcome to the 2OCI8 Reviewers' POU. As ever, it's a
""'Y broad mwd>. .-;th books r.mging from the AngloSaxon period (Bmwulf) to, naturally, the very far future
(Wintmtnkt). A total of 104 different authors have bee1
listed for a goodly mix of sf and fantasy, fiction and non-fiction,. genre and non-genre. We're all reading and we're
reading widely and, it appears, voraciously. 1he top
picks. with three votes eadl, are Ridlard Morgan's BIilck
Man, Ian McDonald's BrasyI, and lain M. Banks'Miltter.
This is perhaps unsurprising: the former won the Arthur
C. Oarke award, BrasyI was the BSFA Best Novel of
'1fXJl, while Banks is a consistent favourite. Just behind,
with two vote'i each. are L..ou Anders, ed. FllSt Forwant 2;
~

Prie&. The MDgic; Greg Egan. InanuI=na;

PaoIoBarigalupi.PumpSixandOtherStorits;Ha1Duncan.

f.salpt from Hdl!; QIarleo; Stross. Halting Statt, Ouis
8edcett. The Turing Test; Nea1 Stephenson. AnaJhem; Ken
Mad..eod. Tht &tcutVn Channd and Ian R Mad..eod,
SongofTtme. So, without further ado. happy reading in
2009 and on to the reviewers themselves.

Crescent TubeStatil::rl!). I've been a fanoE those matchless
deta1i.ves. BryantandMay,ever-sUn I reviewed Ofzrizst
Day{later rewritten asSevm~Sevm Clocb) for Vector in
1994. HaWs that for declaring an interest?

The MDg;c The Stmy of. Fum (GrimGrin, 2OOl), by
Ouistopher Priest. Does what it says on the film canI mean,. book cover. The Prestige, adapted from literary
novel into cinematic movie. GrimGrin of Hastings. East
Sus6ex, is also to be congratulated for publishing Ersatz
Wines (twclw prentice Priestshort stories) and Real·TIme
World (his firstroUection,. issued by NELin 1974).
Rkk _
Spaa IJd<ctiv< (Prion, ",Uected 2OOl).
General Editor. Steve Holland.. These "10 classic
interplaoc1ary comic book adventures" were originally
published by Super Detective Library in the 1950s..
illustrated by Rat Turner. Hany Harrisal was me of
the regular writers,. which gives this retrotome some
addedhistoricaJ interest.

P.lIuI B.atemMt:
I start this selection with two works of poetry: Seamus
GrMwri Andrews:
He""'Y" tr.m>lation oI-...Jf(F- ond F_, 1999)
MUo<ks of lift Shanghm ID Shq>pmm" An and Simon Annitage's translation of Sir Gnoain and the
Au~, by j. G. BaIlanl (Fourth Estate, 2OOl).
Grern Knight (Faber and Faber, 200'7). I haven't read
BaUard's matter--ol·fact.. almost reportoria1 lme makes other versioos of these ancient ta'le poems so J can't
the - weU - Ballardian story of his life all the more really compare them with older translatiCJn!" I can just
moving. He could never be accused of being an atrocity say they are a joy of language and an indication of why
the original poems had such an impact on the fantasy
exhibitionist.
Now and Farroer (HarperCollins, 2(08), by Ray genre.Afterall the RidersofRohan inTolkien's Thel..Drd
Bradbury. Two new--old/old·new novellas. '5omcwhere of the Rillgs haw been called Beowulf on horses, and
a Band is Playing' is vintage Bradbury wistful thinking Tolkien himself had also translated Sir GauWn. From
about a young man finding a timeless town in the a more scholarly (and perhaps pretentious), linguistic
Arizona desert. 'Leviathan 99' is an oft~times rewritten point of view, it's interesting to see how important
take on Moby Did. Ouistopher lee once starred in a the choice oE words and their origins impacts on the
BBC radio version. I can only hope that the Beeb didn't reader. Both works are rich. in alliteration and words
wipe the tape...
of Gennanic origin, harking back to their Old English
The Wont r:f God or, Holy Writ kwriltcl (fach.yon.. roots. It occurs to me that part of the reason a number of
2OOl, by Thomas M o;,m One gathers from litis books, particularly genre fic::tial. fail is a lack oE thought
delightfully acemk 'fictional .utolnogrnphy' tho. [);sd> over the words used, their origins and whether more
didn't get along too well with Philip K Dick - even in appropriate ones could be used instead. ~ps. if
theU shared Afterlife! [);sd>',"", >OOrt-sto<y roIIection, you're considering writing a Dark Age; style fantasy,
The Wall of"'"'"'" ("'" pubIi>hOO by Tomyon), ~ no it would be worth using more Germanic 1anguage and
reducing the number of words with Latin origins.
"'" ltighly reaxnmended.
The mind does peculiar ~ It plays moo on
The I<doria " " ' _ (Doubledoy UK. 2OOl, by
Otristopher Fowler. The sixth recorded case oE the us. We have difficulty remembering th:inf;; in some
Peculiar Crimes Unit (located above Momington instances but not in others. Rita Carter's Mlppillg the
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Miruf (Phoenix. 1998), covers a number of these things
and much. much more, detailing how technological
advances in brain scanning are revealing indications of
how the brain and mind work.
The last two dtoices are the result of reading previous
Vector Reviews of the Year, highlighting the things I've
,"""""

From a few years ago 1 missed Neal Stephenson's
Quicksilver (ArToW; 2003), so now I've had a chance
to catch up his tale of the time of Newton and the
Restoration. It's certainly the case that Stephenson
does his home work, the text being rich in historic and
scientific detail from that age - some may say at the
saoifice of pace and plot. It's a book that requires a lot
of investment, and I'm hoping that with the next two
equally weighty parts of 1he Baroque Cycle are worth
it.
From last year I missed Michael Olabon, but out
of the works of his I've read this year I'm picking The
Amazing Adventures ofKavo1ier & Clay (Harper Perennial,
2000). Probably evety year I say some book or another is
the best I've read in years. In this case it's actually troe,
honest. This book does everyt:hinf;. It does character,
plot, world-building, intrigue, history, power, glory; and
so on and so forth. It reads a bit like a Jewish take of
Citizen KJme with comic books instead of newspapers,
and was a deserved winner of the Pulitzer Prize.
Lynne Bispham:
Two very different books are at the top of my list
for 2lrn: Kelley Armstrong's Bitten (Orbit, 2001), and
Connac Md:arthy's The Road (Picador, 2007). Highly
entertaining and very readable, Bitten's depiction of
il'i feisty independent heroine Elena, the only female
werewolf in existence, and her Pack of werewolves,
who retain certain lupine personality trail'i and patterns
of behaviour even when in human form, is utterly
convincing. It may not be great literature, but it is very
well-written, and with il'i page-turning plot involving
a threat to the Pack's existence, it is certainly great
fun. I am very much looking forward to catching up
with Armstrong's other supernatural thrillers. Totally
different in tone is the Pulitzer-Prize-winning The Road,
in which a father and son travel through a burned, ashcovered America, scavenging for food in ruined cities
and farms. It's unremittingly bleak, and M<Carthy's
unique style might be an acquired taste for some, yet
the book is totally compelling -I read it in one sitting.
The remaining three novels in my top five are all
superior fantasies which depict totally convincing
imagined worlds.lnJennifer Fallon's The Immortal Pri/lce
(for, 2007), the Tide Lords, god-like beings who most
people believe to be a myth, behave as badly as would
most humans given immortality and virtually limitless
powers, destroying civilisations on a whim. In Robert
VS Redick's The Red Wolf Conspiracy (Gollancz, 2008),
various political machinations come to fntition in the

enclosed world of a Great Ship where little is as it first
appears, whilst in Pamela Freeman's Blood TIeS (Orbit,
2008), ghosl'i walk among the living and revenge is
sought for a centuries old massacre. With the exception
of The Road, these five novels may not win any literary
awards, but they capture the reader's attention from the
start and are books that you just can't put down until
you've read them from cover to cover.
Tanya Brown:
Nicola Barker's DarkmllltS (Fourth Fstate, 2007) is
blackly funny; layered narrative with vivid characters
and deliberate evasion on the part of the author. I'd
been meaning to read this since it was shortlisted for the
Man Booker, and for an 800-page book it's a remarkably
quick and engrossing read. Though published as
literary fiction. there's a strong element of the fantastic
a vivid collage of medieval imagery, underpinned by
some serious discussion of the medieval mindset and
its reflection in the modem era.
Sheri Tepper's The Margams (Gollancz,. 2008), for me,
had the joie de vivre and the humour of her early novels.
It's the story of Margaret, who is (welL may be) split into
her component possibilities: seven lives lived. in very
different settings as a result of each Margaret's choiCl.'S.
Eventually, of course, all the Margarel'i are pulled
together to oppose a pseudomystical nasty. Tepper's
perennial themes are here- ecology, population control
tolerance and compassion; the economics of slavery;
the need. for rescue. There's also a thread that a cynical
reviewer might dismiss as whimsy, but which I found
heart-warming: and there's a fairy-tale feel to the story.
What goes around comes around, kindness is repaid,
malevolence rebounds.
I'd bounced off Karen Joy Fowler's Sarah Ommy
(Henry Halt, 1991) several times in the last decade:
on finally reading it, 1 began to understand why it's a
book that provokes strong opinions and passionate
argument. I like the subtlety of the sfnal elcments (yes, I
do think it's sf) and the ways in which Fowler explores
various aspects of the Other - women, Chinese, aliens,
non-humans. Fowler's prose - precise and full of detail
- is a pleasure to read.
Eli7.abeth Bear's Blood and Iron (Roe, 2006) is a riff on
Facrie and folk·tale, especially Tam Lin and the tithe
to Hell, set amid an eclectic blend of myth, history and
occult lore. Elainc, the protagonist, isn't an especially
likeable character, but her dilemmas and her pain are
compelling. and she provokes fascinating reactions
from those - hwnan and supematural- she encounters.
I'm still not sure about the narrative trick in the middle,
but it certainly got me thinking!
In some respects The Company (Orbit, 2008), KJ
Parker's first standalone novel, was a disappointment:
I do fed that slhe works better at trilogy length. with
ample space to develop and twist the plot. But Parker
has the knack of creating compelling characters, and
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despite an irritating habit (noted in Parker's other work)
of faking suspense by referring to characters solely by
pI'OfLOUI\ I was fascinated by the world-building (this
is another novel without magic or weird beasties that's
still very finnly in the realm of the fantastic) and by the
interaction of the characters, veteran survivors of a war
who find themselves at a loss when peace breaks out.
NicOarke:
I haven't managed to get through as many books
this year as I usually would. Nonetheless, there were
still plenty of sfnal treats, many of them supplied by
the Arthur C Oarke award shortlist (as were some of
the year's least satisfying reads, but as this is a place
to rolebrate, rather than to moan,. I'll keep quiet about
those).
Top of the list. and my personal pick for the Oarke,
was The Execution Channel (Orbit, 2007) by Ken
MacLeod: tightly-plotted, tense, and probably the best
example I've ever encountered of a stunning twist
ending that feels, in retrospect, utterly organic to both
plot and theme - and which. on looking back. was
being hinted at throughout Marvellous. This is not to
say that the actual winner was undeserving, of course.
While it lack the finely-tuned unity of purpose that I
appreciated so much in The Execution Oumnel, Richard
Morgan's fast-paced, bold, and challenging Black Man
(Go11ancz, 2007) presents a robust science fictional nearfuture, interrogating the present without ever losing the
balance between message and story.
Also from the Oarke shortlist comesSarah Hall's The
Carhullim Anny (Faber&: Faber, 2007), a slim, beautifullywritten, and quite grim fable about a group of women
who fight back when resource shortages and social
breakdown in a near-future OK lead toa rollbackof their
rights, and the various ways in which their experiences
are both brutalising and liberating. Adding to the sense
that feminist visions of the future are alive and well in
the twenty-first century, and as necessaI)' as ever, is
Gwyneth Jones' Life (Aqueduct, 2(04). Global in scope,
but focusing largely on a couple of closely-examined
characters, it is an emotional1y-brutal tale of how lives,
loves, and society as a whole are affected by advances in
research into.sex, gender and genetics.
Finally - and one of the few ~ publications I've
read so far -!an RMacLeod's Song of7ime (PS Publishing,
2008) sees a world-renowned concert pianist looking
back over her extremely eventful life as she prepares for
death. Her recollections take us through a century or so
- her past our future - of social convulsions, scientific
developments, and personal biumphs and. tragedies:
devastating climate change, religious fascism in France,
the fX1SSibility of a sort of digital afterliJe, a tumultuous
marriage, and above all her music.

Mark Connorton:
Peter Watt's novel Blind5ight (Tor, 2006) is a
fantastically bleak and original tale of first contact
between an Earth spaceship 0'e\0'Ied by post-humans
and some extremely alien aliens. As well as being very
tense and taut, Blindsight is packed with invention
and asks provocati\l'e questions about what makes us
human, and whether those traits would be any use to
us in the vastrless of space.
Brasylby lanMdJonald (Gollancz,~)isa dazzling
and highly entertaining tale ofrolliding alternate Brazils,
featuring such vivid and memorable characters as a
bisexual wheeler-dealer drag queen and. an ambitious,
capoiera fighting 1V producer. The book was a sheer
pleasure to read and the verve and energy effortlessly
carried me over the weaknesses in the plot and sent me
hurrying to dig up more of his back catalogue.
Liberation by Brian FrancisSlatteIy (Tor,~) uses the
setting of a near future USA ruined by financial collapse
to meditate on the birth of America, and the slavery,
genocide, land theft and colonial wars that attended
it. The plot revolves round a gang of (almost) supercriminals reuniting to get the country back on track.
but the book is looser and more relaxed than that might
sound; warm and affectionate, with some beautifully
written passages and Sbungly reminiscent of Pyndlon.
but without the bloat.
After reading about it for years, I was delighted to
stumble across an English translation of Argentine
writer Adolfo Bioy Casares' 1940 nO\lella The Invention
Of Morel; a Wellsian tale of a fugiti\l'e washed up on a
mysterious island who takes desperate measures to
join a party of glamorous socialites. Despite its rather
Edwardian tooe, the story sets out a hilariously ')'T'ical
parable of human relationships and is highly resonant
in today's media landscape of reality 1V and. internet
avatars.
Daniel Abraham's The Long Price (Orbit, 2007)
compiles the first two volumes of a fantasy quartet set in
a vaguely far eastern society, where poetIwizards create
powerful genie-type beings from platonic concepts.
The books describe the slow-burning conflict between
two nations and are very well written and plotted,
with strong characters and a sharp eye for economic
and social forces. I can't wait for the second half of the
series.

GaryDalkin;
In alphabetical order by author, my fiw choices for
2{X)8are:

Greg Bear, City At The End Of Time (Gollancz, 2{X)8).
Bear's return to hard sf plays homage to Wtlliam Hope
Hodgson's The Night Land while incorporating elements
of Clarke's The City and the Stars and Give Barker's
fantastical hOlTOr. Written in wonder-filled language,
this is a book about storytelling, a love story, an epic
adventure, a dazzling slice of sf and probably the best
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novel Bear has yet written. If the ending falls short the
journey amply compensates.
Ouistopher Evans, Omega (PS Publishing. 2008).
Evans' first novel in over a decade finds the author
still exploring questions of identity, perception and the
nature of reality. Set part1y in our'real'world and partly
in a world in which WWII turned out very differently,
this complex and finely characterised thriller is as good
as anything Evans has written. Consider it an alternative
world to Otristopher Priest's The Separation.
Naomi Klein,. The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster
Capitalism (Penguin. 2007). Finding a master narrative
which makes sense of 50 plus years of US foreign and
economic policy, Klein writes the most vital politica1economic history I have read. It may sound dulL but
is riveting. The light bulb comes on. the dots join. and
seemingly disconnected pieces of mooem history fall
into place to provide the best explanation of the state we
are in since Orwell.
Ouistopher Priest. The Magic (GrimGrin, 2008). A
short book from Otristopher Priest's own imprint, The
MaKic is Priest's acrount of the writing of The Prestige
and his experience of and thoughts about the novel's
transfonnation into Ouistopher Nolan's film of the
same name. A unique insight into the process of a book
becoming a film from the original author, who is both the
ultimate insider, and in the film-making process almost
as much an outsider as any other film fan. Dluminating
non-fiction from our finest novelist
Rebecca Solnit, River of ShmJnws: Eadward Muybridge
and the Technologicnl Wild West (Viking. 2(03). Nominally
a biography of one of the pioneers of the moving picture,
EadwaniMuybridge,Solnitoffersanintricatemeditation
on many subjects. Muybridge himself, the birth of San
Francisco and the American West, the development of
photography and motion pictures and the spread of
America's railways, Man's relation to landscape, the
conflict between the USA and the native Americans,
the perception of time... Elegiac and profound, in this
astonishing achievement Solnit weaves her themes
together and makes them one beguiling tapestry.

Mark Harding:
Hal Duncan continues his extraordinary career by
taking a break from novels, fables, sea shanties and lit
crit to write a film script (it's not really, but you get the
idea). Needless to say, no script writer on Earth would
dare write in Duncan's techn.icolour prose. The pitdl for
Escape From Hell! (MonkeyBrain, 2008) is a misotheistic
Dante meets John Carpenter. The pitdl for Hal Duncan
is anything could happen next.
Halting Slate (Ace, 2007/Orbit, 2(08) is like a series
of rnad, funny, ideas-sparky conversations in the pub,
which Olarles Stross has combined with a procedural
detective thriller. Joy. The only thing you could possibly
complain about is having to wait for the next Laundry
book.

lan M Banks' Matter (Orbit, 2008) is witty, intelligent
and Cfltertaining. Each Culture novel is a favourite box
of Xmas chocolates you've been waiting all year to gorge
on.
After what seems like a long long wait at last Gary
Gibson's Stenling Light (for, 2007) is out in paperback.
Buff with good stuff; fast, confident daring. skillful.
This is not a novel you'd pick a fight with. A big book in
scope and imagination. without an ounce of fat.
You can tell things are tough in bookland when debut
novels have to be as good as Jaine Fenn's Principles of
Alzgels (Gollancz, 2008). It's the sort of book Dickens
would have written if he had included explicit sex
scenes. And had lived a thousand years in the future.
And on another planet.
NialIHarrison:
More than mestyears, I find 2008's crop of books- or
at least those which I read - hard to narrow down to a
mere five. Theword of the year seems to be "solid", with
a large nwnber of very good, but not quite exceptional,
workssceingprint.
The best science fiction novel I read was probably Tan
R MacLeod's Song of TIme (PS Publishing. 2008), which
is in equal measures a novel about how we imagine the
future, how we remember the past, and how we live in
our present. Narrated by an aging concert violinist, Song
of Time's episodic structure sketches out a twenty-first
century as marked by war and disaster, and individual
joy and sorrow, as the twentieth. It is ever the best of
times and the worst.
Given its author, it's not a !>urprise if I say that
atmosphere is one of Song of Time's strengths; but two
other novels I read this year nearly matched it for
intensity of affect. Mary Doria Russell's Dreamers of the
Day (Doubleday; 2008) is a historical novel touched by the
fantastic its narrator is dead, and in an unusual afterlife.
But most of the novel is about the pain of remembering
events - specifically the 1921 Cairo Conference at which
the modem map of the Middle Easy was drawn up
- that have irrevocably shaped the geopolitics of the
present, and not for the better. Samantha Hunt's The
Invention ofEverything Else (HarviIl Seeker, 2008), on the
other hand, is a historical novel touched. by the sciencefictional: an evocation of the last few days in the life
of Nikola TesJa. it mayor may not feature actual time
travel, but is throughout gripped by the potential of
science-fictionality as a way of conveying the distance
between how the world should be, could be, and is.
The exception to my generalisation about the
strength of 2008's crop, perhaps, is short story
collections; although there were a nwnber of notable
anthologies, memorable single-author books were thin
on the ground. But the exception to my exception is a
jewel indeed. Paolo Bacigalupi's debut Pump Six and
Other Stories (Night Shade Books, 2008), is a collection
of densely textured, very grubby, globalised futures
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which is oftm stunningly unsentimental Highlights
include Hugo Award nominl!es lhe People at Sand
andSiag" and "'YeUow Card Man'"; but there are no real

Iowlights.
last but not least,. the best - or at least the most
enjoyable - first I'IO'leI I read was Nidt. Harkaway's
The eon.-Awoy World (Wllliam
2OOl). The
dlaracterisation can be broad-strokes, and structurally
it wouldn't be unfair to say the book is a bit of a mess,
but this tale about an unusually fluid apocalypee and
aft2r is told with a great and convincing enthusWm
whidl stubbornly refuses to settle for conventiooality.
And that is to be admired

Hernemann.

01 footnotes by Teny

Prald>ett. Susannoh CIarl<e and

}eff Vand""""" to ils logical <XJnCIw;m, by I"""'"ting

a biography in which the entire text of the original
~ has b<en kJot. leaving only t h e _ t o
the ure 01 /""'than - . . . three-IeggOO
cirrus attractioo, philanthropist, ent:repreneur and
chairman of Dandy<dOM)(), manufacturer of the first
deodorant for men ("You'll never get a job if you smell
like a slob").
Finally, I'm tom between two exaillent biographies
Peter Weston's mernoir With Stars In My Eyes: My
Ath::mhn'es in British Fandom (NFSFA Press,. 20(4) and

.......-.ct

J"'" PIillipf' J"""" r...... fro The lJoubI.

'* <t

Ai. .

!Wldon(StMartins~2OOS).
T helatterisanimpres6ive

Penny Hill:
We returned from Oz yesterday 50 I'm still pretty jetlagged! This means I've not attempted to write words to
go with my choices for the most enjoyable books I read
last year, whidl are:
by Ma'}" Gentle (GoIIancz, 2(06)
Bmsyt by !an Mdlonald (GoUancr. 2OOl)
Ru"",",,*, by Joanne Hanis (Doubleday. 2007)
N..... by Teny _
(Doubleday, 2OOl)
The G'""'Y""i """" by Neil GaUnan (BI""""""'Y,
2OOl)

I"""

p;eoe oI..rotar.Wp 01 both • dazWng and d>aIlenging
sf write" and of an extraordinary and amplex life. and
<ne that sua::eeds in laying lot of the mythology and
controversy that built up around Tipt:ree's secretive
identity and eventual unveiling as Alice Sheldon.

TonyKeen:
As is often the c:ase, my reading last year was mostly
made up of books not published in ~. I did tackle

a rouple of last year's novels, but tOO6e I read I mostly
didn't like. I shall catch up in the early mmths cl 2009
when I read the awards shortIists,. as I did last year.
SIeVe Jef&oy.
The shortlist for the :2CXE Oarke Award caused some
I suspect I'm not allo.....-ed just to say Anathtm five cm.troversy, but then! were a number cl splendid novels
times (Neal Stepnenson, Atlantic Books, 2(08) but it is- on it. Ken MacLeod's 1M f.xecutitm Oannd (Orbit. 2007)
as we'veoomctoexpcctfrom Stephenson-a remarkable pulls off a rouple of dazzling sleights of hand that
book, although not without its flaws. As with the redefine the book you thought you were reading. The
BaroqueCyde, it's quite likely to divideopinion. not just final twistdividesreaders, but I loved. it. TheH-&mb Girl
betwem those who think Stephensm is the best think (Faber &: Faber, 2007) is a splendid YA yam that it's hard
since sliced bread and tOO6ewhofind himimpenetrable, not to like. Ifs a timHrave!/alternate history tale that
but ru.. lOOse who ~ the """"'""" and d;gre!Gve wouJd makE- an ex:cellmt tclevisim. series. (I liked the
wodd-building of the first half of the book and see the
high adventureanticsof the!ll"COl"ld halfajarringd1ange,.
and those who think the opposite is equally true.
!an Mad>onaId', B""Y' (GoIJancr. 2007) ;s, if

eventual Oarlce winner, Richard Morgan's BId: Mm,.
less,. though I can see why it 'W'm.) The prolific Baxter
showed that he was consistently back at the top of his
game with Werltll7 (GoI.lancz, 200!), an excellent end
to his Trmt!'s Tapestry series that made me reassess my
previously lukewarm attitude to the series as a whole
(see my review in the last issue of VtdoT). I'm looking
forward to Flood now.
I also got around to Stapk!doo's ambitious and
impressive future history, lAst and First Mm (lm I read
the 1999 Go1lancz Mast:erworlc. edition). It's hardly a
I'IO'leI as we'd rerogni2eil:, but the accountathumanity's
evolution grips throughout. And frnalIy, a revisited
delight. T""""", Dkks got many 01 us into <ea<ling""
and Day <t"" lJ<d'*' (Ta<get. 1974) ;,durn at the lop 01
his game, improving on the original serial. My battered.
mudl-read 34-year--old copy is now signed by the man
himseII.

anything, better than the impressive Rirxr of Gods and
a worthy winner of the BSFA Award. I put off reading
this for a long while, partly because I worried it couldn't
fulfill the promise of Rirxr, but it does. About the only
oiticism I can make is the fancy cutout rover of the
",peri>ack edition, whkh gets fa< too easily damaged.
(Mine was tom even. before I bought it).
MichaoI Swanwi<k', The J)n,gons <t Babd (To<, 2OOl~
set in much the same world as, but not a direct sequel
to, The Iron Dragon's Daughter (1993), doesn't just set out
challe1gc theconventionsof genre fantasy, butbulldozes
them into a new and twisted landscape.lf Dickens and
Voltaire had overdosed on Orlondo Furioso and then
collaborated. on a steampunk novel it might look a little
like this.. Dark. subversive, inventive, outrageous and in
P~u1 Kincaid:
places very funny.
Man: Dunn's £bid: tllifr (Methuen,. 2(04), subtitled 'a
The Angd MDm by S<e/an Srii' (2005; Orion 2OOl.
novel in footnotes', takes the playful and subversive use trans. Hester VeImans), set at the point wh!re Germany,
10
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Belgium and Holland come together, combines cloning
and Asperger's syndrome and is onc of the most moving
and hwnanc novels I've read in a very long time.
ZmMIIe by SIeve Erickron (Europo. 2lXJ7) would
have made my list for 1f1J1, except I only got around
to reading it at the beginning of~; simply one of tre
best novels he's wriltm.
The Quid W", by Paul McAuIey (GoIIana. 2008t. if
you wantyoursf unequivocal, this isforyuu. itmakes life
among the moons of Jupiter more tact:iIe and real than
is generally the case, and has some quietly interesting
points to make about tre nature of war.
I'vc come to develop a great deal of affection for
Barzak's writing. and 1lr love Wt Shart Without Knowing
(Bantam. 2(08), a novel about how everyone, including
the Japanese, is an alien in Japan. has some very subtle
delights.
I have to recommend Dangerous LAughter by Steven
MilUlau~r (Vintage, 2OCti), because he's onc of the very
best short story writers working today.
I'd also say it's been a good year for non-fiction,. but
I've got an interest so I shouldn't say too much,. except to
mention that I argued with every single page of R.heforils
of Fantasy by Farah MendIe'iohn (Wesleyan.. 2(08), and
that is importanl
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actually children's book. MT Anderson is known as a
writer of children's sf, but this is neither. It is, however, a
sustained. varied and cornpeUing act of historical prose
mimicry. a fierce but toudting portrait of an introverted
and alienated child, a history of science novel in the
mannerofStephenson orJames Morrow, and a classical
education in its own right 1re second and roncIuding
volume was published last: year and I look folWaJd to

rea<lingtrustoo.
My final book has no connection whatsoever to the

genre but was my favourite book of the year: House of
Meetings by Martin Amis Oonathan Cape, 2(06). This is
a real return to form from a ludicrously talented writer"
who has spend the lastcoupleof years producing sloppy
fiction and offensive non-fiction.

Anthony Nanson:
forty Signs of Rain, the first volume of Kim Stanley
Robinson's trilogy about global warming. ends with the
catastrophic floodingofWashingtoll, DC. A year later, in
the real world, came the flooding of New Orleans. The
third volume, Sixty Days tmd Counting (HarpcrCollins,
2007), begins with the election of a charismatic US
president who 11'K!an5 to take radical action against
climate change. A year later, America elected Obama.
What exactly President Obama will do about climate or
Martin Lewis:
anything else remains to be seen. but there's no denying
When I reviewed it,. I de:soibOO Ncal Stcphenson's that Robinson has his finger on the pulse of events.
Anathtm (Atlantic,. 2(08) as Ha unique, impressive but
Whereas Robinson narrates the struggle to sta1I
fairly mad novel: one part hubris to one part taking global warming. RonaId Wright shows us how things
the piss to one part gnarly geek awesomeness.... I don't are when the wanning has happened. A Scimtific
think I can improve that To those of us who sensibly Ronuma (Anchor, 1997) takes us. care of the prototype
dcdged the Baroque Cycle this was the Stcphenson we on which WeUs supposedly based his time machine,
knew and loved.. In its 900 pages it can sometimes be five hundred years on. to a Britain overwhelmed by
slow, dull and even badJy written but you won't read tropical rainforest and where civilisation - if we can call
it that - lingers only in the far north of Scotland. It's a
anything else like this, weU.. ever.
It might not have been published last year but 2008 superb novel enigmatic:. moving. erudite, funny; as
was the year of The Yiddish PoIiamen's Union (Fourth engaged with the mystery of how exactly civilisation
Estate, 2007); it won nearly every award going and has collapsed as with the metaphysics of death and the
quite rightly so. MichaeI Otabon is sometimes too mourning of a lost love.
long (The Amazing Adventures Of KmJalier And Clay) and
It took me a while to get round to Robert Glarles
sometimes too short (The Fintl! Solution), but this is just Wilson's Bios (Millennium, 2OCXJ) because I'd been
righl Alternative history can often seem like a stale disappointed by the crude wmbie battle at the end of
subgenre, this is astonishingly vivid and more alien his acclaimed Dmwinin. Though Bios has a slower start,
than most sf set on other planets.
I thought it a much more powerful book. both in the
I bought The KnifeOfNever ldting Go by Patrick Ness awesome inexorability with which the alien pJ.anet's
(Walker, 2(08) without knowing anything about it,. on biology breaks down the human scientists' technological
the Sb'ength of its Guardian Oilldren's Book Prize win. defences, and in the profound questions raised, both
It turned out to be so good that it riva1ed Antlthtm as scientifically and symbolically, about the interfaa,>
the best science fiction novel published in 2003. In many between. consciousness and ecosystem.
ways it is that books' oppooite - fast. direct,. emphasising;
It might seem to require a very special interest to
character - and it is drivm by both a brilliantly explored read an author's oollected letters. (Dear knows what's
in the age of email;l.ve
novum and the 'NOI'oderfully realised voice of its young going to happen to this
already klst several years of my own correspondence,
p-gocisl.
IN Astonishing life of 0dmNm Nothing: Trrzitor To thanks to an error of judgement by my IT oonsultanl)
The Nation: The Par Party (Candlewick,. 2lDS) is another But Toikicn's Ldters (HarperCollins, 2lDS) are a far more
winner of a children's book prize, despite the fact it isn't enjoyable read than. say, the interminable volumes of

sew
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his son's History of Midd1e-Emth. They are beautifully
crafted, pa;n.taking liter.uy gifts to his sons and ""'"
rorrespondents. They ~al much about the man (what
a 6ne father he was; how in~t he was cl publishers
interfuring in his creative work) and much insight into
the thWcing bclUnd his mytlunalcing.
My wild card this year - Lewis Hyde's Tht Gift
(Canoogate. 2006) - ~ a "",,y 0/ gili ""~ how
it works in traditional societies, how it differs from
trade, and what light it sheds on the plight cl art when
creative gifts are subordinated to commerce: 'The more
we aUow ... commodity art to define and D:rltrol. cur
gifts. the less gifted we willl:a'ome, as individuals and
as a society. The true rommerce of art is gift exchange,
and where that commerce can proceed. on its own terms
wc shall be heirs ... to a storehouse of works that can
setVe as agents of transfonnation, and to a sense of an
inhabitable world:

MartinPotts:
As predicted in last year'sreview the final instalment
in David Brin's Uplift trilogy; Hewen's ReDch (Orbit.
1995), was as enjoyable as I hoped. This was a fittingly
wide scope finale as the Jijo renegades escaped their
exile to galaxy wide effect. Rich in alien characters and
settings, this trilogy positively progresses the Uplift
universe concept. L..et's hope th!rc will be more at some
;!age.
In ~ I caught up with my lain Banks backlog
and rertainIy enjoyed his la"'" Culture oIfcrin& M.tto
(Orbit. DE). which provided a fa<;cinating situation
and arrived at a satisfying rondusion. Whilst the middle
section of the ~ tnxl water a little, the final quarter
provided a thrilling r.K"e'-against-time climax whim was
worth waiting for. Banks doesn't make his narratives
overlong and has that rare ability to return to his
particular creation semi-frequently with independent
narratives- pleasing returning and new readers alike.
Richard Morgan's brooding and at time:;
uncomfortable CIarke winner, Blade Mm (CoUancz.
2(08), requires no additional praise by one such as me
but certainly now has another fan and t am looking
forward to reading The Steel RemJlins which arrived with
Santa.
The \!«tor" review of Natasha Mostert's modem
day gothic lrngedy 5=m of the WU,;, (Headline.2OO?)
piqued my curiosity. It proved to be a fascinating study
in intrigue and subterfuge, with the psychological effects
of a highly intense memory technique providing the
catalyst for the characters to experience their ultimately
tragic relationship. The novel had me hooked from
pretty earlyon,. didn't overstay its welcome at 423 pages
and again. was a book with a satisfying oonclusion.
Finally, Stephen Donaldson's second novel: in his
latest Covenant trilogy for me was tre unexpected gem
of the year, partirularly as the first novel. 1M Runes of
IN Emth, had left me a little disappointed. FatDl Reverumt
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(PutnaIn. 200'7) was a total contrast. Donaldson's now
trademark high drama. intricate plotting and merciless
use of his characters returned in spades and made this
a tndy great read with tight plotting. perfect pacing has
left me hungry for the final instaIrnenl Storytelling at its

very. very ""'P.J.u1 GraJwn R.J.vm:
As I seem to remember saying this time last year,
the worst thing about the past twelve months (as far as
books are conc:emed. at least) is how few of them I seem
to have gotten round to reading. Thankfully, most of
those I did read have ranged from passable to excellent.
with the latter rating exemplified by Lou Anders' Fast
Formmi 2 (Pyr, ~). I've heard it said that genuinely
liking more than a third of the stories in an anthology is
the sign of a great TOC; if that is the case, Fast Forward
2 is at least doubly qualified, containing a stimulating
selection of original stories that cover a lot of stylistic
and thematic ground.
I could make you a list of 2CXJ8 novels r wanted (and
still want) to read, and it would be alarmingly lengthy
(Anatht'm; Spook. Country... no, no, t must notl), but their
time will come. Best save my words for lain M Banks's
return to the Culture universe, M1lttr (Orbit,. ~; a
bit IJlQJt! pop than the earlie!" titles and with a damp
squib ending. but still a weighty slab of typK:ally manic
Bani<sonian fun).. Q\arles Stro$'s Hlllting SUIte (Ace,
1JJJ7; a novel I appear to have mjoyed for exactly the
same cclebr.atory geekiness and today's-tomorrowness
that put off a nwnber of other reviewers) or Rudy
Rucker's PastsingulllT (for, 1JJJ7; a book which burgeons
withcrazy drugs. mad science and bead1-hipstergnarL.
and cephalopods). That's not to say those three are
necessarily any more deserving of praise than anything
else I read this year... but they ~ the first t.hroo to leap
to my mind as I sat down to type this out. and that's got
to count for something.
Last but not least.I'U mentiona collection by a British
writer who has been delivering solid short stories for
well over a decade, but who still lacks the recognition
and profile he so sorely deserves.. So it's kudos to the
recently-defunct Elastic Press for publishing The Turing
Test by Ouis Beckett. a collection that delivers a stiff
poke in the eye to anyone who says that the UK scene
has forgotten how to do serious science fiction that has
something to say, as well as the heart to say it like it
matte<s.
And at this point I might cheat and mention that
Elastic Presssimultaneously launched the first collection
from Gamh L _
The l.a>l Rr4 wltid> is <quaIIy
worth your time and rnoney._ but then you might
point out my frie"ldship with Gareth and acwse me cl
favouritism,. and I dm't have the space here to explain
why I'd praise Gareth's fiction had I never met the man_
so we'll just pretend I didn't say anything while you go
and seek out a copy cl ywrown volition. OK?
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AdamRoberts:

1he best of 2l:XB:
Novel: Lavi"ia, by Ursula LeGuin (Harcourt) is wise
and haunting; it flies straighl as an owl and its song will
haunl your dreams.
Short fiction: Loo Anders's collection Fast Forward 2
(Pyr) approaches the Platonic form of the ideal coUedion:
varied and consistently brilliant
Criticism: There was quite a 101 of high profile gmre
aiticism published this year, which is a good thing,
although I had some problems with some of it But
Mark Bould and Sherryl VUlt'S new scholarly journal
Scima Fiction Film and Tdalision (Liverpool Uni~ty
Press, launched in '(ll) was very good indeed; the
quality of articles is high and the reviews are detailed
and perceptive.
Poetry. Not elCaCtIy a reprint (since it contained many
previously unpublished work),. the genre PJeUy I most
""i<>Yed rea<ling trns yea< was Mc<vyn """,-,, """""'"
Pomrs (ed Robcrt MasJen. Carcanet 2roI). Despite one
or two dunkers most of the poems here are striking,
. . - . wcinl. j;ogged d;stinct;woIy ""'kean. in <>the<
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than obfuscation. and the interpretation of the actions
and motivations of the characters shifts dramatically
as the book progresses. Using the birth of science as its
backdrop, this is a ingenious and engrossing historical
crime thriller.
David Crystal's 1hL Stories of E."gfish (Penguin. 21))4)
is the mast comprehensive popular history of the
English language I've encountered. From the foremost
authority on the language, it traces it from its earlie<;t
roots right the way through the modem plethora of
variants that exist today. As the title suggests, this is far
more complex than the traditional linear view would
have us believe. Recommended for anyone with an in
interest in how our language works.
Myfanwy !l<>dmare
Lud< in "" _
by Lynn Flewolling (Bantam.
1996) is an action packed fantasy novel. with rich
characterization and a subtle and intriguing .same sex
love story. This was a brilliant read for me, so much

so that I went right out and OOught the sequel The
combination of roming of age and heroic partnership
was particularly well done; with the younger Alee
Slogan: Heath Ledger's Joker's 'why so serious?' bring credible skill courage and resourcefulness to his
relationship with the older ScrcgiI. It was very nice to
That's going to Jast..l'd say.
see the luddess innocent thrown in at the deep end as
D.JVeM.Roberts:
not so luddess after aD.
To Hell and Bad by With Saintcrow (Orbit, 2im) is
~ Turi"g Te;:t (Elastic Press, 2IXll) is a long overdue
collection of Chris Beckett's short fiction. With moving futuristic urban fantasy with bite! Many of the ideas
characterisation and frequent explorations of what it in this book were fresh and the world building was
means to be human in an increasingly technological and imaginative, definitely a plus for me. And with three or
virtualised world, this is a collection with a uniformly four prequcls to bade track through. Saintoow might
well become a top writer for 2009 too.
high standard.
The ETJe7l by TA Moore (Morrigan. 2008). This novella
~ SFWA European HaIl ofFame(for, 2007) isa largely
successful attempt to present the best sf published is a little gem: it has a stunning main character, and
in continental Europe over the last twenty year.; or demons, angels and fantastical creations abound. I will
so. Whether these are genuinely the best stories is a be looking out for more of Moorc's work in the future.
The Summo"tr by Gail Z. Martin (Orbit, 2008). If you
matter for debate, but those selected are strong by any

woros.

standards. With commentaries fromJames and Kathryn
Morrowplacingeachstoryintosomesortofcontext,and
a dear emphasis on obtaining high quality translations,
this gives a small taste of just how good some of the sf
published on the continent can be.
Richard Morgan's Black Mtm (Gollancz, 2007) is a
solid sf thriller that picks up the idea of what you do
with those trained only 10 fight when they are no longer
required and turns it a serious meditation on the nature
and politics of identity. The resultant novel if slightly
overlong, is both a stimuJating and exciting read.
On a more historical note, there is lain Pear's An
Instll1tt% of tht Fi"gerpos! (Vrnlage, 1997). Four long
documents from the key protagonists describe the
events.sumnmding thedeathofa fellow ofNcw College
in 1660s Oxford. Presented in sequence. each narrator is
awareof the preceding documents and makesrommenl
upon them. Each one adds layers of romp1erity, but in
such a way that there is a degree of illumination rather

can cope with the often atrocious writing (a hero who

sets out on his quest in slacks - anyone?) then this debut
from Gall Martin is worth a look. I'm glad I did, hugely
enjoyable characters, good pacing and competent world
building. though also a very predictable and safe quest
plot. I practically read it in one sitting and, despite the
painfully one-dimensional bad guys and the goody two

shoes heroes, I am now after book two.
lemalhim Stra"ge am} Mr N017fll by Susannah Oarke
(Bloomsbury, 200t). This year I finally cracked open
the big book. l1ris masterpiece, which took ten year.;
to write, re-imagines the history of Britain and brings
to life all the folk lore and faiJy stories of the Isles. The
history geek in me loved this book with i3 two and
three page footnotes and its attention to detail. Clarke's
voice was spot on; Olarles Dickens meets The Brothers
Grimrn and. the descriptions of the fairy realms were
'""'PY and """""'"'s. just os th!y .oouJd be. nothing
rote here. Not to be missed.
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Km Sperring:
I fourKl. MaDe Brmnan'sMidnight NaJerComt (Orbit.
2I'Xti) a refreshingly differmt take on the Faerie theme:
well researched. well·written and with a genuine sense
of the ways in which Eliza.bcthan England differed from
our mcxlem assumptions.
Jessica Rydill's 0Jildren of the Shaman (Orbit. 2(01) is
a wooderfully inventive fantasy of another nineteenth
century Europe, riven with prejudice and war,
dlaUenged by new technologies and at cxlds with its
past. I don't understand how RydiU has stayed below
the critical radar. this was probably my favourite1:xx>k
of the year.
Liz Wllliams' WinterstriU(MacMillan 2I'Xti) is another
imaginative tour-de-forrz, this time of a far·future Mars,.
rid>Iy!E><tu>'edondfascinaling,
[);ana Pavlac Clye<" The Cmnpany They KLq>'
S.
lLwis and J. R. R. TolJden as Writm in Community (Kent
State University Press 2007) is a double award-winner,
and a study of the Inklings as an active, mutual engaged
writing group. Readable, scholarly and rompletely
engaging.
Miyuki Miyabe', The o.v;J',~, """ Debor.oh
StuIu- lwobudU (Kodaru;ha Europe
fust pubtiWd
in Japan 1989) is a dense and dark thriller based around
sublim.inal advertising.. this isn't quite sf, yet is laden
with many of the same resonances.

c

=;

JimSteel:

this,.. and "'W~.. I needed all three at regular intervals
when reading Paul Kincaid's What It Is Wt' Do 1o'Vhm Wt
Rmd Sciena Fiction (Beccon. 2(08). Priest and WoIfe get
their own sections, but Kincaid CO\Ief8 a surprisingly
large area in therestofhis book.lt'san essential purchase
for anyone who is serious about the genre.
Can I have Andrew Humphrey's Alison. (ITA Press.
2I'Xti) for my last dlc:rice? It's not scieoce fictional (or
even. fantastical) although it does successluUy evoke a
feeling of horror. The noveYs structure is as carefully
put together as a watch. and its short little dlapters tick·
tock their way through a flashback plot that gradually
reveals the monsters who walk and talk just like us.
The amount of planning that must have gone into the
architecture of this novel is simply astounding.
MMtinTaylor:
This was not a good reading year for me, recovering
from a depression induced inability to read novels.
Much of what I did read was well thumbed old friends,
romfort rea<ling. if you .... Re-reading Si< Teny
rntd'<tt', Wi_ A1m»d (GoUancr. 1991) renUnded
me what a sly, observant writer he can be. Laughter is
good~. I.in Banks' The SI«p """"I to Gmfudm<
(Little, BfOWJ\ 1997) felt like J3anks.lite a:mpared. to
such as Tht Crow Rood, but even so there was enough
good. sly, observant stuff to keep me turning the page.
MkhaeI Cobley kept me tunling the 1"'8'" of The '""'"
<f &rth (Orl>i<
ond put money"';de "" the next
ooe.lt might not be great space opera (yet) but. again. it
is sly and observant and there is more to it than meets
the eye at first glance.
I guess 'sly' and 'observant' are my watchwords

2009,

The problem with reviewing is that you spend too
much of your precious reading time on material that
isn't very good. However, I have managed to rome up
with five titles that I can wholeheartedly recommend.
Greg Egan's lnazndesana (Gollancz, 2(08) is quite he....
My final two dloices would have graced any year of
wonderful His portrayal of humanity's future is so
well drawn that it looks inevitable. and that's only the publication. both intimidating me asa writer and putting
start of his novel. He then takes us to a mind-bending a great. big grin on my reader's face. Graham Joyce,
world that is being twisted apart by relativistic forces ~ '" William Heaney. ga"" US _ _ <f
and high~ physic;,. and he doesn't lose us on the 13 MIster Forgo' (Gollancz.,. 2I'Xti), a densely layered laic
way. Paolo 8acigalupi's Pump Sir and other Stories (Night of despair, loss of faith and redemption that reads light
Shade Books, 20(8), unfortunately, feels like an equally
plausiblelookatourfuture.Mostofthestoriesaresetwith
the lifetime of some who are alive today and they serve
as bleakecologicaJ warnings. The horrific 1'opSquad' is
~ of the mast harrowing stories that I have ever read.
but it still manages to express a basic humanity at the
coreof its protagonist. Your task is to read this collection
and then go out and prove Bacigalupi wrong. people.
Ha} Duncan's ~ From Hell! (MonkeyBrain, 2l:m) is
an out-and-out fantasy, and its linear plotting makes it
an ideal entry point for those who were worried by the
rubist structure of his Book of all Huurs. It's a fae>t. exiting
read, and his Hell really does exude a feeling of despair

andhelplessness.
There are three types of exclamation used when
reading good criticism and, in ascending order, they are,
"Why didn't I notice that?" "'I wish could write stuff like
14

but tows along an iceberg of observation and insight
beneath the water. This is a book brimming over with
passion and rompassi<n It reminded me of Vonregut
and Jonathan CanoIl It is that good.
It is invidious to say Olaz BrenchIey's Bridge of
Dmzms (Ace, 2IDi) is better than MEmoirs.•. becaU'ile
they are such ctifferent tales, so differently told. Bridgeof
Dmlms is much more within the mainstream of fantasy
novels,. but is taken far outside that mainstream by the
characterisatim and the gorgeous language. In a time
when we are seemingly required to write as plainly as
tabloKl joumaIm. 0= Bnro.Iey ""'"" full "'" of
our language, making it sing. It is not an easy read but.
like Crowley's little Big, I feel. very much enriched by
having read it.
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Sandra. Unerman:
The Bell at 5eJlJey Htild by Patricia McKillip (Ace,
2<DJ) is a fantasy about books and story" telling, full
of chann and humour but also vivid details to sliT the
imagination By way of contrast. The 8cme' KEy by Sarah
Monette (Prime, 2007) is a collection of interconnected
ghost stories, heavily infIuencrd by M.I.lames and
H.P.Lovecraft. I foWld these stories much more
compelling than their predecessors, the ghosts more
intriguing and disturbing, their human characters more
quirky and alive. I partirula.rly like the narrator, Kyle
Mwdrison Booth. and the museum where he works.
a.mJs and IAsroni; by Roz Southey (Creme de
la Crime, 2008) is the !ileCOI'lCi of a series of murder
mysteries set in ewcastJe in the 18th Century. But this
is an alternative Newcastle, where ghosts are part of
daily reality. TIle narrator is a musician and the story
evokes a li~ly; gritty world where people take different
things for granted from today and where Io~ and
music matter in diffcrmt ways. Hll'pmny by 10 Walton
(for, 2007) is also the second in a series, in this case her
alternative history biJogy about life in a world where
pro-Nazi forces take over in England in the 1930s. This
is a peculiar combination of a light-hearted swface
with plenty of action and much darker emotions and
implications underneath. Finally; The Age of WOtlder
by Richard Holmes (HarperPress,. 2008) is non-fktion.
a group biography of the scientists of the Romantic
Age, including Wtlliarn and Caroline HerscheJ and
Sir Humphrey Davy. This is full of material to feed
the imagination and provide inspiration for writers
of fantasy or science fiction,. including theories
subsequently disproved, such as Herschel's belief that
there might be ci.rcular cities on the moon.

AnneFWllson:
I've been working my way through Trollope's Palliser
novels. The Eustaa Diamonds (1871) is a good place to
start, as it stands alone (although PaI.lisers do appear
in it fleetingly). It's also tremendously entertaining.
lhc novel oJXlOS with Lizzie, Lady Eustace, inheriting
a tidy fortune from her noble and generous husband.
This fortune includes a castle in Scotland and (possibly,
or possibly not) the Eustace diamonds. Liz.z.ie has the
diamonds in her possession. but her husband's family
believe them to be a family heirloom which should be
safely locked away in a vauJt, and take legal advice.
Lizzie Eustace is (to make no bones about it) a vain,.
venaL shallow, ignorant, sociaI-dimbing liar. Although
extremely beautiful she has neither moral character,
nor any self-knowledge, nor indeed an ounceofhuman
kindness to recommend her. I couldn't help but admire
her hugely entertaining machinations as she t::rifs to get
her own way in a world and society where all the cards
are stacked against her. TroUope actually has enonnous
sympathy for the soriaI position of women. and
contrasts Lizzie with Lucy Morris, a governess and a

'good girl'who fulfils the passive role allotted to women,
and Lucinda Roanoake, a woman in straightened
ciramlsl:ancf!S who is being pushed into marriage with
a man who is repellent to her Simply because she has no
alternative financial support. Underneath the comedy is
an awareness that women who try to better themselves
are only cast as 'bad'.
The Bull GUves by Naomi Mitchison (1947) is set in
lune 1747, as Scotland bies to recover from the effects
of the '45 rebellion. Tt starts off slowly; with a lot of
introductions to a house party of family and friends.
After that. however, it takes off. and before you know
it there are Jacobites and witches and Red Indians and
traitorous cousins. and it's great 1he prose style is fluid
and easy to read. and the author has made a huge effort
to invent a language that gives an impression. of the way
the characters might actually have spoken.
Midnighters by Scott Westerfcld is actually a trilogy
of young adult books (2004-6). Our heroes are a group
of teenagers living in Bixby; Oklahoma,. who discover
that there is an extra hour at midnight It is inhabited
only by people who were bom at midnight, and ancient
and terrible shadows that take the shape of the humans'
nightmares. This has got everything - good writing, a
gripping plot. excellent characters and a story that gets
denc;er, darker and more interesting with each novel.
I'~ actually spent the year reading most of Phi!
Rickman's Merrily WaU<ins books, of which Wine of
Angtls (Maanillan. 1998) is the first. They're occult
mystery novels, but the occult is mostly offstage,
glimpsed or imagined out of the corner of the eye. In the
foreground are corrupt councillors, enthusiastic pagans
and drug dealing farmers, and the plots are generally
driven along by fear and loathing in Herefordshire.
The great strength of these books lies in the characters,
starting with the heroine, Merrily Watkins, the vicar
of Ledwardinc and diocesan exorcist. whose internal
dialogue is one long conversation with doubt She has
a rebellious teenage daughter lane whose job it is to
get involved in any cults going. 'Then there is Corner
Pany the local plant hire supplier and Lal Robinson,
a musician with an institutionalised past.. and others
too numerous to mention here. The novels blend the
realities of rural Herefordshire with crime and the occult
in a charmingly gothic brew.
I think the best book I read in 2008 was Day by AL

KennedYOonathanCape,2OO7}.AlficDayisatailgunner
in a Lancaster bomber in WW2. After an unpromising
childhood with a brutal father, Day finds his feet in the
war, but this sense of having found his place dissolves
when he is shot down and imprisoned by the Ger:mans.
After the war he decides to try to sort his head out by
taking a role as anextra on a prisonerofwar film. In this
beautifully written book Kenncdy delicately dissects
what it means to be a man. and through that. what it
means to be human.
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You Sound Like You're Having Fun Already
The SF Films of 2008
By Colin Odell and Mitch Le Blanc
In 2008 the box office was topped by the most
preposterous and overblown science fiction fantasy
ever committed to celluloid. No, not Th~ Dark Knight
(which topped the US box office but not the OK),
but the hilariously inept Mamml3 Mil3! - a film SO
shockingly amateur it defined a whole new anticinema aesthetic. Things, as that irritating song goes,
could only get better...
Except for a few exceptions it was more of the same
in 2008. Hollywood retrenched into safe genre films
and PG·13/12A friendly bubblegum pictures, despite
the seemingly endless quest to become 'darker' to
reflect our times. Maybe the credit crunch will see the
chickens coming
home to roost with
the film nervously
anticipating
tighteningbudgets
and a potential
slew of strikes that
recently affected
television
the
industry.
The
currently accepted
'wisdom' (if there
is such a thing in
the world of the
blockbuster)
is
that mid-budget
dramas
and
musicals are the
feel good solution
to everyone's ills not just Mamma Mia!, but the sleeper mega-smash of
the year Twilight. The roaring financial success of this
modestly budgeted, shot in painstaking angst ridden
goth-lite dose-up, is initially difficu1tto understand.
Huge swathes of 'repeat what the audience has
just seen five times in case they nipped out to get
popcorn' dialogue, much pained pouting and a
virtual absence of action until the final showdown
pad out the two hour running time. But somehow
the central premise is so audaciously simplistic (girl
loves vampire), the passions so bubbling hot yet
rendered as chaste as LazyTown that it comes across
as quaint. The lack of fangs and the sudden need to
16

introduce conJ1jct because the film really didn't have
any plot do go against it, but Twilight does point to
genre films being more character led. Vampire films
often go through phases of popularity. They've been
a bit sparse recently, SO expect a revival of more
toothsome bloodsuckers in the coming years.
Hollywood's ongOing affair with all things comic
book showed no signs of abating although some
cracks are beginning to show. Not, mind you, are
there any cracks to be found in the remarkable,
record smashing returns from The Dark Knight the second highest grossing film of all time in the
US. Director Ouistopher Nolan provides a thinly
veiled allegory for
our current time
and predicament
questioning
responses
to
terrorism,
the
surveillance
society and the
disintegration
of
indjvidual
morality in the
face of increasingly
anarchic brutality.
Heady stuff for a
12A superhero film
(indeed the rating
became an issue
with irate parents
complaining that
their 5 year old
kids were freaked out by the menace on show) and
for the most part it succeeds. Christian Bale returns
as Batman and, like most incamations post·Adam
West, is less important to the film than the villain,.
with Heath Ledger's truly frightening performance
as the Joker forever banishing that dreadful Jack
Nicholson pantomime. Jrs so easy to become
enthralled by the performances, the spectacular
cinematography and the political/moral subto:t that
you miss the film's failings - irs far too long and
edited on autopilot, the fina1 pay-offs happen too
late and are way too convenient. Aset-up for a sequel
seems to mark the further decline into cynicism that
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the rest of the film is so eager to avoid. A similar
set-up can be seen in the similarly overlong but
enjoyable Iron Man. Robert Downey Jr is in careerreviving form as Tony Stark, a scummy weapons
dealer who, following capture in the Middle East,
gets himself out of a tricky scrape by building a
metal suit of awesome destructive capability. Back
home he refines it, gives it a lick of maroon metallic
paint and is reborn as high-flying super-technodude Iron Man. For the most part the film succeeds
on its own rollercoaster terms, getting credible love
interest Gwyneth Paltrow involved once it's done
with its political fudging. Far less successful, either
commercially or artistically, was The Incredible Hulk.
We were promised a whole different film from Ang
Lee's superior but inexplicably derided Hulk (2003),
but in many respects this was more of a semi-sequel
remake, with an increasingly hysterical Tim Roth
camping it up as a Hulkier-than-thou opponent to
brooding Bruce Banner (Edward Norton). The wildly
fluctuating scenes of 'meaningful' introspection,
lost love, and doomed heroics contrasted with
hyperbolic action as various eGl hulky things
bashed seven bells out of each other and chewed
the scenery. It was amiable enough while it lasted
but its memory, like its box office returns, swiftly
faded away. Taking no prisoners and eschewing
the trendy need for comic book introspection or its
relations to US foreign policy, Hel/boy 2: The Golden
Anny galloped out of the stalls to deliver the most
enjoyable of the year's comic book films. The irony
that the word 'enjoyable' be used in the context of a
film whose lead character is not only a demon from
Hell but, gasp, smokes tobacco is not lost on anyone.
Guillermo del Toro brings the visual imagination of
his arthouse work into the blockbuster arena and
blows a raspberry in the face of his earnest rivals.
An uneasy truce between the magical realm and
the human world is about to be broken when evil
Prince Nuada (Luke 'Bros' Goss) seeks the pieces
of a broken crown that will give him control over
the mighty Golden Army of robotic human killing
machines. Only the red faced, wise cracking Hellboy
(Ron Perlman) can stop the plan through outrageous
punch-ups and against-the-odds battles. Mayhem
ensues. Naturally.
In a further portent for 2009, the first trickle of
3D films started to reach the silver screen - a trend
that will inevitably increase in anticipation of James
Cameron's long awaited return to the big screen
with Avatar. Gone are the green and red lenses and
in come custom-made glasses. Unfortunately two
rival systems and the expense of new equipment
means many cinema chains have yet to invest in the
technology necessary to project 3D (certainly outside
of London) resulting in a number of flat prints being
released to impoverished outreaches. Journey to the

Centre vI the Earth was a mildly diverting version of
the Jules Veme favourite with Brendan Fraser taking
the kind of physical pratfalls he is most famous for.
Viewers watching the flat version were perplexed by
the unfathomable shots of 'stuff' being waved at the
screen but the simple arrive-escape story featuring
dinosaurs, a kid and a love triangle was an easy
way to pass an hour and a half. All the in-your-face
effects work in the world could not rescue the truly
lame Fly Me Tv The Moon, wherein a plucky trio of
juvenile flies attempt to sneak onto Apollo 11 and
get to the moon. Bad jokes are repeated ad nauseam
("oh my lord ... of the flies") and the kid-friendly
bodily emissions scenes (including having a fly
covered in snot sneezed directly into your face ...
in 3D) wear very thin, very quickly. The final live
action appearance of Buzz Aldrin insisting that the
film you've just watched is made up (no shit, Buzz)
and that there were, in fact, no flies on him is just
bizarre.
Regular readers of our annual round up will
know our thinly veiled disdain for hastily remade
versions of normally superior films that just happen
to be made in a language other than English.
Although the pace is beginning to slacken a touch
(the height of the J-Horror boom having long since
passed) Hollywood's audacity is jaw dropping. So
this year we'vc had One Missed Call, a remake of
a Miike Takashi film that is not, in all honesty, his
best (we await the big budget remake of Visitor Q
with eager trepidation), jessica Alba in a deeply
unnecessary remake of the Pang Brothers' glossy
shocker The Eye, and a toned-down-to-the-point-of
tedium rerun of the superior Thai shocker Shutter.
If that were not enough Austrian bad boy Michael
Haneke remade his own film in a photocopier version
of the classic Funny Games. Why Michael, why? But
the biggest insult of all was yet to come. April saw
the release of [RECl, a Spanish horror film that did
something very few horror films have done recently
- scare. A taut, white-knuckle ride that actually
used its shaky first person camera to logical and
terrifying effect {REC] follows a low budget filmcrew filming a television documentary about a fire
crew. They follow the team into a building where an
old lady is apparently trapped in her room, but soon
find themselves imprisoned inside the complex.
Very bad things start to happen. Now, [RECI may
not be original, indeed it steals from a huge variety
of sources - but makes those sources its own with
ruthless efficiency. Quite clearly the horror film of
the year. More horrific though is the unnerving sign
of Quarantine - a lazy remake that cropped up with
indecent haste in November the same year. Madness.
We sometimes say with these reviews: "we watch
them so you don't have to" but in the case of the
17
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remake of Robert Wise's peerless The DRy The ERrlh
Stood Still we didn't see it. Some sacrifices are too
great, even for Vector. I mean what next? Remake

West Side Story? The Sound of Music? The Haunting?
Oh-waiL.
1here were a fair number of CG films that hit
the big screen last year, and they ranged from the
sublime to the substandard (Dreamworks, please
stop with the MadRgQSCJlr thing.. it was rubbish first
time around). Best of the bunch (and a contender for
best film of the year) was Pixar's WAU-E, a deLightful
tale of the last functioning waste disposal robot on
earth, dutifully going about his job of cleaning up the
planet which has become basically a giant rubbish
tip (the human race has cleared off into deep space
to let him gel on wilh it) until he falls in love with
super-robot Eve. A charming tale, the first half hour
of which is told virtually entirely visually, proving
that cinema doesn't need to rely on dialogue to tell
a story. Yes, it had the usual heartwarming message
at the end, but il was a good story, supremely told
and wilh great characterisation. To get an audience
to empathise with a solitary character who isn't even
alive is a great achievement; to make that character
so appealing to all ages is nothing short of a miracle.
In future they will teach this film as an introduction
to arthouse cinema. Trust us on this one.
Kung Fu Panda was very silly indeed and no bad
thing. The laziest creature in the village, Po the
panda, suddenly ends up joining an elite fighting
squad in order to fulfil a prophec:y. Cue lots of
training sequences and fat panda jokes. Yes, il has
the usual heartwarming message in the end, but
Dreamworks seem 10 have realised here that a
good story, combined with weU-executed action
and comedy SC<juences in addition to the voice
talent, makes for a superior experience. For martial
arts buffs there were even enough references to
films from the seventies and eighties to keep them
happy (Five Venoms anyone?), a departure &om the
usual onc-year old rultural myopia that prevails in
Dreamworks' post-modem output. Keeping with
the Occupation Animal title theme SpRee Chimps
was best left well alone (although it was marginally
better than Fly Me To The Moon.)
The surprise treat on the CGI calendar (after
all Pixar only produces surprises when the film
isn't good) was l8Or, a modest film which told the
tale of a hunchbacked assistant who aspires 10 be a
mad scientist and create an evil being. One for all
the family, even its heartwarming message was a
little bit sick and therefore much funnier than all
the other heartwarming messages that are de rigeur
in this field. l80r cunningly relied on strong visual
gags and used its more limited resources to create
an angular and stylised environment that exactly
18

suited its subject. Think Ren and Stimpy make a
Tim Burton film. With songs. To top it aU, it even
had gloriously over-the-top supervillains - which.
£rankly, was exactly what Quantum of Solace could
have done with, instead of relying on corporate
non-entities, moping around like an angst ridden
teenager and a slew of increasingly irrelevant action
sequences. Tips for Bond 13: Lighten up, get a proper
villain and. for griefs sake, get a plot.
Horror films diversified a bit this year, and the
best moved away from the overt gore (we were
bored with the 5mu &anchise after the first one, no.
S really didn't push any buttons... other than the
off one) that has typified the genre for the last few
years and replaced it with tension. Some did both.
Did we mention how good [RECl is? Anyway, Frank
Darabont seems to have gained himself a reputation
as the director who makes decent versions of Stephen
King stories (no mean feat given the track record)
and this year saw ~ Mist hit the big screen. For no
readily apparent reason, although it's bound to be
military, a small town in Maine becomes enguUed
in a mysterious mist. And nasty things lurk within
- deadly creatures capable of tearing a person apart
or infecting them with deadly poison. A group of
survivors camp out at the local supermarket and
attempt to see off the threat but soon they slart
splitting into rival factions, creating as much tension
inside as out. The Mist is basically a monster movie
- big splattery effects coupled with lots of tension
- which also conveys a serious message about
fanaticism and the lengths people will go to in order
to survive. The combination of high horror thrills
and pessimism is a sure-fire winner. Another cracker
of a horror lay in the Guillermo del Toro-produced
El OrjanRto (TM OrpfumJlge), a slow burning., creepy
and fascinating film. Laura (Helen Rueda) buys
her childhood orphanage in order to re-open it as
a facility for disabled children. Once there, her son
begins to play games with invisible friends and
becomes increasingly disturbed. The orphanage
seems to develop a life of its own. Laura seeks
parapsychological help but does she really want
to uncover the secrets of the past? With only brief
moments of gore The Orphl:mage relies on frisson and
melancholy to weave its eerie magic - the number
one film of its year in Spain. it shows the appalling
lack of diversity at the UK box office by being the
only non-English language film in the top 100 of
2008. At number 97. Sigh. Speaking of unexplained
events, The Happn!ing, M Night Shyamalan's 'creepy
movie with a twist' was unusual in that it didn't have
a twist this time - unless you count Mark Wahlberg
interrogating a plastic plant as a twist. Although
heavily derided, there are a number of stand out
moments that make the film worthy of your time -
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notably the serenely unnerving opening sequences. was joined by the virally marketed hype machine
In Black Water a small family group go for a river Cloverfield and Romero's dead-cam Diary of the
trip in the Australian outback and get attacked by Dead. Cloverfield, on the crest of immeasurable buzz,
a giant crocodile. The end. Actually, Black Water is proved an adequate, taut horror about an (alien?)
okay- it's fairly tense, and does a good job of getting invasion that causes chaos and death. The 'one
across the boredom of waiting to be rescued. Even tape recorded over another' conceit helped iron
though the scares are obvious and signposted, Ihe oul the characterisation and it was undoubtedly
croc is well executed ~ hidden for much of Ihe time tense al moments. The short scenes of match-moved
but delivers when it's required to attack. P2 was very monsters were ccrily realised even if the actual
similar to Black Water but il replaced the river with monster itself was a bit dubious. Even lower on
a car park, the crocodile with a serial killer, and the the budgetary scale, Diary of the Dead shows how
tension with a solitary scene of extreme gore. And if far cheap effe<:ts technology has come. Effe<:tively a
all this seems a bit, well, tame, Tim Burton's version pumped up student project (it is rough around the
of Stephen Sondheim's musical Sweeney Todd, the edges), Diary squeezes every cent out of its budget
Demon Barber of Fleet Street had enough gushing and proves once again that Romero is as much about
blood to satisfy the most hardened of gore-hounds. politics and criticising society as he is about horror.
If they could stomach the music. Sweeney Todd aka The almost throwaway ending (the reason the film
Benjamin Barker returns to London to take revenge received an 18 rating) is casually chilling. its political
upon Judge Turpin, the man who stole his wife and and humanitarian implications all loo real and all
daughter from him and banished him to certain too much 10 contemplate.
death. He opens a barbershop above Mrs. Lovett's
One of the highlights of the year came out of
shop which sells 'the worst pies in London: With nowhere. Admittedly it's one of the highlights of the
the help of Mrs. Lovett, Todd means to rid London year 1981 but that's not a bad thing (it was a good
of the corrupt aristocracy, and hopes to be reunited year for low budget science fiction). Neil Marshall,
wilh his daughter, Johanna, who is now Judge of Dog Soldiers (2002) and The Descent (2005) fame,
Turpin's ward. As is to be expected from Burton, fCturned with the hugely enjoyable if disreputable
the set design is stunning and the performances are Doomsday. If last year's Taranlino/Rodriguez films
terrific. Bonham Carter is fabulous, as is Depp, and were an homage to their mis-spent youths then
even Sacha Baron Cohen doesn't upset the apple Marshall has clearly relished returning to his - in
cart (Ricky Gervais take note) in this tale of bloody this case the post-apocalyptic joys of Mad Max 2 and
revenge, a dish best served, presumably, encased in John Carpenter's peerless Escape From New York. Eden
Sinclair has to go to Scotland on a mission. Problem
pastry.
In a case of 'you-wait-years-for-a-hand-held- is, Scotland has been cut off to prevent the virulent
horror-to-come-along-then-three-come-alongReaper virus infecting the rest of the UK But now
al-the-same-time' [RECI (horror film of the year) the virus has cropped up in London and Ihe only
hope seems to come
from a land that
everyone thought
was
inhabited
only by corpses.
Scotland, it turns
out, has developed
into a violent tribal
society of cannibals
and freaks. Nonstop action and
excessive violence
make
Doomsday
a high-fun, highoctane ihrillride of
the highest B-Movie
order
(that's
a
compliment!), also
finding time for
a soundtrack that
includes
Frankie
Goes to Hollywood
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and Adam and the Ants as well as a sequence that
looks like Duran Duran's Wild Boys video set in an
abattoir.

A number of fantasies were aimed squarely
at family audiences, although everyone missed
out on the 6th part of the Potter franchise in 2fX1l
for reasons known only to Warner Brother.;. Still,
Princt OIspian heralded the second of the Namia
franchise. Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy are back
in Namia, summoned by Susan's horn blown by a
desperate Prince Caspian,. who is trying to escape
assassination. Over a thousand year.; have passed
since the siblings were last there and Namia has
become a more barbaric place. The Telmarine want
to destroy the magical creatures - and Caspian
too. Can the kings and queens muster an army big
enough for the fight ahead and where's Asian when
you need him? An epic adventure for all the family
but with a less enchanting or engaging plot than the
fir.;t film, with a greater emphasis on impressive
battle scenes than on relating to the character.;.
The Spiderwick Chronicles starred Freddie
Highmore and Freddie Highmore as good twin!
bad twin who, with their mom and sister, begin a
new life in their great aunt's house. But little do they
know that when Jaced (bad twin) opens a magic
book he finds, their world will be turned upside
down as they become aware of magical creatures
in the garden. including an ogre who will stop at
nothing to get hold of the book and destroy the
creatures it chronicles. The Spiderwid: Chronicks is
one of the better fantasy offerings this year, enhanced
by truly exceUent performances by Highmore. The
protagonists feel more realistic - the parents have
just spljt up and the kids are having a hard timewhich lends an air of plausibility to the fantasy world.
Superior effects and a brisk running time made for
a genuinely C!xciting adventure - far more engaging
than the books it was based upon. Pmelope was a
contemporary fairy tale about an heiress (Christina
Ricci) born under a curse which makes her resemble
a pig. The curse can only be broken when she finds
true love with "one who wiU love her faithfully." It's
sweet and romantic, funny and engaging without
being too doying - the rom-com re-imagined as a
contemporary fairy tale. Hyperactive, eye-searingly
bright and utterly barking was Sp«d RDar from
the Wachowski brothers, based on the Japanese
cartoon MtJhha GoGoGo. Speed Racer, for that is his
name, is bom to race fast cars, but it's dear that the
championship he's driving in is full of evil cheating
corporate sponsor.;. Realism is not a word in Sp«d
Racer's dictionary; it's a film so bright you need sun
factor 40 to prevent burning. Revolutionary use of
editing and sugar-rush visuals make this very much
an acquired taste.
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In lnkheart, this year's busiest genre lead Brendan
Fraser (John Hurt was busy in a number of roles but
not for leads) is Mo 'Silvertongue' Folchart whose
unusual ability is that he can read aloud fictional
characters into the real world. Unfortunately, in a
sort-of-physics way each action has an equal and
oppositereactionsosomeone fromoUTworldendsup
wandering inside the fictiona11ands - ohm not very
pleasant ones at that. This is a fate that has befallen
his own wife, which is why Mo and his daughter
are searching the land for a copy of lnkheart, the
inexplicably rare lxJok his wife has fallen into. But
wouldn't you know it, the nasties from InkheQrt Oed,
in a supremely gurning turn, by Andy Serkis, whose
penchant for excess suited him well in the muddled
but enjoyably tasteless splatter comedy The Cottag~)
want world domination - something they intend
to achieve by taking the reluctant Silvertongue out
of retirement. A fantasy of the old school (plenty
of prosthetic and in-camera work here) with a cast
dearly enjoying itself (Jim Broadbent, Paul Bettany in
typically top form. and even Helen Mirren) InkMarf
passes by admirably and enjoyably but without the
verve it really needs to raise it that little bit higher.
Meanwhile in &dtim~ Stories Adam Sandler finds
he is able to read aloud fictional characters into the
real world...with far less enjoyable results. There are
more 'comics' in fantasy films when a near death
experience causes Ricki Gervais to see dead people in
the annoying Ghost Town - a sort of Sixth SctsI! meets
Toppc without either of those films' charm. Still the
supreme irony that Mc Gervais (last seen trying to
ruin the otherwise excellent Stardust and managing
to wrestle any vestiges of enjoyment from Night at
the Museum) plays a dentist here at least means that
we get to quip that this film was as funny as having
teeth pulled.
Back out of retirement came monosyllabic killing
machine Rambo and wise crackin', whip wieldin',
grave robbin' Indiana Jones. In Indiana Jones And
The Kingdom Of The Crystal Skull we've moved
on to the cold war era and a pitch-perfect camp
performance from Cate Blanchett heralds a new
'race to the artefact' mission for Indy - this time
involving crystal.skulls of an unknown origin that
can send a man insane (John Hurt, here as a crazy
professor). This sets up the standard run of action
set pieces and comedy asides which. in the main,
are refreshingly tactile but lose their charm when
the cel becomes more obvious. While it's good to
see the return of Karen AlIen. less welcome are the
addition of Indy jnr (although he's nowhere near as
bad as he could've been) and a widely fluctuating
Ray Winstone. And let's not talk about the ending.
Or the fridge. John Hurt has had a bit of a type-<ast
year, being a professor of some idiosyncrasy in both
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Indiana janes and Hellboy Il, as well as in Alex de unintentional) smile to the face, and Anthony Wong
la iglesia's barking mad modem giallo The Oxford is on form as the ruthless General Yang. But there's
Murders. A series of bizarre murders (or are they?) an 'is that it?' denouement and a criminal underare connected by obscure mathematics (or are they?) use of Jet Li exacerbated by an even marc criminal
with reluctant amateur sleuth (or is he?) ... well, you under-use of Michelle Yeah. A waste of opportunity
get the idea. Prof. Seldom begrudgingly teams up and talent. Jet Li fared better in The Forbidden
with a mathematics wunderkind played by Frodo Kingdnm, an East-mee~West fantasy in which a
Baggins.lncreasingly hysterical and convoluted, The bullied American boy called Jason finds himself
Oxford Murders manages to be insane enough to allow transported to ancient China, where he becomes the
its most macabre and offensive elements appear to be owner of the Monkey King's magic stick. The stick
another normal part of a what is basically Inspector could revive the Monkey King and hopefully defeat
Morse meets Freaks or Dario Argento's A Beautiful the evil Jade Warrior who has trapped the regal
Mind. And while we are talking implausible and simian. Helping (and occasionally hindering) Jason
convoluted what words can describe the lunacy of on his journey are Lu Yan (Jackie Chan reprising his
10,000 B.C? A bunch of warlords are capturing folk drunken master style roles) and Silent Monk (Jet
to build the pyramids. D'Leh finds his hottie Evolet Li), occasionally joined by Golden Sparrow (Crystal
is captured by the brutal builders so he sets about Uu). For newcomers to the martial arts film this is
getting her back (there's some mythical gubbins an ideal introduction (and a good companion piece
here, but we'll gloss over that for the moment). to Kung-Fu Panda), although Jason is a bit young to
This involves following them on foot from tundra be watching that copy of Bride With the White Hair
to rainforest (in the space of about half an hour that's lurking in the background. For older viewers
walking!) to desert, befriending initially hostile this is the once-in-a-liIetime chance to see Chan and
tribes along the way, and earning the trust of a sabre-- Li fight on-screen - it's enjoyable enough given the
toothed tiger. Yes. Really. The fact that the score and limits of the fami1y~friendly rating.
direction point to some epic and worthy statement
You've got to admire Hollywood's desperation at
picture make the event all the more hilarious for
their attempt to be worthy. Sort of like ApocaIypto. trying to tap into the lucrative gaming market, but
surely the constant attempts at bringing interactive
For kids.
The X-Files: I Want To Believe The Franchise Has entertainment to a distinctly un-interactive big
Finally Sputtered Its Last Breath reunited the star of screen have shown that the results can be messy. At
the excellent but naughty Californication, David best. So here we find Max Payne (the studios wanted
Duchovny, with Gillian Anderson - as Mulder and a PG-13 rating in the US so Moderate Payne might
Scully. This time the duo (Scully now a catholic have be a better title), played by Mark Wahlberg.. the
nurse, Mulder a shabby recluse) are investigating tale of a cop out to avenge the death of his wife and
claims by a bleeding eyed defrocked priest (played daughter. Except it's not that easy because there's
by Billy Connolly) that he has visions that could some heavy duty drugs on the street and blah, blah,
help them on a high profile kidnapping case. Please blah. Some nice visual touches can't save the garbled
no more. This is also a plea that can be directed at plot and sagging narrative. At least some superhero
the makers of the irritatingly titled AVPR: Aliens vs films tried to escape the tried and tested fonnula and
Predator - Requiem, a further kick in the egg sacks offer a different slant on matters. We'll ignore the
for the venerable franchises, aLthough at least it by numbers 'comedy' tedium of blink and you've
doesn't go the PG-13 route of AVP (or whatever it's forgotten it spoof Superhero Movie, and concentrate
called). Star Wars: The Clone Wars comes in-between on two very different films with strikingly similar
episodes 2 and 3, a spin off of the TV series of mini- premises. In Hancock, Will Smith plays a hard
CGl episodes. Despite the expansive palette offered drinking superhero whose his act., of chivalry
by the big screen and some clever design touches, inevitably end in chaos and destruction, and who
the film all but disappeared in the swamp of summer has as a result become hugely unpopular. Inevitably
the cynicism and dark humour give way to a lighter
tentpoles.
That man Fraser again in the belated sequel The film (there's a bit of a schism going on here), but
Mummy: Tomb Of The Dragon Emperor, in which we it's enjoyable while it lasts. Bizarre is the word for
find that Rachel Weisz has wisely jumped ship to be Dainipponjin (Big Japanese Person), the debut feature
replaced by Maria Bello, and that this time round from writer-director-comic Hitoshi Matsumoto, one
the 'mummy' in question is cursed Emperor Han half of comedy sensations Downtown. Matsumoto is
(Jet Li) who will, as legend dictates in these films, be the titular character, a dour middle-aged guy who's
undefeated if certain conditions arc met. It's exciting being interviewed for a documentary. Every once
enough in a seen-it-all-before kind of a way, and at in a while he's juiced up by electric power stations
least the injection of hostile yeti brings a (probably and grows in size to fight an increasingly deranged
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selection of aliens and monsters. A combination of
ultra-Iow-key and ridiculous camp makes this is a
clear contender for oddest film of the year.
In the old days the word 'jumper' meant
something rocking chair crooner Val Doonican
habitually wore, but over the years this functional,
cosy but fashionably dubious item of clothing has
become more acceptable, particularly following
its prominence in The Matrix trilogy. And now we
have Jumper - not a comfy piece of knitwear but
a science fiction film from Doug Liman (he of Go,
Bourn~ Identity and the slightly unh.inged Mr and
Mrs Smith). David Rice (Hayden 'youngling killer'
Christenscn) finds out that he is a jumper - that is,
someone who is able to teleport anywhere. Great.
Free money from banks and the life of Riley awaits.
Except that he's not the only onc and his kind are not
tolerated by paladins, part of a centuries old secret
organisation, who will do anything to eradicate
them. And paladin Roland (Samuel L. Jackson)
has got Rice in his sights ... The film starts with a
lot of potential, but the ideas quickly fizzle out and
Liman's decision to use Greengrass-inspired shaky
camerawork drains any sense of exdtement from
the action - crazy given his previous competence
in that area. A missed opportunity that just ends
and then has a hasty tacked on 'room for a sequel'
epilogue. In their dreams. Once great hope Mathieu
LD Haine Kassovitz saw a further career blooper with
garbled nonsense Baby/on AD. - a messianic sci-fi
future Transporter 3, with Vin Diesel an over earnest
man-far-hire transporting the potential saviour of
the world along with her guardian, Michelle Yeoh
playing a nun. We're not making this up.
Quirky? Bankers? Hilariously violent? It's all
good stuff. In Timur Bekmambetov's WlmtedWesley's
(lames McAvoy) boring life (cubicle job and cheating
girlfriend) bccomesa lot more exciting when he finds
he has inherited his dead father's assassination skills
and starts working for the Fraternity, a clandestine
group of killers whose credo is 'kill one, save many'.
Tough training follows courtesy of scary pouting
Angelina Jolie, and a deadly game is to be played
out between rival assassins. This, then, is madder
than a bottle of stupid pills... but in a good way. It's
so bonkers that it features the Loom of Destiny where assassination orders are woven out in some
weird da Vino code telex manner. BuUets curve.
Cars apparently fly. Much goes bang. Still, the
action setpieres are so astonishing and the pace so
breathtaking that you have to conclude that the raw
stupidity isn't there to be derided, it's there to be
embraced. In Be Kind, Rewind, Jack Black becomes
magnetized when attacking an electricity substation
(don't try this at home, folks) and unintentionally
destroys every tape in his friend's video store. In
order to satisfy the store's most loyal rustomer (Mia
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Farrow), the two men set out to remake the lost
films, which include Ghostbusters, The Lion King,
Rush Hour, Back to tM Future, Drilling Miss Daisy,
and Robocop. Like much of Michel Goodry's output
(Er07Ul1 Sunshine of liIL Spotless Mind, ~ Scitnu
of S/«(') lk Kind, Rewind has a great premise that
matures on subsequent viewings. The remakes of
the movies put you into film geek heaven; they are
pure inventiveness and very funny but also quite
inspiring - you too feel you could create your own
masterpiece. There's also an underlying story about
the nature of the local community as the video
store is under threat from the developers, just in
case you need a heartwarming message, as well as
a questioning of hard line corporate tactics against
fan homage to copyright material
All in all. a mixed bag of a year. What is perhaps
encouraging are the signs of an emerging confidence
in mid-budget films, providing they get adequate

distribution, over the increasingly familiar eyecandy of the blockbusters.
Films of the Year:
Best SF: WALL-E
Best Horror. [REC)
Best Fantasy: The Spiderwick Ouonides
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Progressive Scan:
2008 TV in Review
by Abigail Nussbaum
It was the year of quirk. The biggest genre

television event of 2008 was never even screened on
television. In the middle of the summer doldrums,
in the wake of a writers' strike which mandated a
premature ending to almost all the year's American
television seasons, and therefore a long dry period
of boredom, reruns, and episodes of 5largate:
Atlanlis, the intemet was swept off its collective feet
by Joss Whedon's return to the televised fonnat, Dr.
Horrible's 5ing-a-Long Blog. A 45 minute musical,
released online in three parts, Dr. Horrible is the
story of the tille character's (the omni-talented Neil
Patrick Harris) attempts to win over the girl of his
dreams while avoiding the clutches of his nemesis,
Captain Hammer (a wonderfully hammy Nathan
FilIion) and attempting to pull off a heist daring and
wicked enough to gain him admittance into the Evil
League of Evil. Driven by winning performances
by all three leads (Harris and Fillion were joined
by Buffy alurnnus Felicia Day as the object of both
their characters' attentions) and by Whedon's witty
lyrics and hummable tunes, Dr. Horrible quickly
established itself as yet another entry in Whedon's
long history of subverting genre conventionsBilly, the supervillain in training, is geekishly
adorable, while Captain Hammer is a narcissistic
jock-before delivering a shock to its audience's
systems with a tragic ending that reminded us that,
as fun and transgressive as it is to root for the bad
guy, he is a bad guy for a reason. Dr. Horrible was
a distillation of Whedon's exceptional career over
the last decade and change: clever, impeccably wellmade, funny, playful, frustratingly flawed (viewers
were justifiably up in arms over the passivity of
the story's only female character), and a reminder
that a light, comedic touch is in no way inconsistent
with pathos or a staunch moral message.This point,
however, had already been made in the fall of 2007
with the premiere of Pushing Daisies, Bryan Fuller's
(Dead Like Me, Wonder/ails) fantasy series about a
pie-maker (Lee Pace) with the power to raise the
dead, the childhood sweetheart he resurrects but
can never touch again (Anna Friel), the private
detective who uses these unusual skills to solve
crimes (the fantastic Chi McBride) and the waitress
with an unrequited crush on her pie-making, dead-

raising, crime-solving boss (an even more fantastic
Kristin Chenoweth). Pushing Daisies burst onto the
screen with a style and verve unlike anything seen
on TV before: its stylized, minutely-detailed sets, its
richly textured, elaborate costumes, and most of all
its rapid-fire, witty, double-, triple - and quadrupleentendre laden dialogue. The show seemed like a
highwire act destined for a long plummet into an
abyss of cuteness, but week after week it maintained
its loopy charm, and in 2008 returned for a season
that was (after a few shaky first weeks) even smarter
and more engaging than its first. The mystery of the
week format established in the show's first season
was expanded upon when it began delving into
its main cast's histories-Ned and Chuck's fathers
and their mysterious connection to one another; the
secrets of Chuck's parentage; Emerson's search for
his daughter; Olive's quest to find a place for herself
away from the man she loves but can't have-and the
stories that resulted surpassed even the first season's
best offerings, such as when Ned, having discovered
that his abandoning father fathered and abandoned
two other boys, isthrustintoa parental and proactive
role when their surrogate father, a stage magician, is
killed the middle of his act. Pushing Daisies's secret
is its whole-hearted commitment to its characters'
humanity even as it surrounds them with over
the top plasticity. Love, fear, anger, jealousy, grief,
comfort-these emotions are never downplayed
or played for (merely) a laugh, but neither are
they allowed to overwhelm the show's emotional
register. There's always a laugh around the corner to
defuse a melodramatic moment, and always a core
of genuine emotion at the heart of every absurdly
witty story. Maintaining a similar balance was The
Middleman, a delightful summer treat that seems to
borrow its geekish sensibility from Whedon and its
visual sensibility from Fuller. Based on the comic
book series by Javier Grillo-Marxuach (who is also
the series's creator), The Middleman is the story of
Wendy Watson (the effortlessly winning Natalie
Morales), an out of work art school graduate who
finds herself in the middle of an out-of-this-world
crisis when an accident at the genetics lab where
she's been temping pits her face to face with maneating gelatinous blob. Her quick thinking and
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level head in the face of this unbelievable crisis
impress the title character (Matt Keeslar, acquitting
himself admirably in the tricky role of the cleancut, clean-living. clean-sIXlken straight man with a
bit more going on beneath his placid surface), the
latest in a long line of superheroes protecting the
world from comic book villains and monsters, who
promptly offers Wendy the position of his sidekick.
What follows is one part geek love-in, featuring
caHouts to everything from Die Hard to Doctor Who
(and including an appearance by ubiquitous genre
character actor Mark A Sheppard as a potential
supervillain), one part a television lover's dream
come true, with emphasis on plot and character
continuity, on developing the show's secondary
characters (including Wendy's bohemian roommate
and stoner neighbor, her charming boyfriend, the
Middleman's android assistant, who takes the form
of a cranky middle aged woman who wears horribly
patterned house-dresses, and a reformed succubus
who supplements her income by keeping the
Middleman apprised of supernatural happenings),
and on hinting at and revealing mysteries from the
main characters' pasts. In a television landscape that
is increasingly infatuated with 'realism,' by which is
usually meant the very narrow emotional spectrum
between angst and misery, shows like Pushing Daisies
and The Middleman, and indefinable experiments
like Dr. Horrible's Sing-a-Long Blog, refreshingly toss
realism out the window and embrace imagination.
whimsy and wit. In so doing they demonstrate that
having a style of one's own is not an impediment to
telling meaningful stories about believable people.
Unfortunately, the lesson does not appear to have
been learned. Pushing Dtlisie; was cancelled near
the end of 20Cl8, its remaining episodes una.i.red and
likely to remain so. The Middleman scored abysmal
ratings even in the dead of summer, and a second
season seems unlikely. Only the vague promise of
Dr. Horrible sequels remains to tide over those of us
who have fallen in love with quirk.

Clau) to the present day in an attempt to elude their
Skynet pursuers (and thus mercifully negating the
existence of the third, miserable Terminator film).
In 2008, the Cannors once again set themselves the
goal of preventing the human-machine war, and
quickly discover that that war is being fought in the
present, as both sides use time travel to secure assets
for themselves or keep them out of their 0pIXlnents'
hands. Other time travelers soon show up to help
or hinder the Connors' cause, most notably John's
uncle, Derek Reese (Brian Austin Green, in a
performance guaranteed to permanently sear his
role in Beverly Hills 90210 from your memory).ln a
lot of ways, The Sarah Connor Chronicles is the series
Battlestar Galacties should have been but never quite
managed to be. It is the story of a war between
humans and machines, sparked by incomprehension
on both sides of the others' fundamental nature.
Like BattleslJlr GalaCtiCl2, ThL Sarah Cannot Chronicles
focuses Icssonhuman-machineinteractions (though.
following in the second film's footsteps, it establishes
an eerily compelling friendship between John and
his machine protector, and the second season in
particular focuses on that character's halting growth
into something that is beginning to resemble, but
is not quite, a person) and more on inter-human
conflicts. Unlike Calaclica, which attempted to justify
this focus on humanity with ever more hysterical
depictions of human depravity, and through them
a forced and WlSupIXlrtable equivalence between
the humans' crimes and the machines', Sarah Connor
trusts that its audience understands the rules of
the game-that the machines, though incapable of
cruelty, have committed an WlSpeakable act, and that
humans, though nominally the good guys, have the
capacity for evil as well. Consequently, though only
very few of the human characters we meet in ThL
Sarah Connor Chronicles are evil or in league with the
machines, many of them oppose Sarah and her goals
simply because of the chaotic and ungovemable
nature of the human animal-because they don't
believe her, or think they can do a better job fighting
It was the year of the terminator. At the other end the machines, or have an agenda that clashes with
of the emotional scale from Pushing Daisies and ThL hers. It's a more subtle, more intelligent treatment
Middleman is Terminator; The Sarah Connor Chronicks. of the same dilemma Battleslar GalactiC12 boils down
Another entry in the franchise spawned by lames to: emotionless conformity versus dangerously
Cameron's 1984 movie, the series, which premiered unpredictable
individuality.lt's
unfortunate,
in the winter of 2008 and returned for a second therefore, that The Sarah ConnorChronides isso£1awed
season in the faIL picks up several years after the end from a teclutical standIXlint.lts cast is strong. but the
of the second film in the series, then fast forwards, main characters in particular have unsatisfying and
quite literally, to the present by transporting Sarah limited emotional arcs. The most obvious problem is
and lohn Connor (Lena Headey, doing an acceptable John,. an impossible character to write, as making him
job taking over from Linda Hamilton. and relative too heroic and well-adjusted would downplay the
newcomer Thomas Dekker doing his best in the importance of the series's main character (a problem
thanklessroleofthecallowfuturesaviorofhumanity) which the third and, if its previews are to be trusted,
and their new terminator protector (played with fourth installments in the film series could only get
impeccable alienness by genre royalty Summer around by killing Sarah off), while focusing on his
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understandable angst and ambivalence towards
his role as humanity's future savior carries the

It was the year Russell T. Davies said goodbye to

risk of making the character seem whiny and selfinvolved. The show's second season in particular
has struggled with this problem, sometimes finding
the middle ground but often devolving into a
forgettable teenage soap. Even this partial success,
however, is preferable to the treatment of Sarah,
who is still, by and large, the character she was at
the end of Terminator 2- horrified by the future but
determined to fight it; bitter about the life she lost
but committed to making the one she has a good
one; accustomed to violence but not inured to it. In
more than twenty hours of television, Sarah hasn't
changed a bit from this person, hasn't grown or
shown us new facets of herself. On the contrary, as
the series progresses and its other characters change
and grow, Sarah becomes an ever-greater blank at
its centcr, a performance rather than a person. She
is our window to the story and the other characters,
but at the cost of her own three-dimensional
humanity.In terms of its story, too, The Sarah Connor
Chronicles disappoints. Individual episode plots are
nonsensical, often relying on characters' stupidity
(in a flash to the future, we learn that the machines
copied human resistance members and interrogated
them in order to infiltrate the resistance's ranks,
conveniently ignoring the fact that the impostor with
its metal skeleton could be easily detected with the
use of a set of scales) or on a plain contravention of
facts (Sarah, whose blood type is 0-, is told that she
can't transfuse Derek, who is AB+). The overarching
plot that these episodes are allegedly building up to
is, at the time of this essay's writing, slow to coalesce,
often involving leaps of logic (for much of the first
half of the second season, Sarah has been obsessed
with a symbol made up of three dots which came to
her in a dream), and very rarely arousing a genuine
desire to know what happens next. Both of these
failures-in characterization and plotting-derive
from the same core flaw, the series's emotional
flatness. The Sarah Connor Chronicles is a show about
people who are trapped, desiring a normal life but
knowing that they are committed to a terrible war.
This, however, is not a story, and by its very nature
it isn't a starting point for a story either. Which is
why the show is at its best in individual episodes
or even scenes, in which it delivers repetitions of
this emotional tone, whether through the main cast
or one-off guest characters, and at its worst when
it tries to tie those repetitions into a greater story.
There's much to admire about The Sarah Con nor
Chronicles-it is, for example, one of the only shows
on 1V featuring a female main character who is
neither defined nor constrained by her femininitybut the more one watches it, the less substantial, the
less like a television series, it seems.

Doctor Who. Though Davies will write and produce
four one-hour Doctor Who specials in 2009, 2008 saw
his last full season as the show's head writer and
producer. It was also David Tennanl's last full season
in the title role (baby-faced Matt Smith has since
been announced as Tennanl's replacement, while
Davies is making way for Steven Moffat). As a final
statement on Davies's tenure, Doctor Who's fourth
season was ambiguous, neitherexceptionally bad nor
exceptionally good, and serving as evidence of both
Davies's genius and his fatal Aaws. New companion
Donna (Catherine Tate) was a breath of fresh air as
the first New Who companion to express absolutely
no interest in getting in the Doctor's pants. Her
brusquely affectionate, quasi-sibling relationship
with the Doctor made for the most pleasantly relaxed
yet appealing TARDIS atmosphere since Christopher
Eccleston's departure, and finally forced the Doctor
to contemplate the possibility of not feeling quite
that sorry for himself all the time. On the other
hand, New Who's fourth season was the first in which
Steven Moffat failed to produce a standout episode,
ending his threeyear streak with the
two-parter "Silence
intheLibrary"I"The
Forests
of
the
Dead,"
which,
though featuring
the
intriguing
character Dr. River
Song, the Doctor's
future lover, had
none of the clever
plotting with which
Moffat has become
synonymous
in
Who fan circles.
The closest thing
to
exceptional
stories
in
the
RussellT.DllVies
fourth season were
by Davies himself; "Midnight," a chamber piece in
which the Doctor is trapped with an unseen menace
and a group of terrified and increasingly paranoid
civilians who may pose him an even greater danger,
and "Turn Left," in which an alternate universe
Donna suffers terribly in the wake of the Doctor's
death and finally makes the ultimate sacrifice to
bring him back. Both of these episodes, however,
feel a little underbaked-"Midnight" is a 42 minute
episode with enough story for perhaps 30, and
"Turn Left" is in many ways a retread of Donna's
growth over the course of the preceding season. It is
further cheapened by the subsequent season-ending
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episodes, which continue to bash the audience on disorder and a danger to herself and others. The
the head with the central theme of Davies's reign as fourth season couldn't fix these problems, and so
showrunner-the Doctor's ability to inspire heroism tried to sweep them under the rug, but without the
in others-while featuring his trademark use of foundation that ought to have been constructed by
bombast to draw attention away from the absence of that missing season and a half, there's no way to
plollogic (or of plot, period) and wasting the talents justify, for example, Lee's lighlning-quick ascension
of nearly every one of the new series's companion to the position oC President. The result is a great deal
characters. Like the fourth season as a whole, these better than GaltutiCII has been in a long time, but still
episodes are a demonstration of why Oavies has a disjointed, unpersuasive piece of storytelling.
been good for Doctor Who (besides, that is, bringing
It was the yeu Heroes hiled to come back
it back to life) and why it's a good thing that he's
from anywhere. The once fan favorite stumbled
handing the reigns over to someone else.
heavily in its second season, losing its ineffable
11 was the yeM Battksf4tr GII"cti~ ame (some charm in heavy-handed attempts to recreate, note
small way) back from the brink. After a third season for note, its enjoyable first season.. Fans rebel1ed,
characterized by melodrama. over the top plot ratings plummeted, and the producers immediately
twists, soap-opera character arcs.. and a whole lot responded with apologies and the promise to do
of nonsensical Cylon mysticism. &ttUsw GWIdica better. The result of all these promises, Hmws's
returned for the first half of its fourth and 6na1 season third season, is a marginal improvement over its
with a mission to regain some semblance of the show second, but still a leaden. confusing. dull piece of
it used to be. At this, it achieved a measurable, but storytelling that is nothing like a return to fonn.
by no means complete, success, but it did so mostly Titled "Villains," the show's third volume focused
by rolling back or ignoring away much of what on shifting loyalties and morality among the show's
happened in the show's universe since the middle characters, but did so in such a haphazard manner
of its second season. Many of the developments that rather than depicting genuine transfonnations
in Calacliea's 2008 episodes-Lee Adarna leaving and changes of heart, it seemed to reflect nothing
the Colonial Fleet and going into politics; a civil more substantial than a roU oC the dice: this week
war between Cylons who value individuality and Sylar is good and Peter is evil, next week the opposite,
believe in reconciliation with humans and those and for no discernible reason. Add to this the writers'
who desire neither; President Roolin's looming stubborn refusal to kill off any number of characters
death from cancer-could have foUowed the events for whom they have run out of stories to teU, their
of its mid-second season three-parter, and thus insistence on sidelining and infantilizing Hiro (for
made for a stronger show. lnstead, in the third one unbearable stretch of episodes, quite literally,
season we did get. many of the show's characters as the already immature young man is mentally
were placed in stasis- Lee, for example, relegated regressed to the age of ten), the introduction of a new
to an embarrassingly bad domestic storyline villain in the form of the Petrelli brothers' father, and
and an even more embarrassing fat suit-while his quick disappearance once it became clear that
others were allowed to run rampant-Starbuck, his motives and aspirations were even mwkier and
transfonned from a damaged but compelling and more se1f-oontradictory than those of the putative
competent maverick to a nervous wreck, obviously good guys, the continued reliance, in the absence
suffering from some sort of borderline personality of any meaningful overarching storyline, on the
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vague menace of a dystopian future to motivate the
characters, and the ever-increasing mistreatment of
female and non-white characters. When I first wrote
about HtrotS I caUed it a forgettable series elevated
by impeccable plotting and pacing. These latter
qualities have been lost, and whafs left is an unholy
mess. Though fans pin great hopes on the return of
Bryan Fuller (who penned some of the first season's
best episodes) to the H~ production staff in the
wake of Pushing Daisies's cancellation, ifs doubtful
thal his influence can save this sinking ship, or even
that a fourth season is on the cards.
It was the year of the X-files retrtad. What was it
about 2008 that made il seem ripe for a return to this
seminal yet ultimately failed series? The summer
saw an ill-judged and justly unsuccessful attempt
to restore the show's glory with a second entry in
its film franchise, I Want to Believe. Steering dear
o( the drawn out alien conspiracy storyline whose
self-contradictions and evident lack of internal
logic eventually drove away even the series's most
devoted fans, the film instead presented a standalone
supernatural story, with Mulder and ScuUy called
back from retiremenl to investigate the allegations
of a pedophile priest (Billy Connolly, giving what is
quite possibly the worst perfonnance of his career)
thal he is having psychic visions of a kidnapped
FBI agent. Unfortunately, none of the dever writing
that made Tht X-Files's best standalone episodes
such a delight is one display in 1 Want to &Iirot,
and Mulder and ScuUy themselves have losl their
spark, both as individuals and as partners. They
spend the film gazing soulfully alone another or
into the middle distance. running the emotional
gamut from 'melancholy' to 'annoyed.' Which,
incidentalJy, is roughly where anyone who pays
money to watch this movie will find themselves.
Meanwhile, not one but two new television series
premiered this fall which blatantly draw upon The
X-Files for their inspiration, telling storics about a
male/female, scepticlbeliever team who investigate
strange happenings. The worst of the two is Eleventh
Hour, featuring Rufus Sewell as an expert in Weird
Shit, and Marley Shelton as a hot girl who beats
people up. Its pilot episode was so howlingly awful
that nol even the pleasure of yelling at the characters
when they did something incredibly stupid (which
is 10 say every scene) was enough to compensate for
having watched it. Slightly more tolerable is Fringt,
television wunderkind J.J. Abrams's lalest series,
but it too fails to ignite, and certainly to capture the
spark that characterized. at least the early seasons of
Abrams's previous successes, AIiIlS and Lost. Fringt
front-loads its conspiracy element in the fann of
The Panern, a series of unexplained, seemingly
supernatural events being investigated by a team

made up of one FBI agent (Anna Torv), one mad
scientist (John Noble, the shows main draw) and his
son and caretaker (Joshua Jackson, playing not one
but two thankless roles: the straight man 10 Noble
and the love interest to Torv, with whom he has not
a shred of chemistry). Unfortunately, Fringt just isn't
very interesting. Individual episodes are predictable
and slack, and there is no hook to interest us in the
overarching mystery of the Pattern but for Torv's
character's personal involvement in it (in the pilot
episode, her lover commits treason and is later
killed for some Panern-related reason). As the series
has progressed, however, ifs become clear that whal
had at first seemed like a refreshing low key quality
to ToN's perfonnance is actually the absence of a
performance. Her Olivia is a personality-free zone,
and her dullness infects the entire series. We are,
in other words, 0 for 3 as far as X-Files retreads are
concerned, which will hopefully prove a deterrent
to any more attempts being made.
It was also the year in which: Stllrglltt: Atlll"tis
was canceUed, only for its producers to announce yet
another entry in the franchise, Stargatt: Uniwrst.
Those of us who crave formulaic, mediocre spare-set
shows can rest easy. Lost and Torc:hwood returned for,
respectively, a fourth and a second season which.
by all accounts, massively improved on previous
efforts, bUI I've long ago given up on both so I
couldn't say one way or another. Lifr on Mars sequel
Ashts to Ashes premiered, only to definitively prove
that the shows writers have no desire to tell a genre
story, and are merely interested in coming up with
as many excuses as they can to trot Gene Hunt out
on our screens. Meanwhile, the American remake
of Lift on Mars proved as preachy and unsubtle as
the original was charming and well-made. The
landscape of genre television continued to expand
into small niches and corners-the BBC's Merlin,
USA Network's Legend of the Seew, HBC's True
Blood-most of which probably aren't worth a look.
2008 was not a great year for genre television, nor
a particularly good year for television in generalmost of the truly interesting. ground-breaking series
of the last few years, in or out of genre, have died
a quick and ignominious death and been replaced
by nothing but more doctor and lawyer shows, with
the occasional hint of brilliance-a Dater or a How 1
Met Your Mothq-to tide over those of us who love
lV. StiD, 2009 is upon us, bringing with it Dollhoust,
Kings, a new (non-genre) series for Nathan Fillion,
and perhaps other surprises as well. We live in
hope.
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First Impressions
Book Reviews edited by Kari Sperring
token resistance to Astaroth ultimately fails.
Frcmant, Paul as a free man, eventually succumbs
to his animal passions. He becomes a rapisl, he
instinctively kills curious alien creatures, and he
Reyjewed by George Newberry
finally comes through inaction to take an implicit
n a world not too far advanced from our own, role in the genocide of an intelligent but strange
Paul Fadhil Abbas Ali is imprisoned by his species. Although the book seems 10 be advertised
government in the Hostile Activities Research primarily through the topical issues surrounding the
Ministry. Paul, a British portrayal of a British Muslim being victimised by a
Muslim, made the mistake of corrupt police Slate, this section of the book is largely
writing a comedic novel in
undeveloped compared to the Stygia narrative.
which two characters flippantly Regardless of this disproportion. the examination
joke about assassinating the of Paul's psychologically and culturally split nature
Prime Minister. For this crime is fascinating. and the conclusions the character
he is subjected la brutal and draws about his own identity are morally complex
dehumanising torture by a and challenging. The more realised world of Stygia,
minor government official and however, is the medium through which Aldiss'
his henchmen. But Paul escapes most profound observations on human nature are
the degradation by flitting conveyed.. There is a throw-away line from a minor
mentally into a world caned character, spoken sixty-four pages in. which seems
Stygia. In this alien world Paul to encapsulate Aldiss' opinion of humanity: 'My
becomes Fremant: a bodyguard of the despot ruler old gran was one who saw into men's minds. She'd
Astaroth, who has seized control of the fledgling say them as arc tortured are the torturers.' Aldiss
human colony and has pursued genocide against was already almost twenty the lasl time there was a
the dominant native species, the Dogovers. Both concerted attempt at genocide in 'civilised' Western
narratives unfold in parallel: the Paul story is told in Europe, and as one of the most politically aware
dipped and purposeful sentences, the Frcmanl story science fiction writers Britain has, he has offered a
in more elaborate and playful prose. On near-future vocal social commentary to pretty much everything
Earth, Paul's treatment is repetitively punishing thal has gone on since. So when after a lifetime of
and he is utterly powerless to the whims of those observation he tries, through HARM, 10 tell us
who exercise their authority so cruelly over him: something about intrinsic human nature, we should
On Stygia, Fremant contradicts Astaroth to his face, probably listen.
pursues a relationship with the dictator's concubine,
and is forced to flee from Stygia Gty to Haven, a Lau Anders, ed. - Fast Forward 2
Pyr, 2008, 360pp, £10.99, llb, ISBN 9781591026921
secJuded religious community.
First and foremost, HARM is a book about Reviewed by Anthony Nanson
authority. The novel begins with the lines, 'Authority
ordained it. Lesser authoritarians carried out its I
orders. No nation ever lacks those who will carry out subversive ideas because no one takes it seriously,'
orders: This line could apply to either of the nations says Paul McAuley in the epigraph to this anthology.
explored by Aldiss: Paul is both the victim of, and The Robocop-space-ape cover art looks designed
on Stygia is one of, these lesser authorilarians. The to confirm the prejudices or those who think sf has
book is also a character study of the PauI/Fremant nothing serious to say. In his introduction, on the
entity; one individual placed into two extreme other hand, Lou Anders declares sf's capacity not
situations. And yet, despite his intimate knowledge only to cntcrtain but also to help save the world. To
of the suffering totalitarian authority can cause, do that. it needs to be taken seriously.
It also needs to be comprehended - something I
garnered through his visions of Paul, Fremant's
Bri~

Aldiss - Harm
Duckworth Overlook. 2007, 228pp, £14.99/£7.99,
ISBN 9780715636992 (h/b) 9180715637623 (p/b)
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was alerted to by the opening story. In 'Catherine
Drewe', Paul Cornell takes us into an alternative
future in which the pre-1914 imperial powers have
extended the great game into space and a British
agent is sent, 007 style, to assassinate a Russian
agent on Mars. The climax deploys a novum, of
unexplained high physics, which raises cryptic
metaphysical questions. For this story to work as sf,
rather than merely an exotic resetting of Fleming's
'The Living Daylights', the reader must comprehend
the significance of that novum. Not every reader
will.
The semiotic challenges of Comell's prose are
child's play, though, compared with Benjamin
Rosenbaum and Cory Dodorow's 'True Names'.
This story (the longest in the
book) makes big demands on
the reader's ability to tolerate
estranging language - 'Surely
elsewhere, outside this Beebeinstance's lightcone, the bloom
of Beebe was transpiring as it
should; surely there were parts
of the universe where it had
achieved Phase Three, optimal
saturation, where every bit of
matter could be converted into
Beebeswarm, spilling outward,
converting the ballooning sphere of its innucnce
into ubiquitous-Beebe' (114) - and to empathise
with a protagonist who's an interstellar collective
consciousness.
Easier to empathise with is the protagonist of leff
Carlson's 'Long Eyes', a gene-crafted woman wired
in as brain and sole crew of a starship. Partly it's
that C1ara is human and has the vulnerability of a
nesh body; also the jargon is simpler to decode: 'She
twitched within her box of gel and wire, lighting up
all systems. There were no antipersonnel defenses,
but if she could outfox the ship she could lift off and
that would kill the little monsters ... And she had the
nanoforge. She could build a cat's claw if she just
had the time' (326). The ratlike scavengers Clara
encounters on a wrecked planet read like a metaphor
of swarming humankind on earth. The ethical
questions about how to treat them thereby parallel
those raised in Naney Kress's 'The Kindness of
Strangers', which opens with the earth's major cities
being vaporised in a matter of seconds by invading
aliens. Given the awesomeness of what's happened,
I was surprised by the composure of the refugees the
story follows as they cooperate to survive. In fact it's
crucial to the story's point that they do so cooperate.
The denouement left me buzzing with thought.
In lan McDonald's 'An Eligible Boy' we have to
cope with the lexicon not only of future tech but of
the Indian cuJtural setting. The breathless pace of

McOonald's prose keeps us going. He extrapolates
the trend of selective abortion into a scenario in
which middle-class men outnumber women four
to one, and really makes us feel for young Jasbi.r
who, against such desperate odds, so wants a
woman. There are no semiotic barriers, however,
to reading Kristine Kathryn Rusch's '$eniorSource':
much of the story is taken up with her infodumping
the socioeconomic circumstances that compel her
geriatric narrator to work for a space-station-based
detective agency, under constant threat of being
thrown on the refuse pile earthside if he fails to
perform. In the spirit of American individualism, he
manages to improve his lot, but the general plight of
the elderly in this future remains unchanged. That
McDonald does not let his protagonist off the hook
like this makes 'An Eligible Boy' much more moving
- and thereby more potent as warning.
In'Mitigation'KarlSchroederandTobiasS.Buckell
paint an interesting future in which ambitious efforts
are being made to address ecological problems carbon sequestration, safehousing the seeds of
rare plant species - but the anarchy of amoral free
enterprise continues as self-serving rogues exploit
the opportunities thrown up by new circumstances
to make a quick buck. Sadly the story is too riddled
with plausibility holes to mean as much as it might.
Chris Nakashima-Brown's 'The Sun Also
Explodes' depicts a desert idyll where privileged
bohemian types have retreated from the hurlyburly of the world. The Gibsonesque rhythm of the
prose - 'She moved on me, and the room breathed
with us, through the crazy beautiful attack asanas of
Elkin's improvised private yoga' (70) - seems a mite
pretentious till you realise the novum is a cyberpenis,
the penny drops about the origin of the story's title,
and you start to smile.
But the political agenda in the elegant final
story, by Paolo Bacigalupi, is deadly serious. 'The
Gambler' is not only about the marginalisation of
important ecological issues by ratings-driven media
obsessed with celebrities, but itself exemplifies how
readers may be moved to care about such issues:
Bacigalupi makes us care about a flower in danger
of extinction by making us care about his narrator,
who wants to write about that nower but is in danger
of losing his job as an online journalist because he'll
only write about news that he thinks matters. This
story, like McDonald's and Kress's, truly does offer
a contribution to the game of saving the world something these stories are able to do because of the
empathy they elicit.
With work too from McAuley, Kay Kenyan, Jack
McDevitt, Jack Skillingstead, and Mike Resnick
plus Pat Cadigan, Fast Forward 2 is a diverse and
intelligent anthology. Roll on, volume 3. But please,
Lou, put a decent cover on it - so more people will
29
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take the book seriously enough to bother reading it.
AlIen Ashley, cd - Subtle Edens
Elastic Press 2008, £7.99, 218pp, tip, ISBN
9780955318191
Reviewed by Martin Lewis

Mro~a~~e:U~~\~I;;:::t~=n:~,:
slipstream mayor may not be.
='""=----, TIlls is perhaps fitting, since
editor Allen Ashley doesn't
really bother to go into details.
Contributor Jeff Gardiner has
more of stab in an article that
is (bizarrely) hidden away halfway through the anthology but
doesn't manage to pin it down
either. For our purposes though,
let's just say it isn't quite sf or
L-----' fantasy or horror or any other
genIe we might recognise.
The opening story 'And Zero To The Bone' by
Mike O'Driscoll, adheres to this idea, but elsewhere
this is very much a standard pick and mix collection
of the usual genre suspects from- the usual small
press suspects. Jocl Lane's 'Alouette' is a shorter,
less interesting version of O'Driscoll's story and
more typical of the fare on offer. It gets off to an
inauspicious start:
So when my new Nokia phone burst into
song before dawn, with Monday morning just
a few hours away, I shook off whatever dream
of unrealised sexual opportunity I was having
that night and grabbed it. The phone I mean,
not the opportunity. (33)

The first sentence has twice as many words as
it needs, the second sentence should never have
been committed to paper. 'Alouette' is a short horror
story about a group of kids who beat up passers-by
whilst filming it on their mobile phone. This is the
sort of thing the papers call happy slapping and we
know this because on page 34 Lane writes "Happy
slapping, the papers call it" and on page 36 Lane
writes "Whal the papers call happy slapping". By
mysterious means these kids send these videos live
to the whole world causing a ratcheting up of terror
in the narrator and the rest of the population. Since
this is a horror story, we are supposed to ignore
whether its contents are plausible in favour of the
fact they convey a vague sense of the unheimliche.
Some slories don't even pay lip service 10 the
supposed remit of the anthology. David A Sutton's
'Mind-Forged Manacles' - the worst story in the
collection - is a science fiction story that doesn't
pass within a light year of anything that might be
considered slipstream or, indeed, good. It reads like
one of Eric Brown's romantic peans to primitivism
30

but bereft of even Brown's meagre talents.
So - who would have thought it? - slipstream is
a slippery beast to pin down. Even when explicitly
asked to produce such a story the results vary
wildly. Slipstream stories are easy to get wrong and
perhaps, counter~intuitively, deliberately setting
out to write one is the worst thing you can do. In
terms of showing any coherent thread that links
the collected stories in a unique way Subtle Edens
is a failure. Instead it reads like a bumper issue of
The Third Alternative but with far less in the way of
quality control than Andy Cox ever managed.
Ray Bradbury - Something Wicked This Way
Comes
Orion, 1962, £7.99, 266pp, plb, ISBN 9780575083066
Reviewed by Shaun C. Green
ctober, and a storm is
coming.
A travelling
lightning-rod salesman arrives
and alerts two young friends to
what he senses on the horizon.
Throughout the town, others
feel the tension in the air.
Something is coming. And that
night, 3 am, that something
is come. Cooger and Dark's

O

Pandemonium Shadow Show: a
travelling carnival, promising
rides, freaks, wonders and
delights. But Will and Jim watch the carnival arrange
itself outside town, and what they see unfold that
night is not the rosy funfair that the townsfolk find
the following day. Soon enough the carnival folk, the
twisted slaves captured by Mr. Cooger and Mr. Dark
over their timeless centuries, are led by their masters
in a hunt for the boys who alone grasp at the truth.
Alone, that is, but for Will's reclusive father Otarles,
a man half~lost in his own past.
Although Something Wicked This Way Comes is a
powerful novel with resonant themes of youth and
aging, for me its strength lay in the prose that effuses
from every page. Vivacious is the right word for it.
Bradbury has carefully crafted a style that mirrors in
words what JOO and Will live and experience:

Like all boys, they never walked anywhere,
but named a goal and lit for it, scissors and
elbows. Nobody won. Nobody wanted to win.
It was in their friendship they just wanted
to run forever, shadow and shadow. Their
hands slapped library door handles together,
their chests broke track tapes together, their
tennis shoes beat parallel pony tracks over
lawns, trimmed bushes, squirreJed trees, no
onc losing, both winning, thus saving their
friendship for other times of loss.
I found it difficult to read this novel without a
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his favourite toys out of the box.
The story begins with an homage to Heinlein that
make cven SM Stirling gulp (it could have been lifted
almost entirely from Starship Troopers ~ or maybe
is it.
Of course, the tale that Bradbury so presents is Starship Troopers - The Sequel), and then humankind
no mean thing either. As the author admits in an flees to the stars. The seed ships are, of course, lost,
afterward, the story is spun from his own youthful but that doesn't prevent Humanity and its children
experiences of the carnival; the sense of magic and of wanting to play on the beach with the crocodiles.
the fantastic, and theseduction thereof. Hefuses these There are two types of crocodiles in his universe experiences to a story of American-gothic horror and those that want to eat us now, and those that want to
the timeless themes that constitute any coming-of- befriend us before eating us at their leisure. Not all
age story, themes exemplified by the central quartet of them give humans the choice.
One of the three lost ships has founded a colony,
of characters. Jim and Will are childhood friends,
growing up and experiencing everything life offered Darien, in a region of space that is the object of
together. But when the carnival arrives, promising contention between two blocs of the hugely more
change, one friend reaches out, eager to experience powerful alien species, on a planet they share with
what his future offers, while the other recoils, afraid the gentle arboreals, the Uvovo. We are introduced
to lose what has constituted their shared past. to a culture of productive symbiosis and exploration
Similarly Charles HaIJoway and Mr. Dark are two in the knowledge that the Sendrukan Hegemony's
sides of a coin. Halloway spends his adults years hammer will soon squish it flat. Only things aren't
wishing he could reclaim his youth, whilst Dark is quite as they seem, and the wheels within wheels
eternal. using time to remain the same and make of the unknown past begin to spin out of control.
others his servants. The carnival's power draws all Maybe the junkyard dogs - sorry, Sendrukans four to it, but it is their reactions to this seduction haven't quite got the bite they believe they have. At
which time, the dcscendants of the other two seed
that make them.
Unavoidably,someaspectsofthenovelhavedated, ships from Earth arrivc on Darien, neither exactly as
though these are as much a product of its setting might have been expected.
And this part of the story ends.
(I struggle to identify the decadc, but I imagine it
As with most of the NWBSA, there aren't many
hearkens back to Bradbury's own youth in the 19205)
as the time of its writing (the 196Os). My own youth, American accents to be heard - Scots, Finnish,
in the 19805 and '90s, was a very different thing to Chinese to be sure, but no Americans (not unless
what is presented here, characterised as much by you count the Sendrukans) We are definitely not in
rock and pop music, videogames and television as Kansas anymore. Which doesn't stop 'My enemy's
inquisitive self-made adventure. But the novel is enemy is my friend'being hung out todry as a policy
a delight to read, its themes are as timeless as its pretty comprehensively.
On the face of it, Cobley appears to be just playing
antagonists, and at its core it's a highly entertaining
tale of friendship, fear and triumph. This Orion with his toys, bought ready made from the shop,
edition is well-presented and if, like me, you've and for quite some time reading this book was an
not cncountered Somefhing Wicked This Way Comrs irritation because I know he can do very much better
than Seeds of Earth appeared to be. Then it grew
beforc, 1 recommend it unconditionally.
clear that, while he was using familiar tropes, there
Michael Cobley - Seeds of Earth
was more going on than met the eye. Expectations
Orbit; London, 2009, £10.00, 486pp, tip ISBN 978
were subverted with manic enthusiasm in the final
841496320
quarter.
r - - - - - - - - , Reviewed by Martyn Taylor
At the end I was still disappointed. The writing
SEEDS of ~ Kichael Cobley is very is prosaic, as though the book is a novelisation.
IVLnucha rider on the New However, I did not know what happens next to this
Wave of British Space Opera. scenario, and 1 want to know. I might not vote this
_
Even before anyone realised for a Hugo, but I will buy the next instalment with
the old one was drying into the my own money,
sand, when he was wearing
Daniel Fox - Dragon in Chains
mirror shades and wanting to
Del Rey, New York 2009, $15.00, 416pp, tip, ISBN
be Bruce Sterling. his stories
always had that thrill of the 9780345503053
encounter with the unknown Reviewed by Kari Sperring
(and possibly unknowable)
about them. His more recent longer work has strayed
from that path, but in Seeds afEarth he has tipped all sleeps beneath the sea. Feared by those who know
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grin of pleasure spreading over my face every few
pages as another laughing tum of phrase tickled me.
If writing could ever be said to seize at life, then this

EARTH
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the waters, she is held captive through the magic
and craft and determination of a sect of blacksmith
monks who dwell on a small islet in the sea lanes. But
events are in motion that may release the dragon from
her long duress. A fisherman finds himself rescuing
the young emperor, who is in flight from a rebellion.
and his granddaughter finds herself transformed
from fisher-girl to concubine and political player. A
scribe's boy falls into the hands of pirates and ends
up himself wrapped in - and responsible for - the
dragon's chains. Another boy, bom 10 life as a jade
miner, finds himself first a slave, then an addict, and
then the emperor's mirror. The world in which all
of them find themselves is as shifting, as dangerous
and as unpred.ictable as the dragon hel'Self_ Densely
plotted and lushly written. Dragon in ChIlins draws
the reader into a world that is at once magical and
real, familiar and strange, engaging and terrifying.
The book has ils roots in the time author Fox spent
in Taiwan and there are signs of careful research
in. for example, the operation of the imperial court
and army. But. unlike, say, Bany Hugharfs Brid~
of Birds, this is not intended to be simply a Chinese
fantasy, and Fox is at pains to stress the fantastical
elements, not least those relating 10 the nature of
jade. The themes to the fore here are those of invasion
and occupation, of servitude and forced labour, 01
social upheaval and rebellion. Each of the characters
is constrained and controlled - the young emperor
by the expectations and ambitions of his court, the
fisher-girl Mei Feng by her class and status, the
scribe's boy Han by the chains that bind him to the
dragon: the effect is claustrophobic and menacing.
Above all, Fox presents us with the difficulties and
terrors faced by the powerless and the obscure in
the face of the powerful, who see them as at best
resources and more often simply as irrelevant. There
is no safety in this world and no bond is so strong
as to be able to withstand the greed of others. It is
significant in this context that the bulk of the cast
are young adults, who must
live in the circumstances their
elders create. Beyond this,
many of the characters are
enslaved or bound - literally
in the case of Han and the jade
miner Yu Shan, more subtly in
that of the emperor and Mei
Feng. The adults are, by and
large, little better off - the old
fisherman Yen is rewarded
for his rescue of the emperor
by having his boat and labour
reassigned without his consent to serve the imperial
court and his granddaughter taken from him. The
set pieces - from the great forge where the monks
bind the dragon to a haunting evocation of the sack
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of a city - are vivid, painful.. grim. This is a nuanced,
complex and dlallengingbook which repays mindful
reading.
Cave Gibbons, Chip Kidd & Mike Essel- Watching
th~ Watchmen
Titan books 2088,
£24.99, 256PP. HIB, isbn
9781848560413

Reviewed by James Bacon

I~i~tw:~t fo~:~c~ a;~~~
readers and therefol1.' 8SFA
members will have heard of.
if not read, Watchmen by Alan
Moore and Oave Gibbons? I
L.o_~~--' hope it isn't, as I feel it is one of
those comics that has traversed.
the narrow gap between comics and science fiction
readers and then this book may be of interest. As
Cave Gibbons says "I had an epiphany one day
when I realised that Walchmen was not a super-hero
book as such.. but rather a work of science fiction, an
alternate history....
Watching tm Watchmm is not just about imagery.
Although it is obviously a coffee table sized book
full of art, it also gives a real understanding of how
Moore thinks. This book gives the insights and tells
the secrets of the creation of Watchmt'n, thankfully
from the horse's mouth.. without toomuch recourse to
phoney philosophical extrapolation. Cave Gibbons,
artist and co-creator of WQtchm~n goes through his
memories and his box of artefacts, and takes the
reader on a journey of enlightenment, as he explains
how the comic came about.
~_~~~

Hisexplanationofthemech.anio.ufgettingthedeal,
dealing with editors, and of course suddenJy finding
himself on a tidal wave as the success of the comic
exploded, are set out in a very well-paced manner.
I was particularly interested in the interactions
between artist and writer as they developed their
ideas through telephone conversataions. Not only
does Gibbons talk about these, but he actually shows
us the notes and doodles he took at the time.
What's immediately noticeable is that there is no
shortage of beautifully reproduced images. These
start with conceptual sketches, discarded ideas and
moves onto comparing thumbnails and pencils to
the original comic. Meanwhile we are tantalized
with the odd page of script or concept, directly from
the typewriter of Alan Moore. There are literally
hundreds of sketches, photos of artefacts, such as
Rorschach blotches that Gibbons made so there
would be a randomness to the mask of one of the
main characters, to pages and images that just never
made the grade.
I was fascinated by the amount of effort and
preparation that went into the whole artistic process.
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It's one thing to read a comic, but to get a clear
understanding of the sheer weight of work that goes
into ensuring it is something else. This book provides
a fine companion to Watchmm. The design element
to the original is quite telling. in just a few pages we
see the shop front sketches, the architectural design
and a map of the intersection with the newsstand,
where a lot of the story takes place. Added to these
we get the quick quip from Gibbons, that adds a
whole new dimension to the art: ''I've since decided
that the real-world equivalent of the intersection is
actually 7th Avenue and West 31st St."
John Higgins has a section where he talks about
the colouring. the selection of the colour palette,
which is different than that of regular comics, and
the process of colouring. which nicely compliments
the rest of the book.
There is mention of what happened after the
release of the comic, with photos of the limited
amount of merchandise available, as well as
sketches and imagery from foreign editions and role
playing games. The success, the fans, the awards,
all get a mention of some sort. Gibbons does not
go into any salacious revelations about subsequent
disagreements,. although does say he may reserve
that for another day. The word count is nol huge,
but what he does say appropriately compliments
the images presented so well. If as a science fiction
reader, you wonder what a comics creator makes
of you reading this comic. Gibbons explains his
feelings, especially about winning the Hugo Award
in 1988 for 'other forms':
"Although Watchmen has probably done as much
as any comic to break free from genre and industry
constraints, comics fandom does tend to be a little
insular, so it felt particularly good to be noticed in
the next ghetto up, namely that of science fiction."
Alison Goodman - The two peRrls of wisdom
Bantam Press, 2008, £11.99, 43Opp, h/b ISBN
9780593061367

Reviewed by Penny Hill

I:~~~~o~~~r:~~i:lnf:~~~:;

I was disappointed to realise
towards the end of the volume
that this is fact part one of two,
but this particular SIOry did
reach a satisfying climax. while
still needing the second volume
to complete the tale.
I enjoyed the theory of the
magic in the setting of this
novel- the tweaking of Chinese
astrology 10 include a dragon
aspect and the way this is woven into a structured
system of magic that also incorporates aspects of Ym
and Vang.

I did enjoy the choices that were made about what
gets translated and what doesn't. By translating yin
and yang into sun and moon, we are drawn into the
thoughl processes of this society.
Whilst the heroine disguised as a boy is one of the
oldest tropes, this version was particularly enjoyable,
not only in the references to Mulan that 1 spotted but
also in the exposition of the idea of the male and
female gaze. It was good to see the consequences of
Eona taking the sun drug to boost her "male aspect".
Rather than just being a convenient way to make her
more convincing, she actually changes temperament
and behaviour as a result. In fact, the demonstration
of everyone having a male and female aspect showed
a more subtle exploration of a society with highly
formalised gendered gender roles than I would have
expected. I particularly liked the different roles and
relationships available for eunuchs who have given
up their "sun" aspect to become "Moon Shadow"
versus the "Contrairc" or man living as a woman.
Of course, in this patriarchy women do not take on
men's roles apart from our concealed heroine.
The stark poverty of the servants and slaves is
again nol a new theme, but here r feel it is depicted
withoul a romantic gloss. The memories of Eona's
upbringing in the salt mines and the death of her
childhood friend and protector do remind me of the
early chapters of Jan~ E~, for like them, here there
is no way to right the wrongs of the past. I enjoyed
the exploration of the social setup of obligations
confemod and owing at all levels of society between servants and slaves as well as between the
powerful.
There were suitable levels of grimness and
violence: this is not a fairy tale. The imperial pearls
are sewn into the throat of the Emperor and we
see how painful this is. The Imperial Prince, the
closest character we have to a romantic hero is
dispassionately shown to be both violent and
possessed of privilege to an uncomfortable level.
He strikes a servant for appearing to be wrong and
breaks a trainer's ribs, without questioning his own
right to do so. Yet he is also the sole hope for fairness
and stability.
This reminds us that this is an alien world. How
much of this setting should be described as cultural
appropriation is a question I feel I musl raise, without
being qualified to answer. It meant I enjoyed the
setting as a guilty pleasure and this included being
uncomfortable with the cliched portrayal of a society
where the conventional attitude towards lameness
as unlucky, an attribute which is considered to be
contagious and therefore to be avoided.
On the other hand, I was particularly touched by
the portrayal of £ona's disability on an individual
level. She recognises what is and isn't possible for
her and sometimes knowingly over-extends herseU,
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choict'S for which we see her paying later.
I enjoyed guessing the plot twist of how the
central conflict would be resolved.
This was a very enjoyable read, with the bcK>k
being the right length for its tale. It was competently
written and engaging. I look forward to reading the
second volume!

Warren Hmunond - EX-KOP
Tor, 2008, 32Opp, bib, ISBN 978765312743
Reviewed by Mark Harding

L::~~ett~r:~S::=~t~U:tl;a:O;:~d~of~:

Koba Office of Police, and it really doesn't grate once
you get used to it
Warren Hammond's second detective novel in
this series is set in a universe that is very dark indeed.
Lagarto is a claustrophobic, grimy, down at heel
colony planet; it has a failed economy; awful climate,
the dominant life form is reptilian (in both senses),
the only industry is sex-tourism for offworlders and
everyone, everywhere, on every possible occasion,
is corrupt. If you like your noir
extra seedy, this is the place to
be.

The hero is Juno Mozambe,
the ex-hard man of KOP,
who was forced out of his
}ob following a coup. This is
not exactly a fall from grace,
as Juno had been corrupt for
many years, but the bad news
is that the replacements are
evenwol'Se.
Hammond shows real flair in the way he builds the
story on Juno's broad shoulders-character and story
fit together like weU-crafted fumiture. Hammond
also plays very well on the conflict between Juno's
moral awareness and his irredet!mable corruption.
And he can capture the reader's attention - I stayed
up at night much later than was sensible because I
wanted 10 finish reading Ihe book.
And yet... 10 me, the novel seems so pared down
for cop action it doesn't leave room for much else. I
realise in detective stories glumness equals gravitas,
but the background universe of KOP seems tacked
on as an excuse for the gloom rather than logically
creating the foreground. I don't want to be prissy
about it, but when there are so many elements
that don't quite gel, the cumulative effect starts to
get distracting. Two examples from a very long
list include: Why can't the inhabitants of Tenttown
move into to all those abandoned barges that
nobody wants? Why do the Lagartans insist on
being uncomfortably soaked by the ever-present
rain rather than wearing waterproofs?
Constantly coming across questions Like these is
a distraction and adds to the feeling that KOP world
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has a lot of background and texture missing - at
times I drifted into fantasies of an illustrator filling in
the white space and turning it into a graphic novel.
(And it would make an excellent one too.)
Having had my whinges, I must re-iterate
Hammond's strengths: he can definitely plot. Juno's
character fits seamlessly with the story, some of
the minor characters are fascinating and there are
moments when the settings do kick in,. such as the
scenes in the floating village of Floodbanlc..
So, for my taste, I could do with more sf
plausibility and depth, but on balance, would I read
the next book? Probably yes: Hammond is certainly
someone to watch.

Michei Houellebecq - H.P.LoTJecrRjt: Against the
World, Against Life, translated by Doma Khazeni,
introduction by Stephen King
Gollancz, 2008, £8.99, 245pp, plb ISBN
9780575084018
Reviewed by A. P. Canavan

T:v~s ~~a:;n:S~:~omostcurious books

I

review and yet. as is often the
way of things, one of the most
interesting and engaging.
The reason for this is that I
was expecting a critical bcK>k
focused on the writings of
HJ>. LovecrafL What I found
instead was a beautiful1y
crafted
appreciation
of

~~ecra~t,an~u~~w::;:~

. . . ._

....

insight into the French author
Michel Houellebecq who, through his emotive and
elegant prose, exposes as much of himself as his
subject as he attempts to explain what he has found
and gleamed of Lovecraft.
Critics and readers alike have often been divided
by their opinions of H.P.Lovecraft. He seems to be
the very personification of the phrase "You'll either
love it or you'll hate it" and it seems that rarely do
the two meet. He is hailed as both a visionary writer
who refused to bow to the conventions of his time,
and as one of the worst writers of phantasmagorical
adolescent hyperbole the world has ever seen. Yet
Lovecraft has created an enduring mythos, a radical
and cultish fanbase and more importantly has been
an inspiration to generation after generation of
writers of the fantastic. So it is of no surprise that
any work about Loveaaft will engender a similar
dualistic response. ·People will either love this bcK>k
or hate it.
The majority of Lovecraftian scholars will
undoubtedly be aware of HoueUebecq's essays on
Lovecraft, either in the original French or in this
translated edition. So trying to sell it to them is the
34

very essence of preaching to the converted. But this
book is far more than a dry academic treatise on
one of the most intriguing and perhaps influential
authors of the 20th Century, this is, as Stephen King
notes in his often quoted introduction, a "scholarly
love letter [...] the world's first truly cerebral mash
note." HoueUebecq's response to Lovecraft is at
once intelligent, intellectual and academic, whilst
maintaining a personal and emotional connection.
The focus of this book is first and foremost
Lovecraft's life and how this, in Houellebecq's
opinion, affected his writing and work. Unlike
many other biographies, Houellebecq unashamedly
offers a personal and quite opinionated version
of Lovecraft's life, rather than attempting to be
unbiased or detached. This does not detract from the
veracity of what is recounted, but rather adds to it.
It is an emotional and passionate view of Lovecraft
that creates genuine sympathy within the rcader for
Lovecraft who Houellebecq portrays as a tragic and
unappreciated genius. As the actual biographical
part of the book is under a hundred pages long, this
is obviously not an intricate retelling of Lovecraft's
life, and yet onc is ncver left feeling that something
is missing. The strength of Houellebecq's writing is
such that the reader is carried along as if this is a
novel following the exploits of a fictional hero called
Lovecraft.
Despite this passionate recounting of some of
the more tumultuous events in Lovecraft's life,
Houellebecq doesn't forget the literature. If anything
the greatest insights offered by this book are on the
very nature of writing and the impetus and feeling of
authors as they try to find their voice and audience.
In fact the majority of the 'biographical' text is
given over to showing how the events as described
affected Lovecraft and how this in turn shows up in
his writing. Whilst not offering huge tracts of literary
analysis Houellebecq successfully links the life to the
work and does this with such conviction that even
the most outrageous assumptions go almost entirely
unnoticed and unquestioned. His arguments seem
so sound and are articulated with such verve that
one does not want to question the findings. Even
those critical of his approach would agree that even
as a worst case scenario this inspires debate and
encourages further research and analysis.
Houellebecq's connection to Lovecraft, his depth
of feeling and his identification make these insights
seem to fulfil a dual purpose; a knowing investigation
of one author by another, and perhaps almost as
significantly, an insight into Houllebecq himself.
This is one of the most curious aspects of the book, as
revealing and interesting as Houellebecq's insights
into Lovecraft's life and work are, this book offers
almost the same level of insight into Houellebecq
himself. His commentary on and response to
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Lovecraft offers a remarkable glimpse into this
controversial and celebrated author and how he
approaches writing and the world in general.
Nothing of the touching and thought provoking
commentary appears to have been lost in this
excellent translation by Khazeni. If anything, Khazeni
has gone above and beyond in order to update,
translate and rigorously source Houellebecq's
original essays. She has attempted to find accurate
citations and references for each and every one of
Houellebecq's quotations where possible, and has
listed those she could not locate accurately. This
in itself has made this work even more essential to
the serious Lovecraftian scholar beyond its already
considerable importance.
For fans of Lovecraft, this book is essential for two
main reasons. Firstly, it is a glimpse of Lovecraft's
life through the eyes of a fellow fan. It is thoroughly
accessible and will inspire fans to look deeper and
more astutely at Lovecraft's writing and give them
a greater appreciation of his work. Secondly, and no
less importantly, is the inclusion of two of Lovecraft's
stories; 'The Call of Cthulhu' and 'The Whisperer in
Darkness'. The presence of these stories makes this
an excellent edition for students and new readers,
combining the literature with a critical appreci
Any scholar or fan of LovCCTaft would be bereft
if they did not have this book at once. They may not
agree with every argument made, they may argue
with some of the conclusions and suppositions
drawn by Houellebecq, and yet they cannot help but
see this text as a revealing insight into the man and
his work.

Marvin Kaye, ed., - The Ghost Quartet
Tor, 2008, $25.95, 304pp, tip, ISBN 978765312514
Reviewed by Sandra Unerman

R::~:: ~~fk;~l~~:: a~~r::~~~oobem~~

a
of the same basic flavour, even though the fillings
are different. But this book contains four more
substantial stories by different authors with very
different atmospheres and themes.
Brian Lumley's 'Place of Waiting' is set on
Dartmoor in the present day and told in the first
person. The story builds up slowly, with plenty of
detail about the landscape and
weather. I did not warm to the
narrator but I was gripped by
his account of the hauntings he
experiences and their sinister
explanation, true or false.
This one is a creepy tale in the
Jamesian tradition about the
effect of a ghostly encounter on
a man's life.
Orson Scott Card's 'Hamlefs
Father' tells the story of
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Shakespeare's play, with a different explanation of geek rapture has been and gone, the hive-mind
the murder and the ghost. This reads like a historical Community vanishing with it, leaving a small
novel but brings to life not any real historical period population on Earth's surface and a massive Big
but the semi-legendary, anachronistic world of the Dumb Object - the titular Ring - in place around
play. Yorick, Horatio and others are given a chance to it. With the exception of the 'singleton' underclass,
display their wit and motivation. Hamlet himself is a most humans live as conglomerate entities called
flatter, less appealing character than in Shakespeare pods: two to five bodies melded by pheremonal
but the presence of the ghost is more powerful than communication and complementary specialisations
is usually managed on stage. This is a story about into a manifold being that is theoretically more
keeping the wrong secrets and making the wrong effective and adaptable than a singleton could
choices, with an atmosphere out of Jacobean revenge ever be. Our teenage heroles] are a pod of five,
collectively known as Apollo Papadopulos, and
tragedies.
'The Haunted Single Malt' by Marvin Kaye, is the novel follows [them!it] as
set in Edinburgh. The narrator is a member of an [they/it] lose out on the chance
informal group of ghost story collectors who meet to be the first interstellar pilot.
in a pub. His story includes three ghostly episodes, go on the run after uncovering
a lecture about malt whisky and much about the a plot against (themselves!
history and traditions of Edinburgh and Scotland. itself] and - eventually - Save
It reads as though the author has crammed all the The World from the rise of
things he likes about Edinburgh into one story, but in Community2.0.
A
fragmentary
focal
a very entertaining way; and the ghostly encounters
have more of the flavour of authentic folk anecdotes character is a bold move, and
than the others in this book. The themes here are makes for tricky reading at
about the impact of history on places and people.
first. Initially, each chapter is
Tanith Lee's 'Strindberg's Ghost Sonata', my told from the viewpoint of one
favourite among these stories, is set in a Russian city of the five elements of Apollo, which gives us some
in a parallel world, a place of bitter cold and decaying insight into their individual mindsets - the muscle,
civilisation. You do not need to know Strindberg's the communicator, the ethicist, the memory-man
play to enjoy this. A young man is rescued from and the autistic mathematical genius. Perhaps to
death by the occupants of a dilapidated house, balance the confusing multiplicity of Apollo and
who treat him with great kindness for a purpose other characters, Singularity's Ring is written in spare
he discovers slowly. The woman he encounters as prose, and it features a linear plot, thin characters
a ghost remembers her forest childhood among a and sock-puppet baddies, none of which hold up
primitive tribe, her capture and imprisonment. This brilliantly to enquiries beyond the scope of the
is a story about different kinds of slavery, about love story.
That said, it moves fast enough to make that a
and freedom. I shall want to read it again because
of the fascination of the world it describes and the minimal problem, and Melko has salted in a decent
great sensual details of the way it is told, like the amount of worldbuilding that examines how we
dark bread and cherry jam the young man eats might reach a Vingean singularity (and how one
after he is rescued and the agoraphobia of the forest might go horribly wrong), as well as some interesting
thought:saboutthenatureofposthuman personhood.
people when they first see the open horizon.
Given the raw potential of Melko's imagined world,
Paul Melko - Singularity's Ring
however, I can't help but wish he'd gone to town
Tor Books, April 2009, 57.99, 336pp, tip ISBN
a bit more with the world beyond the immediate
9780765357021
moment of the plot - if only for the wallpapering it
Paul Melko - Walls o/the Universe
might have given to the narrative cracks.
Tor Books, February 2009,
Walls of tht: Universe is a more traditionally smal
£17.99, 384pphlb, ISBN:
story, the first section of the novel having won the
9780765319975
accolade of Best Novella 2006 from the readers of
Asimov's. Ohio farmboy John Raybum meets his
Reviewed by Paul Raven
doppelganger in the pumpkin patch one evening,
and is subsequently persuaded to take a jaunt with
concern with the multiplicity of the same universe-hopping gizmo that brought the
identity, as well as a utilitarian other John (henceforth known as John Prime) to
writing style; nonetheless, they Raybum's reality. Beware of strangers bearing gifts,
even when they have your own face ... as the novella
are very different books.
In Singularity's Ring the finishes, Raybum ends up stranded downstream
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from his own reality while Prime settles in to the
absence he leaves behind.
From here, the plot ramps up slowly in the same
linear fashion as Singulllrity's Ring, with a similar
climactic crescendo of Just Desserts And Justice
Served. Prime's device is far from being the only
temporal gamepieceon the board, and an assortment
of Men With Guns (though not alwaysliteraJ ones, at
least at first) are thrown into the mix to add obstacles
and complications for our duplex hero, whose two
incarnations have very different approaches to
dealing with adversity - Prime's reality-hopping
has left him a lot more jaded than the comparatively
naive and virtuous Raybum.
Ifs a classic sfnal conceit handled with a modem
sensibility - the Johns survive by "reinventing"
intellectual properties that don'l yet exist in their new
universes, for example, and the moral implications
of murder, teenage pregnancy and other mishaps
and misdemeanours get a perfunctory airing - but
there's little depth of character and theme to get lost
in, nor any of the vivid description or philosophical
diversions that the multiverse conceit lends itself to
so well.
That said, not all readers demand that sort of
writing - in fact. the majority probably dislike it
Melko's concern is to keep the pages turning. and he
succeeds admirably - I was surprised how quickly
I rattled through them - but I feel no urge to reread either book. They're a fine enough way to kill a
few hours (and I've certainly read novels by betterknown authors that I enjoyed a lot less), but they
don't meet the comparisons to Vinge and Stross with
which they have been awarded (presumably on the
basis of the title alone); there's not enough flesh on
the bones for my taste.
However, the question remains: is this justthe-facts-ma'am writing purposefully aimed at
younger readers, or is YA a newl~-minted. badge
of convenience to separate new Incarnations of
such material (which is not a new style of writing
by any means, either within the genre or without)
from the growing body of what - for want of a less
contentious term - we might label as "literary" (or,
universe forbid, "adult"') sf?
It's a semantic argument. of course, as well as a
matter for marketing departments more than critics;
Melko's work will be greatly appreciated by readers
- young and old - who yeam for science fiction that
"just tells a story'", and its worth can (and should)
be judged by each reader on their own terms. But
I doubt thafll stop someone from using Melko as
a poster-child for everything that every sf writer
should be doing to Save The World... er, Save The
Genre, I mean.

Farah Mendlesohn - Rhetorics 01 Fantasy
Wesleyan University Press, 2008, 527.95; 307pp,
plb ISBN 978819568686
Reviewed by Niall Hamson
ny BSFA member who has read the Special
Edition booklet published with Vtdor 256,
which included the introduction to Rhetorics of
Fantasy, will already be familiar with the broad
outlines of Farah Mendlesohn's argument in this
book. and may have experienced theease with which
thinking in her terms becomes intuitive. But there is
much to be gained from reading the complete work.
It makes dear, Ear starters, the extent to which her
identification of four "fuzzy sets" of fantasy works
- fantasy here defined as "a fiction of consensual
construction of belief" (xiii; I think the "in things that
exist counter to physical reality as we understand
it" is implict) - is grounded in observation of wh~fs
actually available on bookshop shelves; though It'S
perhaps useful to remember that while the four
sets get approximately equal numbers of wor~s
devoted to them in Rhetorics, they are not equal In
the market.
Portal-quest fantasies, in which a protagonist
enlers the fantastic from a
familiar home base (which
does not have to be our
world: Mendlesohn argues
for TM Lord of flit Rings as a
prototypical portal-quest) and
then explores it. surely still
dominale bookshop shelves,
which will be a concern to
anyone who finishes Rhetorics
convinced by Mendlesohn's
broadsides at the ideological
inflexibleness of the strategies
used to write them. After that the most common are
probably intrusion Eantasies, in which the fantastic
comes calling from elsewhere; then ifs probably
a tie between immersive fantasies, those works
set in fully separate otherworlds which assume a
native reader, and liminal fantasies, works whose
interactions with the reader construct a doubtable,
"polysemic" fantastic. There are, of ~urse, works
that don't fit into MendJesohn's categories; she labels
these "the irregularS', although to my mind there is
a recently evolved, fully regular and fairly sizable
category which sits outside her map altogether. I'm
thinking of paranormal romance. For Mendlesohn.
who defines a successful member of one of her sets
by its adherence to certain rhetorical strategies, ~~e
kinds of cros.s-fertilisation can be a problem.. as It 15
a problem that "the potential horror of [Laurell K.
Hamilton's) Anita Slake novels is subverted by [the
use of] structures and language native to immersive
fantasy" (xxi). But it strikes me that this fusion is
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exactly what writers of paranormal romance have
seized on and made their own. and have seen
gobbled up by the market.
This points the way, perhaps, to a more general
limitation of Mendlesohn'sstudy, which is the degree
to which her categories overlap and interpenetrate,
and not just in the cases she labels irregular.
Steph Swainslon's The Ytar of Dllr War (2004), for
instance, is considered as an immersive fantasy,
yet - as Mendlesohn noles - it contains within it a
portaI-quest narrative, in the form of Jant's drugdriven joumeys to the surrealistic Shift; and it even
contains - as she does not note - an intrusion. in
the form of the insects waging war against the
Fourlands. In contrast, Susanna Oarke's }onatluln
Strange & Mr Norrrll (2004) is discussed. as an
intrusion fantasy despite being "first and foremost
an immersive fantasy'" (164). And so on. Nowhere
does Mendlesohn assert that her categories should
be exdusionary (obviously, quite the opposite), but
to my slight surprise. the more of Rhttorics of fantasy
r read, the more wary I became.
To be clear: 1 think the strategies and techniques
which Mendlesohn identifies and describes are real,
and I think her work in identifying and describing
them is extremely useful. The positioning of reader
and protagonist as nalve in a core portal-quest text,
for example, is "a denial of discourse" (6), and thal
does have implications for how the metaphoric
and moral geography of the fantastic in such a text
is constructed. And, as I already said, Rhttorics is
reassuringly practical book in its reliance on actual
texts. Some of Mendlesohn's readings perhaps don't
do as much establishing work as they might, but
invariably if you've read the text in question and
can keep up, they are intensely rewarding to think
through (even if you disagree with them).
What, then, am I expressing reservations about?
Simply that it seems to me possible that portal-quest,
immersive, intrusion and liminal may be better
thought of as filters than sets, even fuzzy ones. I
think it is significant that the four labels describe
different kinds of structure - at the most basic level,
asMendlesohn points out, portal-quest and intrusion
imply a particular plot, while liminal and imrnersive
do not. In seeking to build on what Mendlesohn lays
out here, it may be more useful to consider how all
the different strategies she describes are deployed
(or not) in any given text, and how they interact,
than it may be to consider her four categories to be
"real" in any reliable sense, or to consider any book
to fully belong to one or another.
I should also note that there's more than just a
series of tools for thinking about fantasy to get from
this book: there is what you might describe as an
admirable rhetoric of criticism, too. There's that
practicality, of course, but also the simple pleasure of
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reading a work of criticism so fiercely and personally
engaged with its subject; more than once you get a
glimpse of Mendlesohn's thinking evolving as she
developsher argument. There'sasenseofcommunity,
too, in that references to personal conversations
with other critics and friends rub shoulders with
citations of scholarly articles without feeling
exclusionary (though relegating said references to
endnotes, rather than including them on the page as
footnotes, makes them a little more tiring to access
than should be necessary). Mendlesohn's statement
that her categories should be considered "powerful
only to the degree that they remain arguable" (xvi)
is part of the same aesthetic. as is her conduding
contention that RhLtorics "is an expression of faith in
the narratological inventiveness of fantasy authors"
(273). Put another way, RhLtorics of Fantasy is living
criticism for a living genre: and it can bring reading
alive.
Larry Niven and Jerry Pournelle -lllftmO
Tor, New York 2008 (rev, ed.), 24Opp, hIb, ISBN
9780765316769
Reviewed by Mark Connorton
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belated sequel, Esarpt from Htll, due in early 2009.
The novel tells of a science 6ction author, Alan
Carpentier, who dies in a drunken stunt at an sf
convention and finds himself in Dante's Infrmo. As
an agnostic who dObn't ~li~ve
in hell, Carpentier initially
struggles to think of scientific
or science fictional explanations
for his situation. He soon meets
Benito Mussolini (replacing
Virgil as the guide) and they set
off deeper into hell, in search of
the exit to purgatory.
The book sticks closely to
Dante's conception of hell, with
the same concentric rings each
devoted to a different class of
sinner, and the same red~hot iron walled cities, rivers
of boiling blood, lakes of ice and sadistic demons.
Dante's original had a satirical bent, describing
plenty of his 13th century enemies being punished
for their sins. Niven and Pournelle do the same
thing; with health food nuts, NIMBYs, polluters,
new age gurus and other modem betes noirs making
an appearance. However, given their reputations,
the book isn't as ideological and right wing as one
might imagine. Carpentier is frequently horrified by
the extreme nature of Ule sinner's punishments and,
for example, can't believe that gays are condemned
to the desert of burning rain solely because of their
sexuality.
There are still a couple of cringe-worthy moments

though. There are points made about issues like
nuclear power and the diagnosis of dyslexia that have
severely dated. At onc point the writers embark on
an astonishingly petty and mean spirited attack on
Kurt Vonnegut (in hell for inventing satirical religions
in his books), basically for having an apparently
undeserved literary reputation. Their choice of guide
is also rather dubious. Virgil in the original was a
"Righteous Pagan" i.e. he wasn't actually a sinner but
ended up in hell because he died before Christianity
was invented. Mussolini was, of course, the fascist
dictator of Italy. He is characterised throughout the
book as being upright, noble and strong, and gets
an apologetic speech in which he claims he only
wanted the best for his country before things got a
little out of hand (no mention of Italy's invasions of
Albania and Abyssinia). Other sinners arc doomed
10 remain in hell for not taking their sins seriously,
but this bit of handwringing is apparently enough to
let Mussolini off the hook.
Despite these quibbles, Inferno is enjoyable and
makes for a brisk, entertaining read. Initially, each
new location and new sinner only gets a page or two
of coverage, but as the characters move deeper into
hell, the book gains depth and effectively ratchets
up the horror and grotesquery. It also works well as
a primer to Dante's original; familiarising the reader
with his work without having to wade through
all the 13th century verse and obscure classical
references. My appetite is certainly whetted for
the 5e<juel too, especially as I read with a mixture
of horror and amusement that Sylvia Plath will be
a major character. Hasn't the poor woman suffered
enough without Niven and PourneHe getting their
claws into her!?

J. Parker - The Company
Orbit, 2008, £12.99, 448pp, plb, ISBN
9781841495095
Reviewed by Tanya Brown
"
as long as 'A' Company was stilI alive and
••• together, as long as the five of them were
together, the war could never end. It was part of them,
their core, their reason, what they were for; they kept it
alive and it kept them alive, which was why it. they, had
lasted so long, against all the odds. 'A' Company could
no more die in war than afish could
drown in the sea."
K. J. Parker's first standalone novel - previously s/he
(the publicity material indicates
a female author, but there is
something masculine about the
style) has published the Fencer,
SCIlIlenger and Engineer trilogies
- is distinctly Parker in its focus
on the military, the practical,
the psychological: and yet it's
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oddly disappointing.
The war is over. General Teuche Kunessin ('the
most devastating fighting man on either side of the
war') returns to his homeland, intent on reuniting
his comrades from 'A' Company and fulfilling the
dream that kept them alive: the colonisation of an
abandoned island, which he's ensured will not be of
interest to the military. There'd been six of them, but
one died right at the end of the war. (The Company
is, as much as anything, a thriller about how the
sixth man, Nuctos, died.) The remaining veterans,
despite their arguments and objections, all leap at
the opportunity. Supplies (including wives) are
acquired. Sphoe is colonised, and turns out to have
rather more resources than they'd been expecting.
As ever, Parker's eye for the gritty realities of
a (pseudo)medieval society is impressive. When
Kunessin was a boy, his family fell on hard times,
because a battle was fought on their field, leaving
a harvest of corpses: "we can't bury them all, not in
time. Can't bum them: there's not enough timber
in the valley to fire this lot ... They'll start to rot,
and they'll breed worms and flukes: the stock'lI
pick them up and they'll die.... It'll be tluee years,
soonest, before this land's fit to be grazed again."
And Parker's a master at showing what's said and
what's not - the male characters, in particular, are
men who'd sooner die than talk out loud about
emotions, but nevertheless very clearly have and
are driven by said emotions - and at showing us the
world through an individual's eyes, coloured and
skewed with their perspective. Kuncssin sees the
sun 'slanting down over the roofs ... like a shower
of pitched-up arrows'. Aidi analyses the profit and
loss of each transaction. Menin has a sharp eye for
nature's bounty.
In a series of flashbacks, we slowly discover
how Kuncssin amassed the fortune that enabled
him to buy Sphoe, a ship, supplies. There are other
flashbacks, illuminating the pasts of the other
colonists: early on we discover that a couple of the
wives have secrets in their pasts. All rumour and
conjecture of course, nothing ever proved. And - in
a quintessentially and aggravatingly Parker twistthere's an account of the betrayal of Nuctos, carefuUy
crafted using only the third-person pronoun. It's
several hundred pages before we can put a name to
the viewpoint character of that section, and 1cannot
help but feel that this is cheating.
'A'Company('thebiggestbunchofundcrachicvers
the world had ever seen') are connected by marc
than chance: they've survived years of war together,
and the sense of 'us against the rest of the world' something darker and more codependent than mere
camaraderie - is one of the strongest threads in the
novel. Given that focus, the finale is successful, but
it feels hasty and unfinished, as though there might
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be more going on than a bunch of soldiers surviving
against all odds.
~ Company, though flawed, is an enjoyable read,
not least for Parker's dry humour and the careful
construction of plot and backstory, and for another
fantasy in which there's no magic, no music and
beauty only in the eye of the beholders.

Christopher Priest- Ersatz Wines: Instnlctiw Short
Stories
GrimGrin Studio, 2008, 166 pp, £16.99, hIb, ISBN:
9'78-()..9559735-4-3

Chrislopher Priest- ReR'·Time
World

GrimGrin Studios, 2008, 165
pp, £16.99, h/b, ISBN: 978-Q..
9559735-2·9.

Reviewed by Graham
Andrews.
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del Rey/Long/PohJ/Williamson
volumes that Doubleday issued way back then. The
main difference is, however, that these are mostly
unpublished short stories, written as on·the-job
training exercises between 1963 and 1968, when
Priest was under articles as a trainee accountant.
His non-literary colleagues bored him into writing
sf with their incessanl blether about cars, sport and
beer. 'Then' and 'now critical notes are appended to
each story.
'Impasse' (SF Impu~, February 1967) is the kind
of 6SO-word Terra iiber alles squib that Frcdric
Brown might have got published in a weak issue of
Astounding. 'Conjugation' (New Worlds, December
1966) is a typically bad New Wave story - all sterile
style and no storytelling substance. 'The Ersatz
Wine' (New Worlds, March 1967) is, however, a
typically good New Wave story that could have
stood reprinting long before now.
Of the unpublished stories, 'Stranglehold' is
quite good. But it's still a bit clunky in places: "...
Gasken's tongue started to move easily, flowing
with the childish facility of a maniac mnemonic
word-wheel" (p. 55). 'Combined Operation' made
me think of Woody Allen before Priest brought him
up ('Everything You Didn't Want to Know About
Starship Troopers" ... ?) On the plus side, I agree
with Priest that The Ostrich Seed' is "a proper story
with a situation,. a problem, a resolution and finally
some kind of point. At some 3.soo words it doesn't
outstay its welcome" (p. 113). And 'The Interrogator'
(writtco in January 1968) eerily foreshadows that
exceptional first noveL. IndoctrinQi~ (1970).
I'm sorry for going on about the occasional
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syntactical infelicity. All inall we should beindulgent
with the writing of a very young and precocious
author, who had an awful lot to learn. And he did
learn rather fast, as may be proved by the ten stories
collected in &al- TIm~ World. Bibliographiles, who
study the small print on the backs of title pages, will
quickly notice that this book was first published in
1974 (by New English Library, in both hardcover
and paperback editions).
It contains 'The Run' (SF
'mpu~, May 1966), Priest's
first-published short story.
'The Head and the Hand' is an
early example of snuff fiction;
performance art taken to its
ultimate extreme, made all
the more disturbing by the
icily calm narrative voice. 'The
Perihelion Man' (New Writings
in SF 16, 1970) comes from a
time when the authorstill wrote
the occasional stave of traditional semi-hard sf. The
title story, (New Writings in SFI9, 1972), 'anticipates'
Inwrted World by two publication-years. I also find it
reminiscent of J. G. BaIIard.'s 'Thirteen to CentauNs'
(Amazing, April 1962), but maybe that's just me.
In car.-geek parlance, the young-author
Christopher Priest had too much engine for his
differential gearbox. But he soon went up the gears
into overdrive - and beyond! (exdamation point
optional). FY1: GrimGrin Studio has also published
~ Magic, which explains how ~ Prestige evolved
from the mere notion of a novel into a major (what
else?) motion picture.
Mike Resnidc - Stalking th~ Vampirl!
Pyr Books, 2008, 264,pp, hIb, ISBN 9781591026495
Reviewed by lan Whates
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Garrett PI, Mike Resnkk released Stalking the Unicorn
(1987) and introduced us to John Justin Mallory, a
wise-cracking PI who is forced to contend with the
bizarre and the surreal.
Cynics might suspect that
Mallory's return in Stalking the
VQmp;no, over 20 years later, has
more to do with the apparently
inexhaustible post·Buffy craze
than anything else. And let's
face it, the cynics may well
have a point, even though
MaIJory has resurfaced in half
a dozen or so short stories in
the interim.
The frustrating thing about
Mike Resnick is that he has produced a lot of
dross over the years, but is fully capable of writing
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significant and noteworthy science fiction. A~er all,
here isa man who has won more awards for hlS short
fiction than anyone in the history of sf and has been
responsible, in the novels Ivory and Paradi~, for two
often undelTated classics of the genre.
So what about Stalking tM Vampire?
Resnick clearly has a lot of fun with this book
and when said fun transmits itself successfully to
the audience, all is well. Unfortunately, all too often
there is a sense that the author is enjoying himself
far more than the reader.
In fairness, there are some truly funny moments
here, quite a few in fact. At times the one-liners, the
snappy dialogue, the vampiric puns, all resonate
with genuine humour. But Resnick doesn't seem. to
know when to stop. A joke will be cracked, causmg
you to smile, but then the author will strain f.or that
extra mile, stretching the gag out by strummmg the
same theme for another half page or more, and your
smile gradually transforms into a pained grimace.
Then there is the sheer volume. Every line contains
an attempt at humour or a build-up to the next
gag. Clearly, if the author has ever encountered the
maxim 'less is more', it's something he contemplated
briefly before discarding as irrelevant.
The novel's plot is essentially a vehicle for the
'humour', but it sees Mallory, now permanently
based in the 'Other Manhattan' which he first
encountered in Unicorn,. tracking down a particular
vampire, Vlad, on All Hallows Eve. Naturally, this
takes in a visit to the Vampire State Building. the local
mortuary - which is more crowded with the living.
the dead. and the somewhere-in-betweens than your
average urban train station in rush hour - oh, and
a group of fiction-writing dragons. Along the way,
he accumulates various companions. including the
female cat-thing Felina (who suggests they return to
the mortuary on Some Hallow's Eve in the hope the
place would be only hall as crowded).
All in al!- Stalking the Vllmpirt! is not a bad book and
I'm sure there will be those who love it. It is, however,
inferior to its predecessor Stlllking the Unicorn in
almost every regard, not least in its overuse of the
comedic and its elTatic pacing. as plot progression
is frequently sacrificed on the altar of the next gag.
Yet somewhere in here you sense there is a good, fun
noveL which a bit of judicious editing (of, say, 90%
of the jokes) may well have brought forth.
I've a feeling we may see more of John Justin
Mallory in the future. U so, I can only hope the next
outing is more akin the first book than this second;
but, in all honesty, I doubt it.

Belli Vaughan - Red Gloves
Gollanc, London, £12.99, 311pp, tip ISBN
9780575084001
Reviewed by Lynne Bispham
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heir, the High Barons of the
Palins gathered at the capitol
city of Edenrich to appoint a
Regent until someone of royal
blood could be found to ascend
the throne. Dissent lead to civil
war, with the High Barons
turning on each other in order to
claim the throne for themselves.
With the Palins in chaos, litrus, a merchant won the
support of the church to become Regent, and he now
rules the war-tom land as a tyrant and oppressor of
the people.
Red Gloves is a mercenary, taking her name from
the leather gloves with which she conceals her hands
from anyone else's sight. Travelling through ~he
Palins with her fellow mercenary, Bethral, looking
for employment for her sword, Red seeks shelter for
the night under the humble roof of Josiah, seemingly
a goatherd. To Red's consternation, Josiah discovers
that she bears the unusual birthmark that brands
her as the Chosen. her destiny to lead the people of
the Palins to military victory over their oppressors,
claim the throne, and restore justice, freedom and
prosperity to the ravaged land.
At first Red is reluctant to become involved in the
struggle to restore the Palins, but once she begins
to entertain the possibility that she might take up
the role of the Chosen, she is somewhat aghast
to find that she is not the only one who bears the
mark. The others are children, the eldest a teenage
girl, Gloriana. Red must convince those who have
banded together to raise these children in secret and
train them for battle, that she, Red Gloves, already a
proven warrior is in fact the one who will fulfil the
prophecy. Red also discovers that the goatherd, to
whom she is increasingly attracted, is actually Lord
Josiah, High Baron of Athelbryght, his lands rui.ned,
his people killed in the civil wars, and the ma~lc he
once wielded taken from him in battle. ObVIously
this state of affairs has left Josiah depressed. It has
also resulted in his being continually followed
around by five magic goats
There are far too many occasions in this novel
when the story only advances through one character
updating another on what has been happening.
Despite there being a strict delineation between
"'good" characters and "evil" characters who. we
are told rather more than we are shown, behave
abominably towards the people of the Pal ins, there
is no real sense of menace and certainly no doubt
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that Red Gloves will win through to the throne before
the end. Red Gloves herself fails to convince as a
mercenary soldier-she is just too nice. It is impossible
to believe that she earns her living by killing people
for money. Two dimensional characters, including an
elf, a ranting and raving villainess, a Regent who is
defeated in a few paragraphs, and an unconvincing
imagined world do not a recommended novel make.
So I do not recommend it.

VJ Waks - Tau 4
Authorhouse, 2007, 496 pages, £15.49, plb ISBN:
978-1434333933
Reviewed by Martin McGrath

T~~'E'~~pt:~;~n;fse:X~~lishing are obvious.
looks at the dross that
sometimes makes it through
the professional filter - in
books and magazines - and
thinks to themselves, if they
publish his shif, why won'f they
publish mine? SeIf-publishing
offers the hope of getting your
work "out there," bypassing
the
professionals'
market
domination, and letting the
public judge.
But sometimes those professionals have a point.
For example, Tau 4 by VJ Waks.
It is possible that there's a half decent story buried
in this book. But I couldn't find it
A cliched plot with a mad scientist, a rogueish
space pirate and an innocent girl who just happens
to have been given the ability to turn into a giant,
cat-like, predator rumbles along on predictable rails.
Will Gerda Tau fall in love with space pirate Captain
Col? [Yes] Will they avoid the clutches of the mad
scientist? [Of course] Will good triumph over evil?
[D'uh!]

But what really damages Tau 4 is the appalling
quality of the writing, both in detail and in overall
tone.
The story is presented at an hysterical emotional
pitch - the characters teeter on the edge of screaming
hissy fits or furious outbursts. Which would be fine
if it all built to some meaningful release, or if it ebbed
and flowed to add rhythm to the story. But it doesn't.
Tau 4 is like being screamed at by a six-year-old who
has attention deficit disorder and is overdosing on
Sunny Delight. It quickly becomes irritating.
The pacing of the story doesn't help. Pages pass
in minutely detailed recounting of the juvenile
"emotional turmoil" of the main characters but,
after chapters of debate and build up, the attack of
the native "People" on the mad scientist's fortress is
dismissed in two paragraphs (395-6).
But it is the details that really sink VJ Waks's
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novel.
Like the fact that she has no control of the point of
view of her writing. In Chapter 8 (chosen randomly)
the character describing the action changes at least
fifteen times. Sometimes the POV switches three
times on the one page (320 or 328, for example). This
is not deliberate style, it is sloppy writing.
Plus, there's the failure to control detail: A "midsized battlecruiser" (123) becomes a "dual-wing
fighter" two pages later. Three men at the helm of
the ship (131) become four when they are all named.
And Waks seems particularly fond of adjectives,
particularly "cruelly" and "violently" which she
peppers liberally through passages of text. And
under it all, is the desperation of a writer trying too
hard, her writing becoming SO convoluted that it
jettisons all meaning:
But what Bereg hazarded to surmount was
no mean feat. For never had the warriors of
the People yet attempted a direct assault on
the terrible ramparts which continued to
grow every stronger in the Valley of the Rift
and it was just such an assault that Bereg now
proposed to make. (390)
Until, finally, we come to the eyes. Eyes "flash"
and "glitter", they are "grim" and "sharp", they
become "glowing copper orbs" and "flicker with a
pale light" - in one paragraph on page 132: "Col's
eyes that suddenly flashed dangerously... Teng's dark
eyes glittered like obsidian... their eyes [were] on him,
cold and deadly" - not only are the descriptions all
hopelessly cliched but the repetition becomes first
funny, then distracting and finally infuriating.
Like the rest of the book.
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Resonances: Column #54
by Stephen Baxter
From 2006 through 2008 I contributed a monthly
column on 'what if?' turning points in history to the
BBCs pop-science magazine Focus (no relation to the
B$FA's worthy organ of the same name). I surveyed
a number of 'jonbar hinges' familiar to fans and
writers of alternate history (including myself) such as
victory for the Nazis. or what might have happened
if Alexander the Great had not died young (see my
column in Matrix, July-August 2(04). But since the
point of Focus is science and technology, I tried to
come up with ideas that relied less on decisionmaking by 'Great Men', the whims of generals and
kings, and more on divergent possibilities in the
history of science and technology. and on thl;! way
features of the natural world have shaped history.
Perhaps these are more profound determinants
of our destinies. We know nothing. after all, of the
Great Men of prehistory, but we live in a world still
shaped by the legacy of whoever discovered ironworking. This sort of argument was set out dearly by
the French historian Femand Braudel, who argued
for a rounder view of history taking into account the
wider factors that set the parameters for our actions.
'Statesmen lareL despite their illusions. more acted
upon than actors.' said Braudel.
Of course there were Great Men (and Women)
of science. Never mind Alexander dying young;
what if Alan Turing had lived on? In June 1954 the
computer pioneer was found dead at his home. He
had been hounded for his homosexuality; it was
probably suicide. Turing was only 41. Although
mathematicians generally achieve their greatest
results when young. Turing still had a world-dass
mind. able to span theory and application. When
he died the British computer industry, though
bureaucratic and fragmented. was leading the world.
If Turing had survived this lead might have been
consolidated, and he would surely have contributed
to developments in computer design, programming
and artificial intelligence (remember the 'Turing
test'). By now artificial minds, running on Britishmade quantum supercomputers, might be capable
of mourning their godfather ...
Just as the 'Great Men' theory of history is
controversial, so some, I think. might argue
against a search for jonbar hinges in the history of

sri &: tech. Perhaps. for instance, at the turn of the

nineteenth century it was 'steam engine time', and
it wasn't necessary for James Watt to have existed;
the technology would have emerged anyhow. But
different sp«ific outcomes to the history of any
technology can always be imagined.

For example, even given the existence of steam
engines, the railways, a foundation of modem
technological civilisation, might never have been
developed. The world's first inter-city open-to-all
railway, opened in 1830, was George Stephenson's
Liverpool &: Manchester Railway. The 'L&:M' was a
triumph. and a global railway boom followed. But
in its building Stephenson was fien:ely opposed by
vested interests and dogged by technical problems.
If Stephenson's Rocht had failed its 'Rainhill trial',
or if the L&:M had failed to show a profit, railways
might have remained restricted to specialist uses like
the mines. But Britain's rutted turnpike roads were
already crammed full of horse-drawn stagecoaches.
Without railways, transport bottlenecks would have
slowed economic growth through the nineteenth
century - and the poor who could spare pennies
for a railway fare could never have afforded a
steam-powered automobile. Without the whistle
of the Rot:kefs descendants, Britain and the world
would have been poorer, and social and economic
inequaLities would have remained locked in place
for decades longer.
Lookingback further still, you get the sense that the
history of western Europe must have been contingent
on the precise way innovations were leaked into its
consciousness from the more advanced civilisations
to the east,. the Islamic empires and the Chinese.
Consider gunpowder, for instance. In 1240 Roger
Bacon was the first European to describe gunpowder,
but it had been discovered by Chinese chemists four
hundred years earlier. It might have taken just one
Chinese dissident to carry the technology down the
Silk Road - and if gunpowder had come west earlier,
the Byzantine Empire might have been best placed
to exploit it. The Byzantines used Greek fire against
their Arab foes; they ran a centralised, well-organised
state, and knew how to develop super·weapons.
and how to keep them secret. U they had got hold
of gunpowder by AD 1000, when the first effective
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weapons
were
being developed in
China, perhaps the
Byzantines
could
have foughl off the
Seljuk Turks, who
eventuaUy
took
Constantinople in
1453. With the heirs
of the Caesars still
THE YEARS OF ruling the heart of
RICE AND SALT the continent after
the fifteenth century,
all
subsequent
European
history
would have been
different.
Looking wider
yet,
there
are
powerful arguments that accidents of geography,
climate, disease and other features of the natural
world have shaped our destiny far more than
the decisions of any individual human. Consider
the Black Death. which in the fourteenth century
slaughtered perhapshalf the population ofBritain.ln
Th~ Yt'Ilrso/Ria and Sall (2002), Kim Stanley Robinson
explored a history in which western Europe was
entirely obliterated by the plague. But what if the
Black Death had never struck at all? Muslim doctors
had an understanding of hygiene far in advance of
western Europe. Perhaps the Death couJd have been
stopped, or at least diluted. That sounds like a good
thing - but ow modem freedoms came out of the
vast charnel house of the Black Death. In theemptied
world after the Death. suddenly there were loo few
folk to do the work; a bad lord could not hold onto
his employees. The old feudal systems came under
great strain, and the slow opening-up of the closed
medieval world had begun. All because of a killer
disease.
Asforgeography,
Jared Diamond in
CUtlS,
Germs and
St~1 (1997) argues
that the very shape
of the continents,
a
product
of
geological chance,
determined the way
human civilisations
arose; that's why
Pizzarro
could
conquer the lncas,
and not the other
way around. But
Pizzarro might have
faced very different
rr.~~
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opponents.
Thirteen thousand years ago, when Ice Age
hunters walked across a land bridge from Asia
into the Americas, they found continents teeming
with game - but empty of humans, or pre-human
hominids. There were no Neanderthals in Nevada.
But could earlier hominids have spread out of
Eurasia? Some two million years ago Homo erectus
arose and walked out of Africa. following roasts
and river estuaries. Theirs was not a purposeful
migration but a diffusion of an animal species
into a new range - but still, by some six hundred
thousand years ago, they had got as far as 0Una
and the far east. (There they probably gave rise to
successor species, including possibly the dwarfed
Homo Floresiensis of the islands of South-east Asia.)
Homo erectus never crossed over the intermittent
Alaskan land bridge into the Americas - but other
African animals did, including lions and elephants.
It wouldn't have been terribly surprising if Homo
erectus or a successor species had followed, perhaps
given the right climatic circumstances and some cold
adaptation. And if they had crossed over, for perhaps
half a million years hominid evolution would have
proceeded in two isolated laboratories, in the Old
World and the New - and Pizzarro with his band of
gold-hungry conquistadors might have been in for a
very nasty shock. (This kind of history was explored
in Harry Turtledove's A Di/frmd Flesh (1988).)
You can project this game off into the still
deeper past.. Another Turtledove story (Dcum in
fk Botlomumd (1999» is set in a world where the
Mediterranean is dry land (in fact it drained and
refilled many times), and human evolution has been
profoundly affected. The most famous of all megajonbar hinges, perhaps, ocrurs very long ago; Harry
Harrison's West 0/ Eden series (1984-88) dramatised
what might have happened if the dinosaur-killer
asteroid had been deflected by just a few thousand
kilometres, and missed the Earth. In a world still
dominated. by the thunder lizards, nothing like
modem humanity might have evolved.
Just as more conventional alt-hist is a way of
studying the inevitability or otherwise of historical
outcomes, this sort of thought experiment serves to
illustrate the contingency of human destiny in the
face of the turbulent history of the natural world. It's
disturbing to reflect that in many of these outcomes,
separated from ow own reality by the smallest
tweaks to chance factors, nothing like our modem
western civilisation might have arisen at all - and
even. perhaps, nothing like humanity.
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Foundation's Favourites:

The Ambassador
By Andy Sawyer
As far as I can remember, I picked this up at a
jumble sale, saw the words "scientific thriller" and
turned to read the back cover blurb. My "Bloody
hell, this is another Liverpool science fiction writer!"
could have been heard across the room.
Liverpool-born Edwina Currie was mildly
famous in her incarnation as the flamboyant and
somewhat maverick Tory Member of Parliament
for South Derbyshire from 1983-1997, particularly
when she was forced to resign as a Junior Health
Minister in 1986 after remarking about the high
incidence of salmonella in British eggs. Her greatest
claim to fame, perhaps, was her acknowledgement
in her Diaries (published 2002) of a four-year affair
with then Prime Minister John Major. Those of a
political disposition may remember the wave of
slightly stunned queasiness which swept the country.
Following the loss of her Parliamentary seat, she
began a career in the media and like many ex-MPs
began to publish novels, many of them with political
themes, many of them steamy. The Ambassador (1999)
was her sixth novel. Despite its setting a hundred
years hence, in a European Union in which cloning
is a frequent practice, Foundation was not sent a
review copy.
My eyes had been drawn to the book because,
although I'd never read any of her fiction, I'd always
considered Currie to be one of those really annoying
Conservative MPs - you know, the ones whose often
libertarian views and propensity to be outspoken
make them considerably more interesting than many
of those politicians you actually support. Imagine my
surprise, though, when The AmbasSQdor turned out
to be a genuine sf novel. "Genuine" not necessarily
in the sense of groundbreaking and challenging (it
isn't, particularly), but certainly in the sense that she
has tried far more than many so-called "outsider~sf"
writers to imagine her future and use it to propel a
debate.
The "Ambassador" of the title is Bill Strether,
a former cattle-rancher who is appointed by the
President of the USA to represent his country in
the EU. The European Union, which now seems to
include Russia and several other currently non-EU
countries, is the largest global super-power, in uneasy
balance with China. Technologically advanced, its

EdWlnllCurrrt

lead is particularly strong in the medical and genetic
fields, which are held back in the USA by the forces
of religious conservatism. Nuclear explosions in the
20205, which seem to be the collapse of the ancient
nuclear power plants, resulted in severe genetic
damage, which has beenlargelyovercome(at least for
the upper classes). Global warming has redrawn the
geography of central London (many of the "sights"
are still there, but rearranged. Parents can pick the
genetic traits of their children. The ruling classes
(the "Enarchy", from ENA, the "Erole National
d'Administration" founded by Charles de Gaulle
in 1945 to train the higher ranks of the civil service)
are a tightly-knit meritocracy - the familiar names of
many of the characters are not easy references but a
point about political and cultural dynasties. Strether
notes how the faces of public figures of the past
appear in the people he is introduced to, but they
are not, he is told, clones - that is a dirty word. They
arc NTs - genetic material is introduced by "nuclear
transplant" .
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Much of the action involves Srrether being shown being moved towards are better than the altemative
around and having things explained to him and, in (the alternatives to Europe's blandness, Jack of free
particular, being told how wonderful things are. will and political liberty seem to be a fundamentalist
Of course, there are darker things going on, as he know-nothing America and an ill-defined but
discovers during his liaison with Usa Pasteur, a presumably totalitarian Olina), but they become
sexy medical scientist. She is, by the way, "Pasteur" rarer as the story's climax approaches. The most
because she shares genetic material with the great interesting characters, ·Marty" and the security
Frenchman Louis (via a lock of his hair). Although officer Finkelslein,. who are the most "within..
Currie emphasises that genetic material does not ordinary life and the moral choices necessary to
form personality, this is obviously too good an idea survive, have less to say than the reader may want
to let slip. Currie's technique rarely moves beyond However, despite its flaws, this is a book written by
the inlodurnp in the manner of dear old RaJph someone who seems to be interested in what she's
124C41+ showingAlice around the future New York. writing in a way many thriller writers fundamentally
but it's pretty good infodumping and at times her aren't. I have no idea how much science fiction
future has a touch of ironic humour to it that takes Edwina Cume has read, but if she's reinventing the
it beyond the earnest allegorising it could so easily wheel it's a much more elegant design than most.
have fallen into. For instance, a street scene shows This is a future world which is more confident in its
us a woman with a dog on a lead:
presentation than in much satirical sf and, perhaps
because of Currie's political career, is built around
"As the animal moved to relieve itself, she
some rather enjoyably cynical argument.
nudged it to the pavement's edge with her toe.
So - Merseyside's tradition of science fiction
Beneath its haunches the dog drain opened
writers, which includes Eric Frank Russell, Claf
automatically. Before it closed again the
Stapledon, John Christopher, Charles Eric Maine,
animal's backside was sprayed with a mildly
Douglas R. Mason and Stephen Baxter - is joined by
antiseptic deodorant. The dog wagged its tail,
former MP Edwina Currie. It's amazing what you
wriggled its bottom, and, with its mistress,
find in jumble sales.
trotted on."
In science fiction, there have been so many
wonderful "Cities of the Future"; so few
considerations of the problem of dog-aap!
As Bill Streth.er learns more about this European
Union, he discovers a society which seems to be
developing a stratified system similar to that of
Huxley's Br~ N~ World: while the genetic code
of one particular caste is being tinkert"d with to
make them more intelligent (and lighter-skinned,
where necessary), that of others is being fixed to
determine a luwuing of the IQ a few points. Yet other
individuals are being manipulated to make them
the beginning of a loyaJ but ruthless army tooounter
the growing resistance, while the "Toy Shop" is a
kind of legalised brothel where clones in the form
of celebriti~ like Marilyn Monroe pleasure the elite.
Characters like Prince Marius - and Bill and Lisa,
and the Monroe-c1one known as "Marty" - have to
decide which side they're on.
By this point the thriller elements have overtaken
everything else, and although there are some good
political jokes hidden in thestory, theyseem tobe there
as in-jokes for those who remember Cunie's political
cart'Cr. And Currie seems to fuse several popularfiction nightmares about the potential of cloning. not
altogether successfully. More importantly, few of the
characters are actually interesting. Bill Strether is, in
all honesty, pretty dim.. There are flashes of genuine
speculation about what it would frel lih to live in
this kind of world, and whether the changes that are
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The New X:
Edge Detector
By Sraham Sleight
Exhibit A. The features editor of this magazine
is round at my house. He leafs through a pile of

magazines on the floor and picks out a copy of DodDr
Who Magazine. A complex look of disgust crosses
his face. "A whole magazine," he says, "devoted to
Doctor Who?"
Exhibit B. Gcorge Orwelt, in his "As I Please"
column for 9th June 1944:
Arthur Koestler's recent article in Tribune
set me wondering whether the book racket
will start up again in its old vigour after the
war, when paper is plentiful and there are
other things to spend your money on.
Publishers have got to live, like anyone else,
and you cannot blame them for advertising
their wares, but the truly shameful feature of
literary life before the war was the blurring
of the distinction between advertising and
criticism. A number of the so-called reviewers,
and especially the best-known ones, were
simply blurb-writers. The 'screaming'
advertisement started some time in the 192Os,
and as the competition to take up as much
space and use as many superlatives as possible
became fiercer, publishers' advertisements
grew to be an important source of revenue
for many papers. The literary pages of several
well-known papers were practically owned
by a handful of publishers, who had their
quislings planted in all the important jobs.
These wretches churned forth their praise 'masterpiece', 'brilliant', 'unforgettable' and
so forth - like so many mechanical pianos.
A book coming from the right publishers
could be absolutely certain not only of
favourable reviews, but of being placed on
the 'recommended' list which industrious
book·oorrowers would cut out and take to the
library the next day.

Exhibit C. A presentation given by David
Hepworth. eminerlct' grise of the UK magazine
industry, to Australian coUeagues in 2001. He's
trying to draw a distinction between magazines and
other kinds of media such as newspapers:
The subliminal message of any magazine,

the ever present, the constant pulsebeat of
magazines has always been and should always
be the same one. No, there is nothing strange
about your wanting to look at fifty pictures of
Liz Hurley doing her shopping. You do not
need treatment. There is nothing weird about
being the kind of bloke who can name ten films
in which Kevin Costner shows his backside.
You're fit. It is not yet against the law to show
an interest in reading another feature about
how to brighten up your bathroom or dress
yourself slimmer or climb the tallest peak in
the Lake District. Case dismissed.
Magazines are there to celebrate. That is
where we live, breathe and have our being
and we dilute that sense of celebration at our
peril. While other media spend the majority
of their time trying to fashion something
that the largest number can be persuaded to
tolerate, we have to be producing magazines
for communities of the enthused. (I)

Exhibit D. I've lost the relevant item here - I
think I recycled it - so you're just going to have to
trust my memory on this. A couple of weeks ago, I
had pushed through my letterbox one of those free
newspapers entirely composed of property adverts.
(Now you sce why I recycled it.) Before throwing
it out, I glanced inside. On the first inside page,
there was a kind of editorial from the publisher,
which was really quite extraordinary. The author
was an estate agent and he (I'm pretty sure it was
a he) was railing against people who were talking
the property market down. That kind of despair
(he was saying) in the newspapers or on television
made him furious. Why couldn't people break out of
the downward cycle about the property market and
look on the bright side?
I want to make a case that these four things are
linked, that they are relevant to science fiction,
and of particular relevance to a Year's Best issue.
Let me start with the David Hepworth quotation.
I'm sure his argument about magazines being
for "communities of the enthused" is right - and
it should be noted in passing that his language is
very similar to that making the case for the "socially
networked" internet we've seen develop over the last
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couple of years. But there are some things unstated
in his argument that are worth bringing to the fore.
A community of the enthused is not just nice in the
abstract for creating good karmic vibes; it's necessary
for the continued survival of the magazine. If you're
enthusiastic about, say, breeding miniature poodles,
and a magazine comes along that tells you more
about breeding poodles and so reinforces your
enthusiasm - well, you're not only going to spend
the next month breeding poodles with ever more
vigour, you're going to be looking out for the next
issue of the magazine that gave you such a pleasant
feeling. Secondly, your enthusiasm is not going to
stop at the editorial content of the magazine, but will
carry over to whatever's advertised in it. (You can't
underestimate the importance of advertising income
to most magazines.) In many cases, both parts of a
magazine are carrying a single message: consume
more (ofwhaf you'reenthusiasticabout)! The difference
between the two halves is that, at least in theory,
the editorial content is mediated by an independent
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point of view that can teU you whether something's
worth yout money or not. Sometimes, however, it
may not be - see Exhibit B. I have to say that I regard
the Orwell quotation with some circumspection
because of the lack of evidence he produces. But
there is a larger issue here: the way "be enthusiastic
about X" and "consume more product to do with
X" dovetail into each othecOearly, Orwell felt the
need to separate the two out, and so do 1. (To grind
one personal axe, I'm particularly grumpy about
newspaper or TV features that present you with an
impossibly large canon of things to consume, and
add a pseudo-moral twist to it "1000 places to see
before you die" and so on. lhis seems a particularly
unpleasant perversion of a perfect!y legitimate credo,
Carpe Diem: you are not a proper human unless you
have consumed, taken in, everything on this list.)
So there is - to go back to Exhibit A - clearly
enough of a Doctor W1w-enthusiastic community to
sustain Doctor Who Magazine in the UK. There was
even during the dark days between 1989 and 2005
when there was no new regular Who
on the TV. But the magazine has very
visibly changed tone since 2005 when
the Russell T Davies-scripted revival
came on the air. Before then, it was (like
Who fandom asa whole) a little snarky,
a little bitter, resigned to forever being
a marginal and weird publication.
Since the show's return, though, the
magazine has been relentlessly upbeat
about its subject. Although it still
retains a review section, and those
reviews are sometimes critical of the
show's weaker episodes, that aspect is
very much subordinated to reports on
the making of the show. All this is, I'm
sure, an absolutely sensible editorial
decision - the magazine has the
chance, very suddenly, to create and
maintain a much bigger community
of the enthused.
The problem with communities of
the enthused is this. If what you're
enthusiastic about is actually in
decline, the magazine about it (your
community) is actually the last place
you'll find that out. In the mid-l980s,
Doctor Who was entering the terminal
decline of its initial run, but you'd have
had a very difficult time telling that
from Doctor Who Monthly, as it then
was. One of the earliest tipping-points
in fan awareness of the problems was a
1986 interview given by the departing
script editor, Eric Saward, which lifted
the lid on various production tensions;
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almost certainly the opposite, since they're likely to
be fans, in some sense, of their subject. Fandom gets
complicated by professionalism, of course, by having
to perform it in public for money. Nor should it be
taken to suggest that a magazine can't ever suggest
thalone instanceo£ whatever it's covering wasn't that
much good. The point is that,. as a whole, it leaves
you feeling good enough about your enthusiasm
that you're willing to put down money for the next
issue.
So, toretum totheissueathand. What'sayear'sbest
issue for? Well, to celebrate and mark enthusiasms.
In a field like sf, often accorded too little respect by
the world at large, we may need that internalised
sense of the canon more than other fields. (Perhaps
this is also one explanation for the proliferation of
awards?) And in a magazine like Vector, reliant on
subscription income rather than advertising. I think
we have enough curmudgeons who'd be willing to
say it was a lousy year in sf if it was. Perhaps my
argument boils down to this: every community (or
magazine or wcblog) has an implied frame of rules
and acceptable/unacceptable discourse which by
definition are not talked about. It's helpful, once in
a while, to step back and try to work out what they
are; exhibits A and B are examples of people doing
just that. I find myself imagining each community or
magazine being a little like Discworld: a world unto
Saward gave his interview not to DWM but to its itself, with itsown laws and values, heading towards
sister magazine Starburst [2). Hence, for instance, my some unknown destination. The only diffe.rence is,
friend the estate agent in Exhibit D. For him, talking we don't always know where the edge is.
down the market seemed a kind of treason, no matter
what the objective reasons for it. Such appeals to Get Endnotes
With The Programme are often couched as if to say 11) <http://www.davidhepworth.comJpowerspres.
that doing otherwise is somehow overcomplicating htm>
things with unnecessary cynicism or rationalisation. (2] <http://community.livejoumal.com/
If you don't like our discourse, you have no joy in doctorwho/3941912.htmL>
your soul. Another example: on the Facebook group 13] <http://www.facebook.com/topic.
for Doctor Who Magazine, there is currently a thread php?uid-4701958740&topie-8086>
about whether it's appropriate for the programmewhich has, after all, been at the forefront of putting
gay characters on primetime tv - to be shooting its
next episode in a country as repressive of gay rights
as the United Arab Emirates. Tom Spilsbury, the
magazine's current editor, has posted: "We'd prefer
it if the DWM Facebook group was used to discuss
Doctor Who and Doctor Who Magazine, rather than
wider political issues like this, thanks. emon, this is
supposed to be a fun place about Ihe popular kids'
TV series Doctor Who - it's nol Newsnight." I3]
Just to clarify one thing. though. I'm asserting that
magazines exist to create and sustain communities
of the enthused, and this tends to block out certain
kinds of discourse from them. I don't take that as far
as saying that, say, a magazine can't run a column by,
as it were, a licensed curmudgeon. Nor do I want to
suggest that people writing about their enthusiasms
are necessarily doing so in any kind of bad faith -
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Celebrating 30 years
of Luther Arkwright
Bryan Talbot in discussion with James Bacon
Bryan ToIbot's graphic novd The Adventures of
Luther Arkwright has an int~ting publicsticn history.
'IN! first pari tlJ111Clrtd in 1978, but it UMZS only completed in
1989, when V4lkyrit:prt:ss rdeJIstd tM tlJhokstory in nw
individiml comics.
It is a mastoful piLaofsdmafiction;ftms amsidn' it to
bit ~ of tM first comic trorks oftM gtnr! llult WOIlld lsttn'
br tmntd as sttmn punk. It is also ~ of tM first pieas of
work to be intmded as a graphic notId. from its inaphon.
It has bml amtinuously in print from lJari: H~ sina
1989, and Jollcwtd by a ~, Heart of Empire (1999).
An opportunity tl1'rR to intmJi&J Bryan fur Vl.'dor, and
givm lasJ year's BSFA Award nomifUltion for AliCl' in
Sunderland, M was only too 1urppy to mgagr with frJlow
science jidion readers.

JB: When you first stMted wade: on Luthn
Arlcwright, did you immediately understmd it
would be a graphic novel? How did you decide that
this format was the right one for the story?
HT: When I was a young teenager in the 60s I'd
read a news item in an issue of CAstle of Frtmkenstein
reporting on someone adapting Poul Anderson's prose
novel 'IN! Broken Sword into comic form and I was
struck by what a wonderful idea it was - a comic that
was a whole novel! I immediately started making up a
Tolkienesque fantasy story. I plotted it all and did a few
sketches but nothing ever came of it. The Broken Sword
comic also came to nothing as it turned out but it had
given me the conCl'pt
I'd been developing Arkwright over a couple of
years but, over a few months in 1978, I plotted it all
out before I drew a single page. From the start it was
structured as a novel, nol as an episodic comic story.
I scripted each section just before drawing it but
the structure remained the same. It took so long to
complcte because I spenl a year working in illustration
and graphics and then spent five years working for
200JAD. Then when French aristocrat Serge Boissevan
said that he'd pay me to finish the story so he could
read it,. I realised that it would finally come to fruition.
JB: How important is tminland Europe to you?
BT: Ever since J attended my first foreign comics
festival in 1981 in Tuscany I've wanted to be a part
of that scene. I've been to many since then,. in every
country and had exhibitions and given talks there. J
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have many Frendl, Italian and Spanish comic albums
and am published in most European countries - even
if, in some, it's just my DC work such as Sandman.. I
havepublishers in Italy, the Czech Republic and France
who regularly published my creator-owned books.
JB: Wha.t was the initial response to Luthn
Arkwright like?
HT: Very good, though it started small and built
When it was first serialized in small sections in
Near Myths, many readers had no idea what it was.
where it was going, because of the very nature of the
experimental jump<utting structure. By the time of
the Valkyrie comic serialization,. though. people had a
handle on it. In 1988 it was nominated for eight Eagle
Awards and won four.
TheeditioncurrentJy available isa totally rescanned.
version; such is the way with technology in a p:tsition
to ensure the reader sees the best that this quality and
detailed artwork can provide.
JB: Did you .always envisage the story as sf? Were
there any particular influences on the story from
elsewhere in the genre?
UT: Yes, it's fundamentallysfeven though itve:ntures
into other genres such as horror, historical adventure
and espionage.
Mike Moorroc::k's Jerry Comelius and Oswald
Bastablestorics were very direct influences. 'The original
eight-page Arkwright strip I did in 1976 had him as
very much a Comclius done - at the time Moorcock
had offered Jerry Comelius up as a template for other
writers 10 use. For the graphic novel I developed his
character away from Comelius's and The Adventures
of Lu/her Arkwrigh/ is quite a different kind of story.
I'm sure that many books fed into Arkwright, such
as Doe Smith's Lensman series, Colin Wilson's fiction
and Bester's TIger TIger - the way Arkwright evolves
his psychic abilities. Keith Robert's PavtlnL, Phi! K
Dick's 'IN! Man in 'IN! High CAst~ and Kingsley AnUs'
'IN! Alteration were previous paralIeJ world stories
I'd read and no doubl helped me envisage ones for
myseU. Another such book. Nonnan Spinrad's 'IN! Iron
Dmvn also inspired the Puritan motorcycle squadron,.
complete with leather·bound iron truncheons!
Although I read them after plotting the story. Robert
Anton Wllson and Robert Shea's fflumifUltus! trilogy
and WJ.1son's subsequent books were a big influence
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on the writing. Of rourse, there's many influences from east and discovering that he had many links to the
other genres and media.
place I now live.
JB: Why did you choose CromweUian Britain as
JB; What would you recommend as a good rud
the primary setting?
for anyone reading this interview who ntight be new
8T: Growing up in Wigan. where one of the to comics?
last battles of the civil war was fought - a massacre,
8T: The best graphic novels tend to be f\OIlo8enre.
actually - the war and the rommonwealth were part of If someone's roming to romics fresh though. and want
local history and something I was familiar with. With sf, they could do a lot worse than start with Moore and
the rise of the far right in the UK during the late 70s Gibbon's Watchmen or Moore and Uoyd's Vfor Vmddla.
and living in Preston. near Blad<bum. the cradle of the The Rebellion rolJections of Jwdgt Dmld and Nonesis
National Front, I wanted to address this in the story. thL Warlock are worth a look. Shaun Tan's surreal and
At the time, I did some illustrations for stickers for the touching The Arrival is absolutely beautiful Fantasy
local anti-nazi league. A puritan fascist dictatorship readers should definitely go for Jeff Smith's Bone. For
was a good way to present a right-wing threat. Alan gothicfantasy and horror, Neil Gaiman's Sandman GNs
Moore did this later with V for Vendetta.
are still pretty damn good reads.
JB: You've also done work for 2000 AD, including
Hannah Berry's Brit/en and Brutightly, and Rutu
'7he Gothic Empire" in 1984--5, which also has a Moodan's Exit Wounds are probably the best two GNs
steampunk feel to it Did the two works influence I read this year.
each other at all? What do you make of steampunk?
JB: Your next book is Cranville, an
BT: I've been told that The Adoollures of Luthar anthropomorphic steampunk detective-thriller.
Ark:wright is the first steampunk graphic novel. Pat Where did this idea come from?
Mills was a reader of Arkwright from when it was first
BT: It was inspired by the drawings of the mid
published and the first time I met him, he proposed 19th century French illustralor Jean Gerard (aka
thal wc do what later became "lhe Gothic Empire." Grandville), who did a lot of anthropomorphic animal
He ended up, as he often did, roming up with all the characters in then rontemporaJY dress and the work
backstories first and working with 2000 AD regular of the proto-sf artist Albert Robid", again French. I've
Kevin ONeill. so I was the obvious choice for him for never done an animal romic so it's been a d\alJenge.
the Slory when Kev went off to work for the USA. I'm It's set in the world of a Belle Epoch French empire that
sure that it must have been an effect, though it was a has automatons, steam-driven hansom cabs, flying
different sort of tale, very differently told. 1here was machines and so forth and the protagonist is a 1arge
a definite effect the other way around though. When working class English badger - Detective lnspector
we first see Torquemada's face for the first time, Pat l...eBrock of ScotJand Yard - in Paris on the trail of a
asked me 10 make him look like General 5tandjsh from murder squad. He has brilliant deductive abilities but,.
Arkwright.
being a badger, he's also a bruiser and is quite happy
Gothic retro-SF. For me, there has to be a Victorian to beat thecrap out of a suspect to get information. I've
romponent it has Ioharkback 10 HG Wells,Jules Veme been describing it as Sherlock HoJmeo; meets Quentin
and Albert Robida. I don't think of SF stories set. say, in Tarantino - with animals!
Roman or ancient Greek environments as steampunk.
JB: And what comes after that?
JB: At what point did you realise there would be
BT: Granduille should be all done by January. I have
a sequel to Luthu Arkwright? Should we expect any a few little commissions to do, including writing the
further sequels?
intro to Ramsey Campbell's next book and doing a
BT: Not until I was drawing the last few pages of short strip for Time Out. After that. the project that I
Luther Arkwright, when I started to ask myself what wanted to start work on has been postponed after the
came next and yes, I've been thinking about a further writer I was going to collaborate with became ill. She's
retum 10 the world of Luther Arkwright for a while better now but it means that the book will now only
and am wondering at the moment if it should be whal be written in about a year's time. This means that I'm
I donexl.
currenUy juggling the three graphic novel roncepts I' 'le
JB: Do you h.Jve plans for other works like Alia been developing to decide which is nearest to being
fully-formed. It may well be the next and perhaps last
in 5undulllnd?
HT: I think that Alia in Sunderland was the most Luther Arkwright book.
experimental piece of work I've ever done, and was
certainly all about stories and storytelling. You never
know what ideas will surface, but I probably wouldn't
GrandviJIe is due 10 ~ releJlMd in Oclober this
have started it if I'd realised it was going to be like yt.ar, and will ~ published by Dark Horse in t~ US
doing a Phd!
and lonathan Ca,x wcrldwidt.. More information on the
It all depends upon whether I can come up with a chaTadu/lS ~ll as sneJlk pnks ofsome pagts aretlVQilab/e
new angle. With CanoIL it was moving to the North on/int. at <www.bryan-talbot.comlgrandvillt>
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BSFA Award Shortlists 2008
Best Novel
Flood by Stephen Baxter (Gollancz)
The Gone-Away World by Nick Harkaway (Wllllam Heinemann)
The Nighl Sessions by Ken Mael,eod (Orbit)
Analhem by Neal Stephenson (Atlantic)
Best Short Fiction

"Exhalation" by Ted Chiang (Eclipse 2)
"Crystal Nights" by Greg Egan (/nlerzone 215)
"Little Lost RoboY' by Paul McAuley (Inlerzone 217)
"Evidence of Love in a Case of AbandonmenY' by M. Ricker! (F&SF, Oct/Nov
2008)

Best Non-Fiction
"Physics for Amnesia" by John Oute
Superheroes!: Capes and Crusaders in Comics and Films by Roz Kaveney (l.B. Tauris)
What It Is We Do When We Read Science Fiction by Paul Kincaid (Becoon)
Rhetories ofFantasy by Farah Mendlesohn (Wesleyan)

Best Artwork
Cover of Subterfuge, ed. Ian Whates, by Andy Bigwood
Cover of Flood by Stephen Baxter, by Blacksheep
Cover of Swiftly by Adarn Roberts, by Blacksheep
Cover of Murky Depths 4 by Vincent Chong
Cover of Interzone 218 by Warwick. Fraser Coombe
There are only four nominees in the Best Navel, Best Short Fiction, and Best Non-Fiction
categories due to multiple-way lies for fifth place.

